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ABSTRACT

This methodological exercise and case study aims at re
constructing the changing activity organization of the prehistoric
pueblo community of Grasshopper.

The theoretical implications of these

changes are discussed in terms of several explanatory models that relate
these changes to factors of population aggregation, community growth,
environmental change, and intensification of production and exchange.
It is argued that settlement pattern studies provide the most
reliable and theoretically significant means of addressing the problem
of Neolithic community organization.

These studies have traditionally

involved two complementary approaches: (1) the identification of resi
dential groups through the study of architectural features and (2) the
identification of task groups through analysis of functional spaces.
The concepts and methods of these approaches are synthesized in
formulating a methodology for studying organization at Grasshopper.
The last occupied floors of late abandoned rooms, containing
a unique abundance of artifacts in their presumed location of use,
comprise an analytically uniform data set that forms the core of
analysis.

The de facto refuse found on these floors is analyzed

using a series of statistical procedures that aim at discovering
patterns of association among classes of artifacts and facilities.
These procedures avoid the heavy dependence on specific ethnographic
analogies in analyzing behavioral patterns and, thereby, make possible
the discovery and interpretation of new patterns.
xv

xvi
The application of these procedures produces a series of
observations regarding room function.

Several aspects of household

and community organization are described through examination of the
spatial and temporal relationships of functional types.

Finally,

changes in room function and community organization are inferred by
examination of selected materials from early abandoned floors.
The observations resulting from this analysis have important
implication for our understanding of the organizational dynamics of
Neolithic communities.

The changing patterns of organization at

Grasshopper are incorporated within four explanatory models.

These

are: CH environmental stress, (2) social integration, (3) intensifica
tion of agriculture, and (4) intensification of exchange.

INTRODUCTION

Inspired by early critics of "fact-grubbing antiquarianism"
(Kluckhohn 1940, Taylor 1948), the archaeologists of the 1960's moved
away from a preoccupation with artifacts to investigate nonmaterial
aspects of human behavior.

One of the most important topics of

investigation treated in this period was the reconstruction of pre
historic social organization.

The research of Deetz (1965), Longacre

(1966, 1968, 1970), Hill (1966, 1968, 1970a, 1970b) experiment with
different methods to identify aspects of prehistoric social organiza
tion.

Criticisms of these pioneering studies (Allen and Richardson

1971, Johnson 1972, Stanislawski 1969) point to definite limitations
in what archaeologists can say about prehistoric social organization,
some aspects of which may be more amenable to identification in the
archaeological record than others.
Thus, we are at a point of reassessment.

Identification of

those aspects of social organization that are amenable to perception
in the archaeological record and formulation and testing of methodolo
gies for investigating them are essential.

This must be accomplished

before we can proceed with investigating patterns of prehistoric
behavior,
Social organization has been variously defined.

According to

one definition it is the network of relations that bind the indi
viduals of a social group together for certain purposes or activities
(Eggan 1950:6).

Such a network of relations is revealed through the
1
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study of groups organized along territorial, kinship, and political
lines and their interrelationships (Harris 1968:517).

In another

sense social organization can be defined as all the differentiated
social positions or statuses derived from membership in those social
groups (Radcliffe-Brown 1952:193).
Kinship and political relationships and social positions are
not, however, directly preserved in the archaeological record.

It is

precisely those attempts to reconstruct such relationships using
archaeological evidence that have come under the most direct fire.
Binford (1968) has argued that data relevant to most of
the components of past sociocultural systems are preserved in the
archaeological record and nonmaterial aspects of culture are accessible
to investigation by the archaeologist.

This does not imply that all

aspects of a sociocultural system or even its material culture are
preserved for the archaeologist to examine.

The archaeologist re

covers only a portion of the past behavioral system that he seeks to
describe and explain.

There are, however, regular relationships

between the past system and what is preserved in the archaeological
record.

Thus it is possible to recover data relevant to reconstructing

what is not directly preserved (Reid, Schiffer, and Neff 1975).
Such reconstructions, however, are achieved through an
inferential chain that finds its basis in the material remains of a
past behavioral system that are now part of the archaeological record.
Inferences about behavior are based on the assumption that the spatial
distribution of archaeological remains is not random but patterned.
These patterns reflect "patterned behavior" or organized activities

3
that existed in the past system (Hill 1970b).

Although the actual

distribution of the remains of activities may subsequently be altered
by human and natural forces, these effects can be determined and
factored out (Reid 1973; Schiffer 1973, 1976).
Social positions and, especially, kin and political relation
ships rarely leave material remains.

Inferences about these aspects of

social organization are often based on secondary evidence of activity
groups (Johnson 1972) linked to arguments of relevance which are, in
turn, based on ethnographic analogy.
an invalid procedure.

This is not to say that this is

Such inferences, however, are weak.

This does not imply that archaeologists can only derive weak
inferences about social organization.
social organization.

There are other ways to view

An alternative definition focuses on the way in

which a social system is adapted to its environment (Harris 1968:517).
Here social organization is defined as the manner in which individuals
in a population are organized to extract and distribute resources from
their environment.

Social organization defined in this way is

composed of residential and task or activity groups which are more
directly perceived in the archaeological record than statuses or social
positions,
This ecological or technoeconomic view of social organization
may be more significant than one based on social relationships
(Harris 1968).
adaptation.

Social organization is a powerful tool in human

The analysis of organization is closely linked to the

study of social change and the balance of humsin population and
resources (Goody 1972).

Organization is designed to enable a
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population to make efficient use of its energy system by interrelating
the knowledge, tools, and labor necessary for the extraction, distribu
tion, and consumption of the resources.

In all societies these

activities take place in groups in an organized, systematic, and
predictable manner (Cohen 1968:47).
Each type of human adaptation has an appropriate organization
for extracting, distributing, and consuming resources.

Whenever man

changes his environment by harnessing and introducing a new energy
source, he alters the organizational configuration of his society
(Cohen 1968),

Such changes are amply illustrated in the ethnographic

record (Murphy and Steward 1956, Oliver 1962, Sharp 1952).

Thus the

study of activity groups as they interact with their environment has
the potential of producing strong inferences regarding significant
features of social organization.

The Problem
One of the most important developments in the evolution of
complex society was the shift in organization associated with the
development of urban societies from small scale and relatively un
differentiated settlements.

Adams (1966) argues that archaeological

research has a far greater potential for developing a theory explaining
this problem than other historical disciplines.

A disproportionately

greater share of attention, however, has been given to the earliest
agricultural origins rather than the subsequent phases of consolidation
and expansion of the sedentary agricultural way of life.

As a result,

the conditions that might have contributed to the onset of the urban
revolution remain on the whole hypothetical (Adams 1966:26).
Adams discusses the numerous problems that have characterized
the limited archaeological work in the "Early Village Horizon" or
Neolithic cultures of the Old World.

Flannery (1976) reiterates many

of these same complaints in a discussion of the archaeological work in
Neolithic cultures of Mesoamerica.

Reconstructions of individual

settlements based on large scale excavations as well as regional
patterns are virtually unknown because of the emphasis on deep
stratigraphic tests (Adams 1966, Flannery 1976).

In addition, an

obvious technological bias has influenced much of what archaeologists
have accomplished,

A disproportionate emphasis on individual objects

has resulted in the almost complete neglect of nonartifactual traces
of behavior such as quantitative and associational data (Adams 1966:26).
There are notable exceptions, however; several investigators
Cchang 1958; Flannery 1972, 1976; Soudsky and Pavlu 1972; Winter 1970,
1974, 1976) have dealt with changes in the organization of prehistoric
settlements in various regions of the New and Old Worlds.

A major

difficulty attending such studies, however, is the paucity of data on
which conclusions are based.

For the most part, reconstructions of

organization are based on analysis of architecturally bounded spaces
and associated facilities and interpretation through direct ethno
graphic analogy,

Douglas (1972) points to the need for caution in the

use of architectural boundaries, for example, in reconstructing the
organization of communities.

The dangers are especially great when

such evidence is used to infer kinship or political relations.

These interpretive difficulties derive primarily from the lack
of a rigorous and consistent methodology for approaching the different
categories of evidence used in the study of prehistoric social systems.
The treatment of those categories of evidence that are more closely
reflected in the archaeological record must be clearly distinguished
from those more distantly reflected.

Sears (1961:225) argues that each

category of material evidence used by archaeologists requires develop
ment of its own research techniques at all levels from basic problem
formulation to excavation.

If archaeology is to contribute to the

development of theories of social organization, archaeologists must
develop units of analysis applicable to their data and independent of
ethnographic theory (Harris 1968, Wilcox 1976).
Although not entirely adequate, such a set of analytic units
does exist in the current American framework of cultural phases for
regional sequences (Wilcox 1976:110).

The basic building block of

this system is the site component defined as the manifestation at a
particular archaeological site of a set of assemblages from sites that
exhibit detailed similarities in their constituent traits (McKern
1939),

A component is inferred to represent the occupation of a site

in one unit of time, or in other words a settlement.
A similar set of concepts for the household and community
levels is absent, however (Wilcox 1976).

Similarly, Flannery (1976)

is on record for lamenting the particular lack of a methodology for
the study of household and community variability in the Formative
settlement systems of Mesoamerica.
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In addition to this methodological deficiency is the more
practical concern of a lack of consideration for the limitations unique
to the archaeological context of each area investigated.

Archaeologists

have all too often failed to match their research designs to the data
potential of the archaeological context investigated.

Studies of

community and household patterns in Formative Mesoamerica, for
example, are complicated by the relatively insubstantial architecture
of that period and the disturbance of the archaeological record by
later more intensive occupations (Flannery 1972, 1976).

Similarly,

reconstruction of organizational changes in Near Eastern sites is made
difficult by destruction of early occupations in many sites by later
ones (Adams 1966).
The aim of this study is the synthesis of a methodology and its
subsequent application to the reconstruction of household and community
organization at Grasshopper, a large prehistoric pueblo in Arizona.
Changes that occurred in these organizational patterns during the
occupation of the community are also inferred.
The methodology synthesizes two traditional approaches to this
problem.

One of these approaches uses artifacts to determine the

activities that took place in a particular space or how that space
functioned.

The other employs architectural information to determine

the temporal and spatial relationships of individual spaces and what
activity groups were associated with them.

This methodology, then,

focuses on activities and how they were organized in space.

It

involves determining how individual spaces were used and how they
were related in time and space.

Essential to this methodology is

8
adequate quantification.

Thus great emphasis is placed on the selec

tion and use of appropriate statistical procedures.
Reconstruction of prehistoric social organization in the
American Southwest has been a problem of interest to historians,
ethnographers, and archaeologists alike.

Much of this stems from an

interest in the evolution of the historic and modern puebloan societies
of the region (Wilcox 1976).
The archaeological record of this region in general and
Grasshopper in particular is most amenable to the reconstruction of
organization.

In the region well preserved sites with relatively

short term occupations are abundant.

A wide variety of evidence

including well developed architecture and associated tools and
facilities are available for study.

These combined with an un

paralleled temporal control provide the means for examining organiza
tion change.
In addition, the plethora of historical and ethnographic data
concerning puebloan societies has both inspired, facilitated, and in
seme cases hindered the development of a methodology for interpreting
archaeological remains (Eggan 1950, Dozier 1965).

The extensive

archaeological work already conducted in this region provides numerous
examples of successful and unsuccessful attempts to reconstruct pre
historic organization.
Although the indigenous populations of this region were never
urbanized, numerous archaeological studies indicate that events in this
region closely parallel changes in the settlement patterns of
Neolithic cultures of Mesoamerica and other regions (Chang 1958).
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Unlike these other regions, however, a series of short occupations
followed by abandonments in the Southwest produced well preserved sites
representing short periods of time.

During the Tsegi Phase in Tsegi

Canyon, for example:
Betatakin, a relatively large village, was founded,
peopled, and abandoned within a period of only 33 years.
The history of Kiet Siel, a larger village, spanned only
50 years. Some sites, such as Scaffold House, appear
to have been occupied for 25 years or less (Dean 1969:
198).
Of most significance was the magnitude of changes that occurred during
these short time periods (Dean 1969:198).

Such changes make possible

the treatment of the dynamic aspects of social organization at both the
regional and community level.
The archaeological record of Grasshopper, a large and rela
tively long occupied town, is especially well suited for examining
activity organization.

A great variety and quantity of artifactual

data are found in direct association with occupation surfaces.

Such

eyidence not only provides data that cam potentially lead to the
discovery of new organizational patterns not found in smaller sites
But also an adequate sample for the quantitative analysis of activities.
One of the shortcomings of previous applications has been the rela
tively small amounts of de facto refuse.

Thus, it can be questioned

whether the material remains found on the occupation surfaces of these
sites adequately represent the full range of activities carried out on
those surfaces.

The relative abundance of material remains at

Grasshopper tends to minimize this problem.
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It is hoped that results of this case study will contribute
significantly to methodological goals.

Although the study is based on

Southwestern material culture, methodological contributions should be
relevant to studies in other regions.

It is also hoped that contribu

tions can be made to an understanding of the general problem of the
development of Neolithic communities.

Although achievement of the

latter goal is beyond the scope of the present study, the final
chapter suggests a series of explanatory models that integrate state
ments regarding activity organization at Grasshopper with information
about other aspects of the prehistoric sociocultural system.

Activity Organization in the Archaeological Context
Archaeologists have investigated activity organization within
the study of settlement patterns.

Settlement patterns are defined as

the way in which man disposes himself over the landscape in which he
lives (Willey 1953)»

Settlement studies are divided into a variety of

levels of analysis (Chang 1958, Sears 1961, Trigger 1968).

Trigger

analyzes settlements on three levels: (1) the individual building or
structure, (2) the settlement, and (3) the regional settlement network
or pattern.

In preindustrial agricultural societies, these three

levels can be identified with the household or domestic group, the com
munity, and the aggregate of communities, respectively (Chang 1958).
Numerous ethnographic studies have shown that domestic groups
can Be recognized By their spatial characteristics and associated
material equipment (Chang 1958, Goody 1972).

As an analytic construct

first proposed by Fortes (1971), the domestic group is composed of a

specific set of people who are usually related by kinship (Goody 1972:
22) and who participate in a set of maintenance activities within
Bounded spaces.

Goody (1972:4) defines domestic groups as those basic

social units that in preindustrial societies revolve around the
processes of production, reproduction, shelter, and consumption.
Thus, Goody focuses on the activities performed by domestic groups and
defines domestic units associated with these activities.

Goody (1972:

4-5) distinguishes three main units with some overlapping membership.
These units are the economic unit, the reproductive unit, and the
dwelling unit.

The economic unit is subdivided into units of produc

tion and consumption.

The unit of consumption or commensal unit is

equated with what has traditionally been called the household
(Goody 1972:9).
Goody recognizes that all the activities performed by these
groups are not necessarily carried out by the same personnel cooperating
as a single unit.

Even at the simplest levels of social organization,

the group preparing and consuming food may be different from the group
that produces the raw product (Goody 1972:4).

In addition, those who

live together may be divided into a number of quite distinct groups for
preparing and cooking food while larger dwelling units may consist of
a series of households (Goody 1972:3).

It is significant to dis

tinguish between the family defined through cultural and biological
criteria and the household defined from observable behavior (Buchler
and Selby 1968:21-23).
Households are identified with three activities involved in
processing food.

These are storage, preparation, and cooking.

A
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household is usually represented by a house spatially separated from
other houses and comprises several functionally distinct rooms or
areas associated with the material equipment used in these activities
CChang 1958:298),

Even in the case of communal residential units or

large polygamous domestic groups, individual households or domestic
subunits can be distinguished by partitions, separate kitchens or
fireplaces for cooking (.Chang 1958:298).

In fact the kitchen or

fireplace is the most obvious index of a household or commensal unit
(Chang 1958:298, Goody 1972:9).
The community is defined as "the maximal group of persons who
normally reside together in face-to-face association" (Murdock 1949:
79).

It may be recognized by a well defined territory or clearly

marked limits.

Sedentary agricultural communities may also be

delimited by a certain number of dwelling houses, a chief's lodge, a
community temple, and a communal locality (Chang 1958:299).

Each of

these structures are distinguished by their size, construction, and
associated features and together demonstrate the extent of functional
self sufficiency of the community (Chang 1958:299).

Communities are

distinguished with more difficulty in societies practicing dispersed
settlement or seasonal movements (Trigger 1968:60-61).
The aggregate of communities refers to those communities that
are bound by close social, political, military, commercial, or
religious ties (Chang 1958:3031,

Chang argues that the territorial

dimensions, the functional roles of member communities in the aggre
gate, and the seat of authority or ceremonial center can all be
determined by inference from the material remains.
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Households, communities, and regional settlement systems are
all reflected in material remains.

Data concerning each of these

aspects of social organization are readily available to the archaeolo
gist who is able to make significant statements concerning prehistoric
social organization.

Such statements are not only significant in their

own right but also serve as evidence for deriving inferences about
other aspects of social organization.

For example,

House and room size, type and placement of special purpose
structures in the site, over-all site plan, and areal
settlement patterns are all classes of evidence that have
been interpreted in terms of kinship structure, . . . and
religious and political organization (Sears 1961:227).
The following chapter presents a review of how these concepts
have been used to reconstruct household and community organization in
the prehistoric Southwest.

A synthesis of concepts and methods used

in previous studies forms the basis of a methodology that is developed
in ensuing chapters.

RECONSTRUCTING ACTIVITY ORGANIZATION IN THE
PREHISTORIC SOUTHWEST

Since the beginning of large scale anthropological research in
the Southwest in the late 1800's, there has been an intense interest in
the study of household and community organization of prehistoric
puebloan societies.

Much of this interest has aimed at demonstrating

the cultural continuity of prehistoric and modern puebloan societies and
elucidating their history.

A variety of methodological approaches has

been applied toward these ends.
In a series of articles, Schiffer and Wilcox have presented the
most recent exposition of what can be seen as two traditional approaches
to this problem.

The approach espoused by Wilcox aims at defining

absolutely contemporaneous site structures by means of analysis of
formal architectural features and living surfaces.

The ultimate aim of

such research is the identification of prehistoric socioeconomic
groupings.

In an alternate approach, Schiffer aims at discovering

recurrent patterns of association between the artifacts and living
debris that compose the material remains of past human behavior.

The

ultimate aim of this approach is the identification of activity sets
and their spatial distributions which in turn reflect the organization
of productive and maintenance activities carried out by the society in
question.

Both of these approaches have significant antecedents in the

work of earlier researchers.
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A review of the earlier studies is useful in elucidating the
most recent positions and understanding their complementary nature.

It

is argued that these alternative approaches in fact examine different
aspects of organization.

A synthesis is therefore necessary.

Further

more, since these methods have only seen limited application, certain
modifications are necessary for application to the study of Grasshopper
organization.

Architectural Variability and the Perception
of Social Groups
Two nonarchaeologists had a pronounced influence on early
studies of prehistoric Southwestern social organization.

Morgan's

CL964) theory of ancient society played a central role in initiating
archaeological investigation of puebloan history.

In Ancient Society

Morgan formulated a universal scheme of the progressive development of
human social organization.

From this theory he deduced that the form

of the family and their economic condition would affect domestic
architecture:
House architecture, which connects itself with the form of
the family and the plan of domestic life, affords a tolerably
complete illustration of progress from savagery to civiliza
tion. Its growth can be traced from the hut of the savage,
through the communal houses of the barbarians, to the house of
the single family of civilized nations, with all the successive
links by which one extreme is connected with the other
(Morgan 1964:13).
Morgan's theory had an immediate impact on Pueblo research.
Morgan saw the need for a study of the pueblos to test his hypotheses
and following a trip to the Southwest, he developed a four point
program for testing them (Wilcox 1976:32-^33).
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A. F. Bandelier was commissioned to do this research.

After an

extensive tour of the Southwest, Bandelier developed a classification
of sites which made a basic distinction between small one-story houses
and multi-story communal houses.

On the basis of sherd associations

and stratigraphic superposition, Bandelier (1884:62) inferred that
small houses were earlier than communal houses.

Bandelier1s conclusions

converted Morgan's scheme into a theory of Pueblo development.
Furthermore, his argument laid the groundwork for an independent
archaeological theory based on stratigraphy, classification, and
association (Wilcox 1976:34).

Wilcox argues that certain aspects of

this theory remain viable to this day.
The second major influence was provided by Maj. William Powell,
director of the Bureau of American Ethnology.

An ardent environ

mentalist, Powell provided a cohesive element to extensive and varied
research carried out by the BAE.
of special significance here.

The work of three archaeologists is

Following the Hemenway Expedition in the

Salt-Gila Basin, Cushing (1888:167) concluded that each discrete block
of architecture in the large sites of this region was the home of a
particular clan or gens.

Cushing also argued that localization of

clans and Morgan's concept of communal living was preceded by life in
single houses.
Of more significance to settlement organization studies was the
work of Cosmos and Victor Mindeleff conducted under the auspices of
the BAE.

The Mindeleffs were concerned with demonstrating the cultural

continuity of the prehistoric and modern pueblo societies through the
study o£ architecture.

This was to be achieved through studies of

construction techniques (V. Mindeleff 1891), formal architectural
features and functional types (V. Mindeleff 1891), distribution of
social units CC, Mindeleff 1896a, 1900), and settlement types and
systems (C, Mindeleff 1896a, 1897a, 1897b).
As a result of these goals two basic research problems were
formulated.

The first problem was to account for the large number of

prehistoric pueblo ruins relative to the restricted population of
modern pueblos.

Rather than resorting to a sharp decrease in popula

tion as.an explanation, they proposed that this situation was the
result of shifting patterns of occupation resulting from environmental
stresses such as hostile neighbors or changes in the availability of
water and arable land (C. Mindeleff 1896a, 1897b).

Secondly, they had

to account for the large amount of architectural variability which
they attributed to environmental differences and to a lesser degree
temporal factors.
Apart from the limited amount of excavation, the basic
approach which the Mindeleff's used to attack these problems was to
guide much of the future work in the Southwest.

This involved

extensive regional surveys, the attention to room by room, feature by
feature description of surface remains, and reference to ethno
graphic analogy for explanation of functional and behavioral correlates.
Thus according to V. Mindeleff (1891:100) it would:
. . . be necessary to examine closely the constructional
details of their present houses, endeavoring, when
practicable f to compare these details with the rather
meager vestiges of similar features that have survived
the destruction of the older villages, noting the extent
to which these have departed from early types, and, where
practicable, tracing the causes of such deviation.
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Using this approach, V. Mindeleff (1891) defined a number of
functional room types on the basis of formal architectural features
of archaeological sites.

These types included dwelling, storage, and

ceremonial rooms as well as outdoor ovens, corrals, ramadas, and field
houses.

Deviation from the modern examples was attributed primarily

to environmental differences (C. Mindeleff 1896a, 1896b, 1897b).
Despite statements to the contrary (Taylor 1948), the
investigators of this period were conscious of variability due to
temporal factors.

V. Mindeleff (1891) believed that in some regions

ceremonial rooms had changed in regard to particular architectural
features, that is shape, but had retained the same cluster of
activities as indicated by other features.

Furthermore, he noted the

possibility of certain functional changes in rcoms.

There was also

concern for perceiving changes among larger architectural units.

Like

Bandelier and Cushing, the Mindeleffs believed that the layout of room
blocks in particular archaeological sites reflected the distribution
of pueblo clans and that this pattern was subsequently disrupted
during the historic period (C. Mindeleff 1900, V. Mindeleff 1891).
Furthermore, it was believed that by observing differences in wall
construction within and between these room blocks, one could make
inferences about the sequence of construction (C. Mindeleff 1896a).
Finally their interest in changing patterns of settlement types and
systems can be mentioned CC. Mindeleff 1896a, 1897a).
Growing out of these early studies was the development of a
methodological approach that was to prove immensely profitable in the
study of prehistoric social organization.

Prudden (1914, 1918)
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suggested that the boundaries of architectural units may be used as
indicators of social group boundaries.

Through an extensive survey

of the San Juan watershed, Prudden demonstrated that small pueblos had
one generaic structure and that larger sites were composed of units
structurally identical to the small houses.

Prudden (1914:34)

indicated that the "unit type pueblos" represented "family or clan
units."
These ideas directly stimulated subsequent studies.

Fewkes

(1919) and Morley (1908) confirmed Prudden*s hypothesis at large
sites.

Using wall abuttment analysis, Morley identified the boundaries

of architectural units predicted by Prudden to occur in large sites.
Fewkes used the number of Kivas as an index of the number of indi
vidual units that composed large sites.. Steward (1937) took this one
step further and formulated a scheme for the development of clans
using the changing proportion of kivas to secular rooms.
In addition to such studies, Prudden's ideas stimulated some
important theoretical contributions toward an understanding of the
development of puebloan social organization.

A universal model of

clan development was formulated (Eggan 1950, Steward 1937) through an
extension of Prudden's methods and Bandelier's theories.

These

'•fusion theorists1' (.Wilcox 1976) argued that clans were formed by the
aggregation of previously autonomous lineages into nucleated settle
ments,

This argument was based on the assumption that the small unit

type settlements chronologically preceded the larger "communal"
settlements.

A further logical implication of most fusion theories

is that the clans in the early nucleated settlements would have been
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residentially localized in separate parts of the settlement (Wilcox
1976).

This can be seen as a direct outgrowth of the early ideas of

the Mindeleffs and others.
However, chronologies based on ceramic studies contradicted
this theory and led to the questioning of its universal and unilineal
nature (Wilcox 1976:41),

At Chaco Canyon both large and small sites

were shown to have the same pottery (Kluckhohn and Reiter 1939)
indicating contemporaneity.

Confirmation of this contradiction by

tree-ring dates led to the reassessment of this developmental scheme
of puebloan social organization.

Wilcox (1976) maintains, however,

that this scheme is still significant if applied without its universal
and unilineal claims.
Prudden's ideas were unique.

Earlier investigators had

depended on the use of ethnographic analogy to a great extent in order
to explain observed architectural variability.

In contrast Prudden

inserted Between the level of archaeological fact and that of
ethnologically derived explanations a new level of archaeological
theory (Wilcox 1976).
The "unit-type" pueblo was a theoretical concept. It
denoted the structure of a set of archaeological site
components whose boundaries signified the behavioral
boundaries of a class of like social units. It was a
nonarBitrary archaeological unit that encoded sociological
meaning independent of ethnographic analogies . . .
(.Wilcox 1976:38).
Building upon these initial ideas, later investigators have
expanded these archaeological concepts of social units to include
economic units.

F. Roberts (1939) combined analysis of wall abuttments,

building techniques, and stratigraphic relationships of floors to

describe the growth sequence and room set additions in sites from the
Whitewater district.

In addition Brew (1946) arguing for an intensi

fication of architectural studies in a time when they had assumed
secondary significance to ceramic studies, claimed that the former were
significant because architecture loomed larger in their (.the Indians')
culture than bowls from which they ate their mush.

Brew (1946) went

on to define the boundaries of social groups at Site 13 on Alkali
Ridge using analysis of building techniques in association with the
spatial relations of different functional room classes.
Still later Rohn (1965, 1971) and Dean (1969, 1970) used
Prudden's traditional strategy in the intensive study of cliff sites,
adding greatly to the methodological rigor and theoretical elegance
of that strategy.

Using evidence such as the spatial distributions of

rooms with different functions and their domestic equipment, building
sequences, and especially patterns of access to enclosed spaces, Rohn
identified a series of domestic units.

The recognition of these is

based on the cooperative performance of particular economic or
maintenance activities in distinct locations rather than on the basis
of consanguineal or affinal relations (Rohn 1965).

In a similar study,

Dean developed an extremely sensitive temporal control of building and
remodeling sequences in order to define "absolutely contemporaneous"
domestic units.

The growth and decline of each of these units was

carefully outlined through the intensive study of tree-ring dates and
architectural information.
Both Rohn and Dean, like Roberts and Brew before them,
emphasized the importance of sets of contiguous, functionally distinct
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rooms whose boundaries matched those of the culturally meaningful
architectural boundaries as defined by earlier workers (Wilcox 1975).
In addition, Rohn and Dean defined socioeconomic units at different
levels of organization—the household, courtyard cluster, and community.
These definitions are based on the codistribution of architectural
units and different domains of economic cooperation (Wilcox 1975).
Wilcox (1975) argues that these various studies all follow a
unified set of methods.

Wilcox (1975, 1976) attempts to define a

unified methodology based on a synthesis of these studies.

One of the

primary steps in the development of such a methodology is the construc
tion of fine scale temporal units of analysis.
by Dean in his study of Tsegi Phase sites.

This was accomplished

Dean (1969, 1970) used

an extensive series of tree-ring dates with which to infer the sequence
of room construction, modification, and final abandonment of Tsegi
Phase residence units.
above.

These residence units were defined as stated

By combining these two sets of information, Dean was provided

with a framework for making inferences about the growth and disintegra
tion of residence units.

He recognized, however, that:

Unfortunately, independent chronological controls as good
as those for the Tsegi Phase are rarely available, and the
archaeologist must operate on the basis of the best evidence
at hand (Dean 1970:173).
Wilcox has achieved similar results using a method more
generally applicable.

This method focuses on the use of wall abuttment

and bonding patterns (Wilcox n,d., 1975), first employed by Morley
(1908) and the concept of the "living surface" (Wilcox 1975, 1976) to
provide the temporal framework for sociocultural inferences,

Wilcox
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(1975:130) defines a site as the product of a complex series of occupa
tional events:
A site universe may be conceived then as partitioned into
a temporally-ordered sequence of outcome sets, the last
successively generated from earlier ones. In this way,
the human occupation period may be viewed as a sequence of
temporal intervals during which building or abandonment of
archaeological features—such as room-sets, hearths, or
mealing bins—took place, and periods of hiatus between
building-abandonment episodes.
Wall abuttment analysis is aimed at isolating individual
bounded occupation surfaces—rooms—and demonstrating how each is
related to the others in time (Wilcox 1975:133).
used to describe the building sequence.

This information is

The "living surface" provides

a concept for identifying which archaeological features co-exist during
any given hiatus period (.Wilcox 1975:130).

Features found on the same

occupation surface within a single bounded space are considered to be
absolutely contemporaneous (Dean 1969:198).

In contrast, features

found on different occupation surfaces of the same space are not con
sidered to be contemporaneous.

Of significance in this definition is

the fact that contemporaneous "use" does not have to be demonstrated,
merely contemporaneous "existence."
If an occupation surface or facility is available for use
during a certain interval, even though it may not be used,
it is still considered to be part of the living surface
present in that interval. Thus "abandonment" here does not
mean the passive, "is no longer used," but only the active,
"is taken out of use" (Wilcox 1976:121).
The latter state can only be demonstrated by destruction, covering, or
other modification of features.

The "living surface" is defined as the

set of occupation surfaces and associated facilities that a human
population uses at any one point in time (Wilcox 1976:121).

These

1I
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include all significant surface modifications such as architecture,
fire hearths, mealing bins, cists, and non-portable artifacts.

The

identification of such surfaces are derived from the building sequence.
Through the use of these concepts, Wilcox was able to define
site structures and their change through time at Broken K Pueblo
(.Wilcox n.d.) and the Joint Site (Wilcox 1975).

These structures are

the bounded spaces within which people carried out their daily
activities (Wilcox 1975:130).
In order to make adequate inferences regarding prehistoric
social organization, however, Wilcox points out that we must know not
only how activity space was structured but also how it was used.
Wilcox

(1975:131)

cogently argues that:

Significant changes in the living surface created by later
building or abandonment activity, or natural processes,
presumably are always correlated with changes in the way
space was used in a site universe. The converse of this is
probably not as valid. Changes in the use of space may occur
without changes in the physical facilities being utilized.
Thus we return to Wilcox's definition of contemporaneity.

In other

words, archaeological features and non-portable facilities may be
designed for particular functions and available for such use.

How

ever, in fact they may be used for some unrelated activity or not used
at all.
For these reasons studies of the patterning of architectural
features and non-portable facilities are not adequate for describing
the organized use of space.

Such evidence is obtainable from the study

of the material Remains of activities.

Wilcox (1975:131) argues that

both sets of evidence are essential to any analysis of social
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organization.

However, his methodology, originally derived from the

ideas of Prudden, is inappropriate for gathering evidence of the actual
use of space.

For this we must turn to an alternative approach.

Activity Analysis and the Use of Space
An alternative approach to the study of the structure of
activity space is the examination of the material remains of activities
that took place in these spaces.

Such remains include not only the

architectural features and non-portable facilities studied in the
above described approaches, but also the artifacts and debris used in
and produced by a human population's daily activities.
One of the first attempts to take advantage of this latter type
of evidence can be seen in the work of Martin and Rinaldo (1950).
Martin and Rinaldo's work in the Pine Lawn Valley presents some
interesting ideas for the study of household and community patterning.
They attempted to perceive the relationship between trends in social
organization and changes in subsistence patterns in this region.

Using

an ethnographic model of pueblo households, they examined such evidence
as house and settlement size and number of mealing bins per house in
different time periods in order to make inferences about population
growth and changes in social organization.

They also examined the

temporal distribution of different types of metates and other artifacts
to make inferences about associated change in subsistence patterns.
the basis of this evidence, they inferred that changes in residence
patterns were a function of the increasing importance of agriculture
at the expense of seed gathering.

On

1
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Although their method was admittedly crude, they recognized
the importance of focusing attention on new kinds of data such as:
, population density, relation of houses one to another, size and
location of houses and hamlets, number and kinds of tools per house,
functions of various rooms and tools ..." (Martin and Rinaldo
1950:569).
These ideas appear to have had an impact on later work con
ducted by the Field Museum of Natural History toward the development
of an alternative to Prudden's strategy for perceiving Puebloan social
groups (Hill 1966, 1970a, 1970b; Longacre 1966, 1970).

According to

this strategy the locations of residential units are by non-random
clusters of artifact stylistic elements that are peculiar to the
different units (Hill 1970b:19).

Employing this strategy, investiga

tors used the differential distribution of ceramic design elements to
define room sets at Carter Ranch and Broken K Pueblos.

These room

sets were inferred to represent the spatial loci of different resi
dential groups.

Thus this strategy, based on the differential spatial

patterning of artifactual remains, can be seen as an alternative
approach to that enunciated by Prudden a half century earlier
(Wilcox 1975),
Following a line of thought similar to that of Martin
and Rinaldo (1950), Hill (1968, 1970a, 1970b) set forth an explicit
strategy for making and testing inferences about the spatial organiza
tion of activities of puebloan task groups.
the following assumption:

This strategy is based on
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. . . where different kinds of activities are carried out
within a community, one would expect to find different
kinds of artifacts; and the presence of different artifacts
in particular rooms or areas within an archaeological site
should be useable as evidence inferring the activities of
these rooms and areas . . . (Hill 1970b:19).
Hill's strategy involves the following procedures: (1) the careful and
quantitative analysis of formal variability among rooms and other areas
to discern discrete functional types; (2) the search for formal
analogues in the ethnographic literature; (3) the examination of the
activities and material correlates of those activities in the modern
types; and C4) the comparison of these correlates with the distribution
of artifact types in the archaeological room types (Hill 1970b:29-30).
This method aims at describing the organization of households as
recurrent sets of activities that were conducted within similarly
patterned sets of bounded spaces.
Using this method, Hill hypothesizes that certain formal
architectural differences of pueblo rooms are related to their functions
and that the prehistoric patterning of such activity spaces is essen
tially the same as patterns observed among the ethnographically known
western pueblo societies.

These hypotheses are tested using the

artifactual and other material contents of formally similar rooms as
test expectations derived from the ethnographic case and applied to the
archaeological case.

The fit between these expectations and the actual

archaeological evidence is compared and hypotheses either accepted,
modified, or rejected (Schiffer 1975).
Hill maintains that this method departs from the traditional
use of ethnographic analogy.

An examination of the material correlates
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of activities can be used as independent evidence for testing
inferences about room'function based on formal architectural evidence
(Hill 1970b:24).

This approach not only provides a solution to the

taxonomic dilemmas faced by archaeologists (Smith 1952) but also leads
them out of the informational cul de sac created by the use of direct
ethnographic analogy.

Hill (1970b:21) is right to point out that such

use of analogy:
. . . constitutes a tacit admission that nearly all of what
we can learn about the past is already known! We can
simply consult the ethnographic literature and ignore the
archaeological data.
Hill (1970b:26) argues that:
. . . in testing any proposition the test implications that
do not test in the affirmative are just as important,
since they provide new information. They provide evidence
of culture-change, and they may suggest new propositions
for testing that are by no means dependent on ethnographic
information.
Following publication, these new approaches to the.identifica
tion of social groups and activities in prehistoric settlements have
received much deserved criticism.

Of significance here are four

general problems? these are: (1) the merging of archaeological and
systemic context, (2) the dependence on specific sets of ethnographic
data, (3) the lack of temporal control, and (4) the improper use of
quantitative methods.

Most of these have already been covered

extensively in the literature.
briefly here.

Therefore, they are considered only

Criticisms of approaches to quantitative analysis,

however, have not been adequately considered.
chapter is devoted exclusively to that topic.

Therefore, the next
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Archaeological and Systemic Context
Basic to the method of Hill and Longacre is the assumption that
the patterning of material remains at a site reflect the activities
carried out there.

In order to accept this assumption, Schiffer (1972,

1975, 1976) points out that an additional assumption must be con
sidered—that artifacts are discarded at their location of use within
the site.

This assumption relates to what Schiffer believes is the

important but usually untreated problem of cultural formation
processes.

That is, how does the "systemic context" of artifacts and

features (their participation in a past behavioral system) relate to
their "archaeological context" (their condition when found)?
A series of such processes refer to discard behavior.
. . . in many sedentary villages and larger sites highly
developed refuse transport and discard systems must have
' been developed. ... In examining this problem I have found
it useful to distinguish between three fundamentally differ
ent kinds of refuse (Schiffer 1972). Primary refuse is dis
carded at its use location, while secondary refuse is
transported away from the location of use and discarded
elsewhere. De facto refuse consists of those items which
are not discarded during the normal operation of a cultural
system but abandoned as the occupants leave the site.
Although most of the material at Broken K is secondary
refuse, enough primary and de facto refuse was present to
permit the successful application of Hill's method (Schiffer
1975:104).
The last statement has not been demonstrated, however.
Schiffer C1975:105) argues that there is an implicit merging of
the archaeological and systemic context in Hill's method.

For

example:
In the cases where he presents test implications for
functionally different rooms, they are simply statements
about what is found in rooms of the same type occupied by
the ethnographically-known Hopi and Zuni. Unfortunately,
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the pueblo Cor other) structures we excavate no longer are
part of an ongoing behavioral system; and our methods must
take account of the way such systems produced archaeological
remains (Schiffer 1975:105).
Thus, in order to generalize Hill's method, one must account
for discard behavior and other formation processes such as remodeling.
Rooms in any site occupied for a significant length of time would most
likely undergo extensive remodeling, including the changing of room
function.

Thus Hill's discovery of a correspondence between room size

and function in the archaeological case may have been accidental due
to the short occupation span of Broken K, a span far shorter than Hill
C1970a:8) suggests.

Ethnographic Analogy
A second major problem in generalizing the methods of Hill and
Longacre concerns their use of ethnographic analogy.

There is great

cross-cultural variety in the way that social units partition their
activity spaces (Schiffer 1975:105).

Not only are the ethnographic

models applied by Hill and Longacre inapplicable to most archaeological
problems but they may also be inappropriate to the work of Hill and
Longacre.

Wilcox (1976) makes a clear argument that hypotheses of

organizational stability between prehistoric and modern Pueblo
societies (Hill 1966) must be doubted for both empirical and
theoretical reasons.

He argues that much evidence suggests that in

all cases significant re-structuring has occurred since Spanish
colonialization (Wilcox 1976;69),

Thus it can be seriously asked

whether the patterns observed at Broken K and Carter Ranch may be
accidental or due to as yet unexplained factors.
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An archaeological method for identifying social groups and
activity set partitioning must be able to extract such behavioral
information without resort to specific sets of historical and/or
ethnographic data (Schiffer 1975:105, Wilcox 1976:6).

Hill (1970b:

28-29) briefly suggests two possibilities:
The first is to begin by describing the variability in
room types, plazas, and other areas within the site and then
ask the question, "What kinds of activities were being per
formed in these rooms and areas?" The other approach is to
begin with a specific list of activities that are of interest
to the archaeologist and ask the question, "Where were these
activities being performed?"
Schiffer (.1975:105) maintains that the latter approach is potentially
more profitable for discovering previously unsuspected patterns of
space utilization.

Temporal Considerations
Although Hill and Longacre were ultimately concerned with
processual problems relating to the prehistoric occupation of the
Hay Hollow Valley, their work at Carter Ranch and Broken K pueblos was
basically centered around a synchronic structural-functional model.
Their major aims at these sites were: "... the description of pre
historic social organization rather than with the explanation of
variability and change . . ." (Hill 1970a:20).

Wilcox (1976:120)

argues that they assumed in effect that these single component sites
could be treated as synchronous living surfaces, in spite of clear
eyidence to the contrary (Longacre 1970, Hill 1970a).
Such a procedure is less than ideal for eliciting temporal
distinctions necessary to discuss changes in organization.

On the one
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hand, Wilcox (n.d.) claims that Hill's argument was tautological since
he did not demonstrate that the same materials are associated with the
same activities.

That is, material remains found in Broken K rooms

were conpared with those of the ethnographic case without regard to
how each element functioned in activities.

On the other hand, as

already indicated Hill failed to account for changes in room function.
Hill (1970a) recognized a number of different building periods and
considerable room remodeling at Broken K, but failed to consider the
possibility of the conversion of storage rooms to habitation rooms and
vica versa.
Rather than assuming contemporaneity, we must know what kind
of temporal control is available in our studies.

Then we can ask what

are the temporal constraints on our reconstructions of past behavioral
events (Wilcox 1976:120).
The works of Wilcox and Schiffer attempt to answer various
aspects of these criticisms.

As described above, Wilcox's strategy

aims at providing the temporal control absent in Hill's approach.
Schiffer's strategy in turn attempts to account for the differential
effect on the archaeological context of different formation processes
and to provide an archaeological method for identifying activity set
partitioning without recourse to specific sets of ethnographic data.
In a series of articles and papers Schiffer (1973, 1975, 1976)
presents an exhaustive and rigorous procedure for determining the use
of space from the material remains of activities.
only briefly outlined here.

This procedure is

Following Hill (1970b:28-29), Schiffer

argues that the first step is the determination of what activities took
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place at a site.

This is achieved by (1) developing hypotheses con

cerning activities and their material components gleaned from general
anthropological knowledge and regional information, and (2) testing
the hypotheses through application of general principles (correlates)
that state relationships between attributes of the components,
Behavior, and results of behavior in terms of the attributes (Schiffer
1975).

In addition, the possible range of discard activities and their

locations at the site are determined through the application of general
principles that describe cultural formation processes (c-transforms).
The second step is to determine where the components of
activities were used from their distributions and associations.
also requires a series of steps.

This

Using all material suspected to be

primary or de facto refuse, as many activities as possible are
identified in space using implications derived from behavioral chain
analysis.
refuse.

Next one deduces further implications for the secondary

The identification of activities is facilitated if a further

division of analysis takes place for each type of refuse.
What one must do first is examine activity spaces for the
most specific indices of activities and record their
presence among the activity spaces. Next one turns to those
elements or element fragments that indicate more than one
activity. Using behavioral chains and relevant correlates,
one can identify the other activities likely to have been
spatially associated with the one under consideration. The
identification of spatially-associated activities provides
one way of discriminating between alternative possibilities
(Schiffer 1975:116).
Schiffer maintains that such a multi-phase testing procedure should
produce highly credible.statements about the locations of activities
and the organized use of space by a human population.
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A Synthetic Approach
It can clearly be seen that these two alternative approaches
are complementary.

Studies of formal architectural variability pro

vide evidence of how individual spaces are related in a community,
while studies, of the material remains of activities provide information
on. how those spaces were used.

Both sets of evidence are essential

to any analysis of social organization.

The use of spaces provides

independent confirmation of conclusions concerning organization derived
from architectural studies.

Wilcox has pointed out that studies of

activities provides information concerning changes in the use of space
where concomitant changes in architectural features do not occur.
This does not imply that prehistoric social organization can be
identified through the study of activities alone.

Architectural

evidence is essential in defining activity set boundaries and in
relating them in time and space.

The same can be said for archaeo

logical contexts where architecture is lacking.

In such situations

nonportable features and stratigraphy replace architecture, although
it is clear that complex architecture facilitates the identification
of Behaviorally significant activity spaces.

Thus any unified

methodology for perceiving puebloan household and community organiza
tion and their change through time must take into account both sets of
information.
As this review indicates, much has been said recently about the
identification of prehistoric Southwestern social groupings.

Does

this mean that the problem, at least in its methodological aspects, is
well in hand?

Far from it I believe!

Rather, what is most important

at this time is the application of methods to various archaeological
contexts.

This is absolutely necessary in order to test the utility

and feasibility of the methods in question.

Such application has been

to this date quite limited despite the exhaustive programmatic
literature on the subject.
A number of recent applications of advanced architectural
studies concern well preserved cliff sites which are obviously not
typical of even the archaeological context of the Southwest let alone
other parts of the world.

The other applications mentioned here have

Been limited to small sites with short occupation spans.

It can be

argued that the use of multiple short occupation sites is more
appropriate for the study of change because the cultural formation
processes are less complex (Schiffer 1977, personal communication).
Such simplicity also facilitates methodological explorations.

How

ever, the value of such studies for elucidating general trends in
puebloan culture history can be severely questioned.

Large communities

were probably organized differently than smaller ones and also
experienced different developmental histories.

Thus the large and

relatively long occupied sites must also be tackled despite the
methodological problems that might arise from the study of such complex
site structures.

Indeed new methodological problems will arise and

new solutions will be necessary.

In this way both theoretical and

methodological contributions can be made.
Before launching into a full exposition of the methodology for
identifying household and community organization at Grasshopper and
their change through time, it is necessary to discuss statistical
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problems pertaining to that methodology.

Activity analysis in

particular demands adequate quantification.

It is argued that the

statistical procedures used in previous studies of activity organiza
tion are inadequate and do not meet necessary statistical assumptions.

QUANTITATIVE APPROACHES TO ACTIVITY ANALYSIS

It is evident from the previous discussion that quantification
is absolutely essential to the analysis of activity organization.
Although, quantification is in no way alien to traditional archaeological
studies, any perusal of recent literature indicates the equally obvious
fact that there is no agreement on what statistical procedures to use
for any particular archaeological problem.

This has led on the one

hand to contradictory results in replicative studies (Lischka 1975,
Dumond 1977, S. Plog 1977) and on the other to numerous articles
criticizing the abuse of statistical methods {.Cowgill 1968, Lingoes
1970, Thomas 1972).
This chapter discusses quantitative methods appropriate to the
analysis of activity organization.

The discussion focuses on the study

of activities in situations where activity space is partitioned by
Behaviorally meaningful boundaries such as room walls.

This discussion,

however, is relevant to any study of activities.
The object of this discussion is the development of a systematic
quantitative procedure for the analysis of activities at Grasshopper.
This is achieved by first delimiting the problem, units of analysis,
and associated statistical assumptions.

This is followed by a review

of available statistical procedures and their use in archaeological
studies.
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The Problem
The first task in any quantitative study is to delimit the
topic for study, the units of analysis, and the archaeological domain
to which the units refer (Doran and Hodson 1975:97).

A careful

consideration of each of these factors is necessary in order to decide
which statistical procedures are appropriate.

The use of particular

procedures presupposes certain definitions, assumptions, and rules.
The responsibility rests squarely on the shoulders of the researcher
to determine whether an analysis permits the use of certain statistical
procedures.

Any conclusions derived from such procedures using specific

mathematical operations can only be interpreted through this preliminary
logic (Blalock 1960:21).
Activities are represented in the archaeological context by
artifacts and other material remains found in situ on occupation
surfaces.

In quantitative terms the study of activities conforms to

the more general study of assemblages—spatially clustered artifacts
and other materials inferred to have some behavioral significance.
Whether such assemblages are contained within geological strata,
graves, caches, room floors, or entire sites, they can be treated as
units of association of artifact types (Spaulding 1960).

At this more

general level the study of assemblages is similar to other disciplines.
In studying different material deposits, geologists and botanists have
Based their descriptions on the percentages of different species
contained within the deposits.

For a long time archaeologists have

followed this approach, substituting artifact types for species
(Doran and Hodson 1975:104).

This is essentially assemblage typology
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similar in reasoning to artifact typology except the assemblage—set of
artifacts—replaces the artifact and the artifact type replaces the
artifact attribute.
The problem can be seen then as one of classifying assemblages
with respect to their formal attributes—artifact types—in order to
reveal clustering of artifact types (Spaulding 1960).

This is done

by first assigning each artifact found in an assemblage to a defined
type and then describing each assemblage quantitatively by the count
or proportion of each type found in it (Doran and Hodson 1975:104).
Assemblages are then compared on the basis of the degree to which they
share similar proportions of types (Cowgill 1968).
The best known application of this approach is that devised
for paleolithic assemblages by Bordes.

A variant of this approach

employed in the Southwest uses proportions of ceramic attributes to
describe pottery assemblages from rooms (Hill 1966, 1968, 1970a;
Longacre 1966, 1968, 1970).
In studying activities, artifacts associated on individual
occupation surfaces constitute assemblages.

Occupation surfaces are

defined by behaviorally meaningful boundaries such as walls, features,
or statistically defined discontinuities in artifact distributions in
large homogeneous spaces (Whallon 1973, 1974).

When the artifacts

comprising these assemblages are found in their location of use, then
the assemblages are inferred to represent tool kits (Binford and
Binford 1966) or, more simply, the material remains of activities.
behavioral significance of the bounded space is essential to making
such inferences.

Thus it is important to distinguish between

The
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"recovery space"—the spatial unit of archaeological collection—and
"Behavioral space"—the analytically defined areas of past human
Behavior (Reid et al, 1975:211).

Unless spatial units of the latter

type are employed in the analysis, behavioral interpretations of
assemblages are meaningless.

It is equally important to demonstrate

that artifacts found within these spaces are the product of activities
other than refuse deposition.

When these assumptions are met,

comparison of assemblages should indicate the existence of regu
larities in the data that correspond to functional differentiation
in the use of space CSchiffer 1975:117).

Units of Analysis
Deciding on which units to study, whether by quantitative
means or not, is equivalent to defining the scope of the research
Cporan and Hodson 1975:94).

In order to make this decision, it is

important to relate the choice of units to the concepts of sample and
population,

The concept of population should help in defining the

content and scope of the problem while the concept of sample should
help in deciding what can be said about the problem.

These concepts

are important in assessing what legitimate generalizations can be
made from specific evidence.
The units of analysis involved in the study of assemblages
exist at two levels: CD the individual artifact and (2) the associa
tion of artifacts on room floors, in features, and other spaces.

In

the case of individual artifacts, attributes are directly measurable
dimensions; while in the cases of grouped artifacts attributes are
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counts of artifact classes (Doran and Hodson 1975:114, Spaulding 1960).
How do these attributes and units of analysis relate to the concepts
of sample and population?
The latter units of analysis are of primary interest here.
The proportions of artifact classes on room floors are the focus of
the study of activity organization at Grasshopper.

It is believed

that the analysis of individual artifacts is not an efficient way to
begin the study of a large and complex community.

Sampling Assumptions
There are a number of general problems that characterize
archaeological samples and populations.

These do not concern whether

the archaeologist should sample or not since all archaeological
recovery is sampling CReid et al. 1975:210).

Rather, the problems

concern what inferences regarding the population can be drawn from
an archaeological sample.

This decision is made difficult by the

nature of archaeological data and their relation to human behavioral
systems.

The main problems derive from the fact that: (1) human

behavioral systems are the source of meaningful archaeological popula
tions and C2) the archaeologist is capable of recovering the remains
of only a portion of the past system that he seeks to describe and
explain CCowgill 1970, Reid et al. 1975),

A series of sampling

stages exists in all archaeological exercises (Collins 1975, Cowgill
1970).
1.

Cowgill describes these as:
Behavioral systems that are the source of meaningful popula
tions.
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2.

The partial reflection of (1) by material remains.

3.

The partial survival of (2) through time.

4.

The partial recovery of (3) which constitutes the
archaeological sample.

Standard statistical inference proceeds from samples to
populations using precise mathematical reasoning (Doran and Hodson
1975:94-95).

However, the samples at stages (2) and (3) are affected

By formation processes, few of which have been quantified.

The

archaeologist has little mathematical understanding of how these
samples were derived.

Thus the population that the archaeologist is

actually sampling—stage (3)—is twice removed from the source of
meaningful populations.
This basic sampling problem has been recognized by investigators in other disciplines (Collins 1975).

Geologists, who also deal

with the partial survival of evidence, have found it useful to dis
tinguish between a "sampled population" and a "target population"
(Krumbein and Graybill 1965 in Doran and Hodson 1975).

The concepts

of behavioral archaeology (Schiffer 1972, 1973, 1976) make a similar
distinction.

Here the "archaeological context" is the sampled popula

tion and the "systemic context" serves as the target population in
which the archaeologist is ultimately interested.

The "systemic

context laBels the condition of an element which is participating in
a behavioral system" while the "archaeological context describes
materials which have passed through a cultural system and which are
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now the objects of investigation of archaeologists" (Schiffer
1972:157).
This distinction had considerable consequences for sampling.
Since the archaeologist cannot obtain a random sample of a meaningful
population, he cannot devise a statistical sampling strategy for that
population.

The archaeologist, however, can sample recovery spaces

and material remains that relate to analytic units containing informa
tion relevant to systemic context objectives (Reid et al. 1975:211).
One proceeds from the archaeological context to the systemic not by
standard statistical inference but by maximal use of prior knowledge
and expert judgment of the natural and cultural processes that pro
duced the archaeological context (Reid et al. 1975:216).
Thus, due to the nature of archaeological data, there are clear
limitations to the use of statistical procedures for the problem at
hand.

Doran and Hodson maintain that statistical procedures are

useful for describing and summarizing data and suggesting hypotheses,
But not for estimating parameters of hypothetical parent populations in
such situations.

This, however, may be an extreme viewpoint.

Generalizations derived from statistical analyses of archaeological
context data can be relevant to the behavioral system, but their
application is based on informed judgment rather than precise
mathematical links.

Therefore, assumptions relating the archaeological

and systemic context-^the sampled and target populations—must be made
explicit.
How does this affect the study of activities?

If room

occupation surfaces are the units of analysis, we can begin by
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outlining the walls of all rooms at a site.

These can then be

rigorously sampled using a simple or stratified random sampling
strategy (Hill 1970a).

Generalizations can then be made from this

sample of rooms to the entire population of rooms via statistical
procedures.

Do these generalizations then coincide with the activity

structure of the human society that occupied the site?

Clearly not,

for patterning in the population of rooms may reflect numerous factors
in addition to function (Schiffer 1972, 1975).

Nor does activity

structure defined in this way account for activities carried out in
different spatial domains such as subareas of rooms, room clusters, or
multisite communities.
The above problems are evident even in the most ideal condi
tions for data recovery.

Further problems result from the less than

ideal conditions inherent in archaeological data recovery.

Here are

included problems in the definition of assemblages, that is the
recognition and recovery of valid levels and the horizontal definition
of activity spaces (Doran and Hodson 1975:107).

If rooms are used as

the units of analysis the latter problem is simplified but still
remains where wall preservation is poor.

Once defined, assemblages

must be comparable in terms of duration of use and functional con
sistency (Doran and Hodson 1975:107).

It is at this point that we must

control for temporal factors and the differential effects of natural
and cultural formation processes (Reid et al. 1975:217).
In addition are problems that relate to attributes.

The

counting of artifacts found in assemblages presupposes the consistent
recoyery of these items from each archaeological deposit (Doran and
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Hodson 1975:114).

How well that data meet such assumptions determines

the scope of the research—the extent and validity of generalizations
made from archaeological context data to the past behavioral system.

Level of Measurement
Once we have thus defined the scope of the research, the next
step is to decide upon an appropriate mathematical or statistical
method for analysis.

This is not a routine matter and involves a

number of inportant decisions.
measured.

These concern how attributes are

Several levels of measurement can be distinguished and

different statistical methods are appropriate to each (Blalock 1960).
As indicated earlier, counts of artifact types within assemblages serve
as the attributes in the anslysis of activities.

What type of measure

ment are counts and what statistical methods are appropriate?
In theory counts or frequencies of artifact types, features,
and other items are considered to be on the ratio or numeric scale of
measurement and divisible by other attributes (Blalock 1960:19, Doran
and Hodson 1975, Thomas 1976:28).

This conclusion, however, has been

seriously questioned (Blalock 1960, Lingoes 1970).
Blalock

(1960:19)

argues that this is a theoretical problem

rather than a mathematical one:
Whenever disputes arise over the adequacy of enumeration
measures, and whether or not they legitimize the assumption
of ration-level measurement, I strongly suspect that the
Basic issue is of an entirely different sort, namely that
of the linkage Between the measure being used and the
theoretical construct it is intended to measure.
In the study of activities, the theoretical construct being measured is
an activity.

The intensity of a particular activity taking place is
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directly related to the quantity of material remains produced by that
activity (Binford and Binford 1966:242).

For example, relative fre

quencies of manos and metates or counts of vessels per square meter can
Be compared in terms of an intuitively meaningful continuum of behavior.
In this sense frequencies can be seen as numeric scale measurements
thus allowing the use of all mathematical operations restricted to
such scales.
It is believed, however, that frequency counts for archaeo
logical assemblages do not in many cases achieve the level of numeric
measurement scales.

The statistical procedures associated with other

scales are much more appropriate to frequency data for a number of
reasons.
First, the operations appropriate to numeric scales are not
behaviorally meaningful to many artifact classes.

No obvious

behaviorally meaningful relationship exists between projectile points
and hearths, for example.

Comparison of these classes using propor

tions would be as meaningless as comparing license plate numbers.

In

such instances nominal scales may be more appropriate for measuring
attributes.
Second, imprecise measurement techniques prevent the specifica
tion of the absolute magnitude of differences between categories along
a continuum (Thomas 1976}..

Where such imprecision exists, normally

numeric scale data are debased to ordinal scales.

This is Thomas'

_CL976;318) rationale in a test of Steward's (1937) hypothesis regard
ing changes in kiva/room ratios through time in the Southwest.
problems of consistent measurement exist in many archaeological

Such
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studies, especially where the work of many investigators is being
synthesized.
Third, counts represent samples from larger populations of
artifacts.
The fact that we find four objects of a certain type in a
given assemblage does not mean that the human group whose
culture the assemblage represents possessed only four of
these objects, but rather that the vagaries of preserva
tion and excavation have resulted in our finding exactly
four (Cowgill 1968:372).
Since in most archaeological cases it is impossible to maintain
absolute control of the differential effects of formation processes
and consistent excavation techniques, we would not want to treat
artifact counts as numeric scale measurements.

In most cases differ

ences Between assemblages are relative and specification of their
absolute magnitude would be misleading.

The archaeologist, for

example, cannot specify the completeness of an assemblage in a manner
similar to his ability to specify the completeness of an artifact.
Thus ordinal scales may be more appropriate to the measurement of
archaeological assemblages.
We may conclude, therefore, that counts of artifact types in
assemblages can be treated as numeric scale data only in ideal circum
stances uncommon to most archaeological situations.

In most cases

counts or frequency data are on an ordinal scale of measurement.

In

a few situations, nominal scales may be more appropriate for measure
ment.

The actual decision then is a theoretical one "that rests

squarely on the shoulders of the researcher" to determine whether or
not his particular d^ta permit the use of an appropriate level of

measurement (Blalock I960).

Such decisions are again based on expert

judgment of the archaeological context being studied and involves an
understanding of the differential effects of formation processes and
recovery procedures.

Statistical Techniques
The next stage of analysis is the selection of the set of
statistical procedures that are appropriate to particular scales by
which the data are measured.

The following section presents a review

of statistical procedures employed by archaeologists to analyze
assemblages through comparison of artifact type frequencies.

This in

no way attempts to be an exhaustive review of archaeological studies
employing statistical procedures.

Of primary concern here is the

appropriateness of particular statistical techniques as well as their
value for discovering patterns.

Appropriateness is evaluated in terms

of the proper use of measurement scales and other assumptions made by
the statistical procedure.
A number of studies incorporate the use of artifact distribu
tions in order to define distinct archaeological assemblages.

Many of

these use some kind of numerical measure or coefficient of similarity
Between pairs of assemblages CCowgill 1968).

The criterion of

similarity is the degree to which pairs of assemblages tend to have
comparable frequencies of artifact types.

There have been some simple

variants of this general procedure.
Bordes C1961) compares Paleolithic assemblages using cumulative
histograms of frequencies of a standardized order of tool types.

Such
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a method makes few statistical assumptions and presents a visually
simple means for comparing assemblages.

Its chief drawback, however,

is that only a relatively few assemblages can be directly compared
(Doran and Hodson 1975).

In addition no criterion of similarity is

available for exact comparisons of assemblages.

Of special signifi

cance to this study is the inability of the standardized order of
tool types to reflect activities.
Another simple method is one that Hill (1968, 1970a, 1970b)
adapted from Spaulding (1953) in order to define functionally
distinct room types at Broken K Pueblo.

Hill used a series of chi

square tests to measure statistically significant association between
pairs of architectural features from different size classes of rooms.
Although this study is an excellent example of the use of attribute
clusters to compare assemblages, the method has a number of serious
limitations in its application.

Such bivariate methods are inadequate

for handling the multivariate patterning that exists in assemblages
composed of many tool types.

As the number of attributes increases

in a chi square test, the clarity of relationships becomes obscured.
Thus Hill's tests were restricted to studying the presence/absence
distribution of a narrow range of architectural features and
facilities.

His subsequent treatment of the more varied set of

artifact types was limited to counts summarized by room types.

A

serious drawback to such procedures is that the resultant patterns
can Be produced by just a few cases with large numbers of artifacts.
Hill foundr for example, that the group of habitation rooms had higher
average frequencies of most artifact types than other rooms.

Since he
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did not investigate the homogeneity of this group, this pattern could
be the product of a small number of rooms with extremely high fre
quencies.

Most of the remaining rooms could have had similar

frequencies of artifacts as other room types.
One way to avoid this problem is to combine this technique with
histograms of artifact frequencies for each room.

This would have

allowed a visual inspection of the homogeneity of room types.
alternative solution offers greater objectivity.

An

Room types are

inductively derived using multivariate techniques to describe pattern
ing in the distribution of artifact types among different assemblages.
Room types derived in this manner can be tested using additional
information such as room size.
Although limited in value, these simple procedures used by
Hill and Bordes may prove useful when used in conjunction with
multivariate techniques that can handle relationships among a large
number of attributes.

Cluster analysis, factor analysis, and multi

dimensional scaling are different strategies of multivariate analysis.
Each, of these strategies in fact subsume a bewildering variety of
statistical procedures for summarizing aspects of the order present
in a matrix of similarity coefficients (Cowgill 1968).

Each technique

uses different coefficients that emphasize different aspects of the
order in a matrix.

In addition, each technique requires different

statistical assumptions.
Although the most varied, cluster analysis is the simplest
and easiest technique used in the ordering of archaeological
assemblages.

In general this technique order objects into n-dimensional
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space with a single point representing each unit or assemblage.

This

position is based on the frequencies of each attribute of the object—
in this case assemblage.

The points are then successively combined

into groups or clusters on the basis of geometric distances between
the points.

In other words, similarity in attributes is translated

into distance measurements (Doran and Hodson 1975).
This set of procedures has many interesting attractions.
is simple and requires relatively few statistical assumptions.

It

For

example, cluster formation depends only on the relative ordering of
similarities not on their absolute values in certain clustering
procedures (Doran and Hodson 1975:176).

Therefore, data representing

a wide variety of measurement scales may be used.

In addition clusters

are formed By measuring the distance from an object to the mean of an
already^ established cluster.

The means of the final cluster solution

then serve as an accurate way of describing the cluster (Doran and
Hodson 1975),

This is also useful in classifying new cases.

There are two major drawbacks to this approach, however.
First is the difficulty of obtaining a final "best" or "global" solu
tion and deciding on how many clusters should be considered for a
given body of data (Doran and Hodson 1975:183).

Second, clustering

methods in general measure correlations between variables on which the
original measurements were made (Doran and Hodson 1975:183).

This has

several important consequences.
Each variable is treated as equivalent in importance.

The

selection and weighting of variables, however, is essential to
producing a classification that fits the problem.

Ideally those
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variables that are considered most relevant to the problem are ranked
so that they can contribute more to the analysis than those considered
to have minor relevance (Christenson and Read 1977:165).

Cluster

analyses have no capacity for such ranking essential in preliminary
studies where numerous irrelevant variables are vised.
A second related problem is that of variable interdependence,
the product of measurement redundancy.

In some cases variable inter

dependence indicates the existence of higher level dimensions of
variability with behavioral significance such as the size or shape of a
tool or a type of activity (Christenson and Read 1977:165).

But where

variables are logically interdependent, trivial relationships are de
scribed (Sackett 1969).

In either case, certain attributes may receive

more or less attention than is due in the final classification if such
measurement redundancies are not compensated for.

Cluster analysis,

for example, would give greater weight to an activity represented by
ten artifact types than one represented by a single type.

There may be

no theoretical reason, however, for such a step.
A third problem is the fact that many variables are complex in
that they measure more than one behavioral dimension (Christenson and
Read 1977:166).

A multifunctional artifact, for example, may partici

pate in a variety of activities and reflect the presence of all of them.
Cluster analysis does not account for such behavioral complexity.
One method designed to circumvent such problems is factor
analysis.

This has been a widely used technique for ordering archaeo

logical assemblages (Binford and Binford 1966, Hill 1970a, Leblanc
1975, Redman 1973).

Factor analysis is specifically designed to
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partition out the major dimensions of variation that exist in a body of
data and to approximate them with s smaller number of hypothetical
variables called factors (Cattell 1965).

If the existence of suffi

cient significant correlations indicates that the variables axe not
randomly associated, a factor can be seen as a condensed statement of
linear relationships between a set of variables that may suggest causal
relationships (Eysenck 1953:107).

Factor analysis exploits correlations

between the original variables and replaces them by a new and smaller
set of uncorrelated variables (Doran and Hodson 1975:191).
Redundancies in the original observations are accounted for in
this manner.

Weighting of original variables is also achieved.

Factors

can be treated as simple variables since they are weighted linear com
binations of the original variables.

Each case can be given a new

measure (factor score) of its placement on each factor (Christenson and
Read 1977:167).

Factor analyses are also capable of handling a load of

irrelevant variables and complex variables (Christenson and Read 1977:
167).

Irrelevant variables will have low loadings on all factors or

will form factors of their own.

Coup lex variables will associate with

more than one factor thus accounting for different behavioral dimensions.
Schiffer (1975) and Redman (1973) suggest the use of factor
analysis in conjunction with cluster analysis.
interpretable in behavioral terms.
assemblages, for example,

Factors may be directly

In their analysis of Mousterian

Binford and Binford (1966) interpret each

factor as representing a possible tool kit used by the inhabitants of
a site.

Schiffer and Redman suggest the use of cluster analysis to

determine which assemblages have similar arrays of tool kits as measured
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by factor scores derived from the factor analysis.

Such a procedure

avoids many of the objections to cluster analysis since the factor
analysis is used to weight and reduce the original variables.

The

utility of such an approach is demonstrated in a recent study where a
cluster analysis of weighted variables produced object groupings that
could not be derived by analysis of the raw data (Christenson and Read
1977).
Factor analysis, however, requires an extremely rigorous set of
assumptions (Cowgill 1968).

The similarity coefficient used by factor

analysis is the product-moment correlation coefficient, whose standard
symbol is Pearson's "r" (Cowgill 1968).
numeric scale measurements.

This coefficient requires

Some authors argue that this coefficient

cannot be calculated for variables such as frequencies which can only
be categorized or ranked (Lingoes 1970).

Deleterious effects resulting

from violation of this requirement, however, have not been demonstrated
in archaeological analysis.
linear correlations.

In addition the coefficient "r" measures

Thus if the linear correlation is low, "r" will

be near zero, even though there may be a strong nonlinear correlation
(Cowgill 1968).

Although violation of this requirement tends to

obscure relationships, the effect should not be drastic in most
situations (Christenson and Read 1977:170).
Sampling problems may have especially significant effects on
the results of factor analysis.

If some assemblages are larger than

others, everything is likely to correlate positively with everything
else (Cowgill 1968).

Preliminary investigation of the data, however,

may indicate whether such a problem exists.

The conversion of

frequency counts into percentages is suggested as a means of normal
izing such problems where they do exist (Cowgill 1968).

Blalock (1960:

34), however, present certain cautions in the use of percentages:
The use of percentages and proportions usually implies con
siderably more stability of numbers. For this reason . . .
never compute a percentage unless the number of cases on
which the percentage is based is in the neighborhood of 50
or more.
Such a caution effectively eliminates the use of this procedure in many
archaeological assemblages.
An additional problem of factor analysis may be of significance
to archaeological data.

Specifically, the wisdom of rejecting

"specific variance" in favor of "common variance" in factor analysis
has been questioned (Doran and Hodson 1975:205).

Common variance is

that proportion of the total variance of a variable that correlates
with other variables.

Specific variance, in contrast, is that propor

tion of variance of a variable not correlated with other variables
(Binford and Binford 1966:242).

The main objection is that factor

analysis considers specific variance as redundant or irrelevant
(Christenson and Read 1977:167).

This may not be true where various

formation process have reduced the types of material remains available
to the archaeologist as variables to measure a particular activity.
A similar approach to factor analysis that avoids the latter
objection is principal components analysis.

Like factor analysis,

principal components involves a linear transformation of the original
variables into a new set of uncorrelated variables.

Principal com

ponents is preferred by some authors (Christenson and Read 1977, Doran
and Hodson 1975) since it requires fewer assumptions (Nie et al. 1975)
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permitting redescribing of the original data with little information
loss.
Other objections to factor analysis can be met by replacing the
product-moment correlation coefficient "r" with either Kendall's Tau or
Spearman's rho (Nie et al. 1975), correlation coefficients for
ordinal or ranked data.
Multi-dimensional scaling is becoming increasingly popular as
an ordering technique (Leblanc 1975, Lingoes 1970, True and Matson
1970) because it does not require the stringent assumptions of factor
analysis.

Multidimensional scaling uses a variety of alternative

similarity coefficients that are amenable to categorized and ranked data
(Lingoes 1970).

In addition, these coefficients work both with linear

and nonlinear relationships.

For this reason, multi-dimensional

scaling has been used with ratio data when nonlinear relationships are
expected (Doran and Hodson 1975).
Multi-dimensional scaling, orders units on the basis of dimen
sions representing some irreducible axis of variation in the data,
somewhat comparable to a factor (Cowgill 1968).

At the same time it

orders units in space using similarity coefficients as does cluster
analysis.

Rank-order distances are preserved in this process.

This

preservation of rank-orders and the use of nonlinear measures of
correlation minimize the sampling and measurement problems inherent in
the use of frequency counts with factor analysis.
of drawbacks to this method also.

There are a number

As in cluster analysis, it is diffi

cult to achieve a best configuration in multi-dimensional scaling
(Doran and Hodson 1975:215).

In addition because of its greedy
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consumption of computer time, the number of cases or attributes that
the procedure can consider is severely restricted.
scaling is limited in another essential way.

Multi-dimensional

Although it includes both

R-mode (variable clustering) and Q-mode (object clustering) procedures,
these cannot be done in succession.

Thus multi-dimensional scaling

cannot be used to produce new weighted variables for object clustering
as suggested earlier for the analysis of activities.
Multivariate statistical techniques are not a short cut to
analysis.

Without further experimentation, it is difficult to predict

what effect violation of statistical assumptions will have on results
of analyses.

Until there is a better understanding of how archaeo

logical data are affected by statistical manipulation, it is necessary
to use a variety of techniques and compare the results.

Results pro

duced by different statistical procedures are compared on the basis of
criteria such as (1) how well the data meet statistical assumptions of
each technique, (2) type of patterning observed, and (3) how well that
patterning correlates with a priori hypotheses.

Simple descriptive

statistics and bivariate analyses are essential to this process.

Multi

variate analytic techniques are not aimed at replacing the simpler pro
cedures but rather are of a complementary nature.
of multivariate techniques are twofold.

The chief advantages

First is the simultaneous

testing of relationships between large numbers of variables.

Second is

the discovery of new patterns previously concealed by the interactions
of numerous variables.

In order to understand and evaluate the results

of multivariate techniques, however, it is necessary to conduct
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extensive analyses with simpler techniques.

Also essential is a de

tailed explication of the problem and the nature of the data.

Statistical Procedures for Activity Analysis
The following procedures are employed to study recurrent
patterns in the distribution of material remains on room floors.
Material remains are divided into classes of artifacts and facilities
and then grouped into assemblages, which correspond with each room
floor, on an a priori basis.

Assemblages are compared on the basis of

counts for each class of artifact or facility.

The object is to pro

duce a typology of functionally distinct room types incorporating
different sets of activities.
The analysis is divided into four parts:

(1) display and

initial conversion of data when feasible, (2) pairwise analysis of
artifact type distributions, (3) multivariate analyses of artifact
types using factoring and clustering methods, and (4) evaluation of
multivariate results through a return to stages (1) and (2).

These

procedures assume that the definition of artifact types and assemblages
has already taken place.
A number of procedures are available for display purposes.
These include tables, histograms, bar graphs, and maps.
initial observations regarding the nature of the data.

These allow
For example,

decisions can be made as to which measurement scales are most appro
priate.

It is also during this early stage of analysis that decisions

can be made regarding the conversion of raw counts into percentages or,
perhaps, density measurements.

Cases that are not comparable because
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of problems of measurement or contemporaneity can be removed at this
time.

In addition, where frequencies of some artifact types are

extremely low, these may be eliminated as irrelevant or sampling errors.
Examination of these initial displays may suggest that further data
conversion or manipulation is necessary.
Such data manipulation is done in the second stage of analysis,
which shall be termed bivariate analysis.

Initial display may have

suggested that agglomeration of the original units of analysis is
necessary.

Some activities may be represented by a large number of

finely distinguished artifact classes while other activities are repre
sented by a few grossly defined classes.

Representation can be

balanced to a certain extent by combining certain artifact classes.
Additionally artifact classes may be combined merely because their
frequency of occurrence is low.
Decisions regarding the combination of types are based on
formal and functional similarities, frequency of occurrence, and
spatial associations.

The first of the criteria is derived from

original type definitions, the second from the initial data displays,
and the third from bivariate analysis of the association between
classes.
Bivariate analysis is also useful for examining the nature of
correlations between particular classes of artifacts and facilities.
Contingency tables are basic techniques for these purposes.

Contin

gency tables provide a variety of statistical measures of the degree of
association between two variables measured on a nominal scale
(Spaulding 1953).

Scattergrams indicate the correlation between two
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variables measured on ordinal or numerical scales.

These are useful

for identifying whether correlations are linear or nonlinear.

The use

of scattergrams may be an important procedure if multivariate analysis
is restricted to the use of the Pearson's r correlation coefficient.
A variety of procedures are necessary in the third stage of
analysis.

It has been argued that one should begin by using an R-mode

technique such as factor or principal component analysis employing per
centages where the data merit it.

If not, the linear correlation co

efficient (Pearson's r) can be replaced with one designed for ordinal
scale data.
be attempted.

An R-mode multi-dimensional scaling technique should also
It may be possible to use an ordinal or numeric scale

correlation coefficient here.
debased to nominal scale data.

If not, then raw counts will have to be
The investigator should be aware of the

inherent dangers of such a step, however (Doran and Hodson 1975:116).
Where factors derived from R-mode analyses are not composed of
trivial variable correlations, behavioral interpretations can be made
for each factor.

In the current study, behaviorally meaningful factors

should represent the materials associated with particular activities.
Such factors can be used to derive factor scores for each case.

These

factor scores are used in cluster analyses to derive similar groupings
of room floor assemblages.

Since these groupings are based on factors

inferred to represent activities, each such grouping should reflect a
functional room type.
In the fourth and final stage of analysis the results of dif
ferent multivariate techniques can be compared and evaluated.

This

stage involves a return to the initial procedures of data display and
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bivariate analysis.

Now, however, clusters of assemblages replace the

original assemblages and sums, means, standard deviations, etc. replace
the original counts of artifact types.

Judgmental procedures can be

brought into play to achieve a final classification of assemblages.
The functional classification of room floor assemblages derived
from these procedures serve as a higher level data set used in the
subsequent discussion of household and community organization at
Grasshopper and its change through time.

The following chapter presents

an introduction to the archaeological context of Grasshopper and in
formation necessary for the definition of the units of analysis and an
understanding of the nature of the data used in subsequent analyses.

GRASSHOPPER:

THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL CONTEXT

Physiographic and Cultural Setting
The Grasshopper Ruin is located in a physiographically diverse
region within the Transition Zone, an area of borderlands of the
Colorado Plateau where the plateau tablelands contact the Basin and
Range Province to the south (Moore 1968, Scarborough and Shiiiiada 1974).
The portion of this region under investigation is the Grasshopper
plateau, bounded on the north by the Mogollon Rim, on the east by
Cibecue Valley, on the south by the Salt River Canyon, and on the west
by Canyon Creek (Tuggle 1970).
The major vegetation of the area consists of a mosaic pattern
of juniper-ponderosa pine forest, chaparral, and grassland.

The region

receives more than sufficient rainfall for agricultural purposes but
the growing season is relatively short (Tuggle 1970, Dean and Robinson
n.d.).

The Grasshopper Ruin is situated at an elevation of 1800 meters

in an area of low ridges which have been dissected by the Salt River
Draw, creating an open park or meadow (Agenbroad n.d.).
The cultural manifestations at Grasshopper and contemporary
sites in the region have been termed prehistoric Western Pueblow (Reed
1948, A. Johnson 1965) and Late Mogollon III (Tuggle 1970).

In addi

tion a strong element of the Salado tradition is indicated by the
ceramic assemblage (Mayro, Whittlesey, and Reid 1976).
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The Archaeological Context
The Grasshopper Ruin is a masonry pueblo of about 500 rooms of
which about 20 per cent are two story structures.

These rooms are

distributed over 14 room blocks and numerous smaller groupings and
isolated structures.

The main part of the Ruin contains three large

room blocks divided into an eastern and western unit by the original
channel of the Salt River Draw (Figure 1).

On the east side is Room

Block 1, while the western unit contains Room Block 2 and 3.
Room Blocks 2 and 3 surround two plazas.

Together

Access to these plazas from

the exterior is through two corridors, one to the south of the larger
Plaza I and the other to the east of the smaller Plaza II.

The two

plazas are connected by a third corridor at their northeast and south
west corners, respectively.

Additionally, a Great Kiva is contained

within the southern part of Room Block 2.
The remainder of the ruin is composed of the eleven smaller
room blocks, isolated rooms, extramural features, and middens on the
surrounding low ridges and meadow south of the three main room blocks.
One large midden runs the length of the main ruin just east of Room
Block 1 and is dissected by the present channel of the Salt River Draw.
A sories of masonry lined ovens are found in this midden area.

A

second series of ovens are found at the southern end of Room Block 2.
Between the northern outliers and north of the main room blocks was a
large prehistoric pond or walk in well (Reid 1973).

The total area

covered by all room blocks and other cultural features is approximately
12 hectares.

Figure 1.

The Grasshopper Ruin

a\
4*
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Grasshopper is well suited for the analysis of activity organ
ization.

The archaeological context contains abundant quantities of

material remains of activities found as de facto refuse on occupation
surfaces of rooms.

This abundance has important inplications for an

understanding of formation processes and determining contemporaneity of
floors.
The large numbers of intact artifacts found in apparent
functional association on floors of most rooms indicate a relatively
rapid abandonment of the pueblo.

This would have reduced the effects

of formation processes such as recycling on the late occupied floor
surfaces.

In addition, abandonment of the Grasshopper plateau seems to

have coincided with abandonment of the pueblo.

Given the available means

of transportation, people leaving the region would have been forced to
abandon most of their material possessions.

Thus curate behavior may

not have significantly affected the material remains found on most
floors.

There is a high probability that the remains found on those

floors represent most classes of nonperishable items used in activities
carried out in rooms.

Some classes may be differentially represented

because of curate behavior.

Such an effect would be based on the re

placement cost, portability, and necessity for travel and reestablishment of different items.
Further complications are presented by factors representing
other cultural and natural formation processes.

Grasshopper had a

relatively long occupation span ranging from AD 1275 to 1400.

During

this time a large community like Grasshopper would have' accumulated
sizeable quantities of refuse and undergone extensive remodeling.
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Refuse was deposited in rooms as well as on outdoor surfaces.
Where refuse deposits come into contact with occupation surface, there
is a mixture of de facto and secondary refuse.
cate activity reconstruction.

This tends to compli

However, refuse was primarily deposited

in abandoned rooms and outdoor areas.

If abandoned rooms can be identi

fied, then the problem of mixed contexts can be minimized.
Remodeling at Grasshopper is indicated by alteration of archi
tectural features and resurfacing of floors.

Where different floors

are recognizable, they are often separated by thin refuse deposits.
The different formation processes, that affect early and late con
structed floors of the same room, make artifactual remains from these
different floor contexts noncomparable.

Because of the extensive re

modeling that took place, a low correlation is expected between a room's
formal architectural features and the activities carried out on the last
occupation surface.

Rather, formal features are indicative of original

room function while artifactual remains are more indicative of a room's
last function (Sullivan 1974).

At Grasshopper alteration or construc

tion of certain nonportable facilities such as hearths often coincide
with resurfacing of floors and reflect changes in room function.

Com

bining these different types of information—stratigraphy, architectural
features, and artifactual remains—makes possible the discussion of
changes in activity organization during the 125 year history of Grass
hopper.
Natural formation processes also present problems.

Erosion is

not a significant factor in rooms although open areas have been more
seriously affected.

Preservation, however, is relatively poor.

Along
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with the absence of most common perishable items, there are no cutting
dates for construction timber despite exhaustive efforts to acquire
datable timber.
structures.

In addition is the problem of the collapse of

The roofs and second story floors of most rooms were

extensively used containing much de facto refuse and numerous non
portable facilities.

When these occupation surfaces collapsed the

artifactual remains became mixed with secondary refuse and de facto
refuse on room floors.

This factor is especially significant in the

case of fragile items such as ceramic vessels.
Despite the presence of distinct masonry boundaries, the
definition of functional assemblages at Grasshopper is a difficult task.
Vertical mixing of materials resulting from remodeling, refuse deposi
tion, and collapse of structures complicate the process of isolating
analytically meaningful assemblages.

The differential effects of

curate, recycling, and refuse disposal behavior create additional prob
lems.

The definition of analytic units and procedures must take into

account all of these factors.

Sampling
Fourteen seasons of investigation at Grasshopper have resulted
in the complete excavation of 86 room spaces.

If second story rooms

are included, the number of excavated rooms reaches 100 (20 per cent
of all rooms).

A room space is the vertical shaft or recovery space

defined by the four walls of a room and includes all occupation sur
faces.

A room is defined as the three-dimensional space bounded by four

walls and a roof and floor.
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Other work carried out during this time includes the excavation
of the Great Kiva and extensive testing of both plazas and extramural
areas.

Recently work expanded to include a regional survey and inten

sive investigation of other sites.

The survey is an expansion of

earlier work carried out by Tuggle (1970) while work at Red Rock House
and Canyon Creek Ruin, two cliff sites, build upon the earlier work of
Haury (1934).

Other work involves the excavation of the Chodastas

Ruin, a small pueblo pre-dating Grasshopper (Crown-Robertson 1977).
What do the products of these investigations represent in terms
of a sample?

Of concern to this study is the excavation of rooms at

Grasshopper Ruin.

Excavations began in 1963 (Longacre and Reid 1974)

before a concern for the use of probability sampling designs was common
in archaeology.

As a result, a number of rooms were excavated without

any attempt to gather a representative collection of rooms.

After

several years a stratified random sampling strategy was instituted
(Longacre 1976).
Sampling strata were defined on the basis of three parameters
of the population of rooms:
size.

room block, construction phase, and room

It is obvious that these parameters do not represent all the

parameters by which the investigator might want to stratify his sample.
These parameters, however, have behavioral significance and can be
identified by surficial evidence.
The cornering project was begun to collect surficial evidence.
A minimum of two corners of each room were located.

The room was then

measured and the bonding and abutment patterns and masonry style of
walls observed (Scarborough and Shimada 1974).

This work led to the
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definition of a hierarchy of descriptive units at the site.

The con

struction unit is the minimal set of rooms that were built during a
single building event while the room block is the maximal unit consist
ing of multiple contiguous construction units (Wilcox 1975).
unit is the first construction unit built in each room block.

The core
The

relative ordering of contiguous construction units within each room
block is called the construction phase.

This is determined by the

order of wall additions beginning with the core unit.
With these descriptive units in mind, let us examine how well
each sampling strata is represented by excavated rooms.

To the above

mentioned sampling strata we may add a fourth that is not easily identi
fiable by surficial evidence alone but is significant for the selection
of rooms in an activity analysis.
multistory rooms.

This fourth stratum represents

In sampling each of these strata, only room spaces

are considered rather than the actual number of rooms.
Table 1 presents a comparison of the sample of 86 excavated
room spaces to the entire population of 434 room spaces in terms of
their room block location.

Room blocks are divided into four groups:

Room Blocks 1, 2, 3, and outliers—the remaining smaller room blocks
and isolated structures.

As can be seen from inspection, the proportion

of the population to sample for each location is approximately 8:2 (row
percentage) which approximates the total proportions.

The contribution

of each location to the entire set of rooms (column percentage) can
also be compared.

Each of the three large room blocks contains a

little over 20 per cent of all rooms in the population, while outliers
contain 34 per cent.

In terms of the excavated sample, Room Block 1
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Table 1.

Representation of Room Blocks by Excavated Rooms from All
Areas.
Population

Room
Block.

Count

Sample

Row %

Column %

Count

Row %

Column %

Total

1

94

78

22

26

22

30

120

2

92

82

21

• 20

18

23

112

3

100

86

23

16

14

19

116

Outliers

148

86

34

24

14

28

172

Total

434

83

100

86

17

100

520

aCounts

include first story rooms only.

is slightly over-represented and the outliers are slightly underrepresented.
Table 2 presents a comparison of the population and excavated
sample in terms of the sequence of construction phases.

Only rooms

from the three large room blocks are included because the outliers are
not comparable for reasons to be stated later.
be tied confidently into the sequence.

At this time they cannot

The population and excavated

sample of room spaces for this parameter are 286 and 62, respectively.
Fourteen construction phases have been defined for the three large room
blocks.

Phases 8 and 9 and 10 through 14 are combined.

Inspection of

row percentages in Table 2 indicates that the proportion of the popula
tion to sample for each phase is again approximately 8:2.

Column
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Table 2.

Representation of Construction Phases by Excavated Rooms,
Room Blocks 1, 2, and 3,a

Population
Construction
Phase

Count

Row %

Sample

Column %

Count

Row %

(Column %

Total

1

64

85

22

11

15

18

75

2

33

87

12

5

13

8

38

3

35

85

12

6

15

10

41

4

34

83

12

7

17

11

41

5

45

78

16

13

22

21

58

6

23

79

8

6

21

10

29

7

15

71

5

6

29

10

21

8 & 9.

18

78

6

5

22

8

23

10 to 14

19

86

7

3

14

5

22

286

82

100

62

18

100

348

Total

aCounts

include first story rooms only.
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percentages indicate that phases 1 and 2 are slightly under-represented
while phases 5 and 7 are over-represented in the sairqple.
tion is worse than it may appear at first glance.

This situa

Five of the eleven

excavated phase 1 room spaces are in the southern part of Room Block 1
(Figure 2).

Masonry styles and bonding and abutment criteria indicate

that these are core rooms.

There is a suspicion, however, that these

may have been constructed later than the other core unit.

Unlike other

excavated early constructed rooms, those in the southern part of Room
Block 1 showed little evidence of remodeling.
Table 3 compares the population and excavated sample of room
spaces in terms of the number of stories.
in

The proportion of room spaces

the population with a single story to those with two is 85:15.

It

must be remembered that since this parameter is not ascertainable from
surficial evidence alone, these population figures are estimates (Figure
3).

Despite this the proportions for the excavated sample closely

parallel that of the population.
The fourth parameter for stratifying the population is room
size.

Room size was measured by a variety of techniques.

Most measure

ments were obtained on the ground by taking the average of wall lengths
or diagonals between corners.
maps.

Other measurements were obtained from

Due to measurement inconsistencies, these otherwise numerical

scale data are measured on an ordinal scale.

Another problem results

from the fact that measurements of excavated rooms were obtained at
floor level while those of unexcavated rooms were at the surface.
These measurements are not comparable because of the slumping of walls.
A regression equation is computed based on pre-excavation

RB 3

RB 1

Figure 2.

Core Construction Units, Room Blocks 1, 2, and 3
"vj
OJ
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Table 3,

Representation of Two Story Rooms by Excavated Rooms

Population
No. of
Stories

Count

1

434

2

Total

Row %

Sample

Column %

Count

86

85

72

77

85

15

511

86

100

Row %

Column %

Total

14

84

506

14

15

16

91

86

14

100

597

Plaza
II

Plaza I

Great
Kiva
RB 3

RB 2

RB 1

Figure 3.

An Estimate of the Presence of Two Story Rooms at Grasshopper
ui
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measurements of 12 rooms that were subsequently excavated:
y = 1.16x - 1.48
where x is the surficial measurement, y is the estimate for measurement
at floor level, and r

2

= .939.

Dimensions of all unexcavated rooms

were adjusted by the factor (1.16x - 1.48) in order to make them
comparable to excavated rooms.
Table 4 compares room sizes for the population and excavated
sample of room spaces.

Room size categories are derived from inspec

tion of the distribution of room sizes grouped in one meter intervals
(Figure 4).

Apart from rooms over 30 m

sentative of the population.

2

in size, the sample is repre

All these large rooms are. odd-shaped

quadrilateral structures, many of which have only three walls, found
in the outliers.
Thus the sample of excavated rooms can be seen to be generally
representative of the population in terms of these four behaviorally
significant parameters.
large outlier rooms.

The exceptions are early constructed rooms and

The point cannot be overemphasized, however, that

this discussion of sampling is not an attempt to define a sample that
uses probability theory to draw statistically significant inferences
concerning the population.

All that can be said is that the sample

represents a certain range of variability observed in the population and
that inferences drawn from that sample are relevant to the population
as a whole.
There are a number of reasons that preclude the use of proba
bility theory.

They are (1) the tardy application of a sampling design,
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Table 4.

Representation of Room Size Parameter for All Room Spaces —
Room size categories are derived from distribution illus
trated in Figure 4.

Population
Room
Size

Count

Row %

Sample

Column %

Count

Row %

IColumn %

Total

<9,99 m2

32

80

9

8

2

10

40

10.0013,49 m

71

81

20

17

19

20

88

85

80

24

21

20

25

106

16.0019,99 m

101

81

28

24

19

29

125

>20.00 m2

66

83

19

14

18

14

80

355

81

100

84

19

100

439

13-50~

15.9.9 m

Total

2

10

IS
AREA
Figure 4.

20
IN

METERS

25
SQUARED

Room Size Distribution
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(2) practical considerations that affected the sampling design once in
stituted, and (3) research considerations.
been discussed.

The first point has already

Practical considerations such as removal of backdirt,

the avoidance of dangerous conditions, etc. have influenced the selec
tion of rooms within sampling strata.

In other words, rooms within

each stratum have not, in all cases, been selected randomly.
More significant are research considerations that affect room
selection.

After years of investigation archaeologists gain an under

standing of significant spatial and temporal variability.

Stratified

random sailing is not able to accommodate adequately a great variety
of factors.
rooms.

Sampling strata are often embedded in the selection of

For example we may want to excavate a large early constructed

room in Block 1.

There are few room spaces that meet these criteria.

We may add other sampling criteria such as a peripheral location in the
room block or one bordering a plaza or the Great Kiva.

Only one or two

rooms may fit such criteria.
The available rooms that meet selection criteria may be re
stricted for other reasons.

Rooms, for example, are not the only sig

nificant spatial units in a pueblo.

Equally significant to our research

have been room clusters representing households.
by passageways and construction features.

These are indicated

Thus if we excavate one room

and discover an opening into an adjoining room, we would be directed to
excavate the second room.

This strategy was employed in the investiga

tion of two room clusters in Room Block 3.

There would have been a

significant loss of information if the sampling strategy had been a
mechanical application of random selection techniques.
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Temporal Comparability of Analytic Units
Essential to the description of household and community organ
ization is the identification of contemporaneous units of analysis.
Ceramic evidence indicates an occupation at Grasshopper for a 125 year
period from AD 1275 to 1400.

Absolute dating of the pueblo occupation

is provided by tree-ring samples of which 164 are dated (Dean and
Robinson n.d.).

These dates range from AD 1090 to 1373, with a maximum

clustering between AD 1280 and 1340.
Despite the fact that only one of these dates is a cutting date,
and this from an oven, tree-ring dating does provide insight into the
incidence of construction activity at Grasshopper.

If these dates are

plotted on a graph as the cumulative number of pieces cut each year, we
have an estimate of the growth of construction activities.

The curve
2

described by these dates closely fits a logistic curve with r

= .9897

(see Eighmy 1977) with the commencement of logistic growth between
1280-85 and its termination after 1340 (Figure 5).

Since these are not

cutting dates, five to ten years should be added to all dates.

Thus

the period of major construction probably began after AD 1290 and
logistic growth of the community ceased around AD 1350.

The scattered

dates that precede this period probably reflect poor preservation of
exterior tree rings or the use of old wood for nonconstruction activi
ties.

There is also a possibility that some of these dates may reflect

an early limited occupation at the site.
Although wood recovered from rooms cannot always be confidently
inferred to represent construction material, there is a high probability
that the maximum cluster of dates reflect the growth of Grasshopper.
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An initial date after AD 1290 accords well with other interpretations
of tree-ring data (Dean and Robinson n.d., Reid 1973) and ceramic data
(Longacre and Reid 1974).

The inference is supported by other evidence.

A cumulative graph of room construction by relative construction phase
(Figure 6) also describes a curve resembling logistic increase.
The dates for cessation of growth, however, say little about
the end of occupation.

Archaeomagnetic dates may prove much more

sensitive to dating the latter event.
ever.

These are not available, how

Related to this problem is that the tree-ring dates come almost

exclusively from the three large room blocks.

There are no comparable

means for dating the construction of the outliers.

Nor have the out

liers been tied into the relative construction sequence.

Other evidence

suggests that the outliers were constructed later than most rooms in
the large room blocks (Reid 1973).

This together with a few late tree-

ring dates provides reason to believe that occupation, and possible
construction, continued until late in the fourteenth century.
Given an occupation span of from 100 to 125 years, a complex
construction and occupation history is expected.

Extensive remodeling

of many floors indicates that all occupation surfaces cannot be treated
as contemporaneous.
Superimposed floors are found in many rooms.

Archaeological

remains positively associated with the same floor within a single
bounded space form absolutely contemporaneous assemblages.

In contrast,

remains found on different superimposed floors of the same room are not
considered contemporaneous.

It is important to remember that this

definition of assemblages concerns the identification of contemporaneous
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"existence" not "use" as discussed in an earlier chapter (Wilcox 1976:
121).

Stratigraphic control provides one key to identifying chrono

logically homogeneous assemblages within each room.

For the purposes

of the present study, superimposed floors with similar assemblages are
combined into single assemblages.

Although this procedures violates

criteria for establishing contemporaneity, such combined assemblages
are probably functionally similar and increase the sample size of
artifactual remains.

Furthermore, superimposed floors were combined

in only a few cases where the expected differential effects of forma
tion processes appeared to be minimal.
Floors and their associated assemblages defined as above are
grouped into relatively contemporaneous classes.

Wilcox (1975:130)

uses the construction sequence derived from analysis of stratigraphy
and structural features to describe the temporal relationship between
individual occupations surfaces.

This method, however, is more sensi

tive to discovering which occupation surfaces are contemporaneously
constructed rather than in contemporaneous existence.

This discrepancy

between construction and existence becomes greater the longer the rooms
are used.

Thus another means for the definition of contemporaneous

classes is necessary at Grasshopper.
Such a means is provided by a measure of room abandonment
adapted from Reid (1973).

Reid employs the relative proportions of

ceramic material found in inferred de facto and secondary refuse con
texts within rooms to describe contemporaneous abandonment classes.
Specifically, Reid compares the relative frequencies of whole vessels
on the last occupied floor of each room with the number of sherds found
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in the room fill.

Four classes are distinguished in this manner:

probably late, probably early, and early.

late,

Although adequate for Reid's

purposes, there are serious problems with this measure if used in a
functional analysis.
Most significant is a bias in favor of rooms with large numbers
of whole vessels on floors.

These are classified as late abandoned

regardless of the number of sherds in the fill.

In contrast, rooms

with no whole vessels and few sherds are classified as probably early
abandoned.

The latter often contain large quantities of tools and raw

materials on their floors and appear to represent the locus of activi
ties different than those of rooms defined as late abandoned.

Thus

certain of these abandonment classes reflect functional differences
rather than contemporaneity.
This functional bias can be mitigated by a modification of
Reid's procedure that uses the frequencies of sherds in room fill alone.
Large quantities of sherds in room fill indicate that the last con
structed floor of a room has been converted to a midden area and is no
longer available for use.

This definition of abandonment accords well

with Wilcox's (1976:121) definition of taking a floor out of existence
rather than just use.

A histogram of sherds in room fill where rooms

are sequenced by sherd density suggests two relative abandonment classes
(Figure 7).

A marked break in the continuum occurs at around a density

of 200 sherds per square meter.

This point serves as a cutoff for

assignment of rooms to abandonment classes.
The last constructed floors of 67 rooms are classified as rela
tively late abandoned, while the last constructed floors of 15 rooms
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are classified as early abandoned (Table 5).

It must be remembered

that these floors form relatively, not absolutely, contemporaneous
classes.

It should also be pointed out that the classification of

early abandoned room floors agrees with Reid's original classification.
Included within the class of late abandoned rooms are some
floors with few artifacts or facilities suggesting little use of these
spaces.

A lack of refuse in these rooms, however, implies that these

floors were still available for use and, therefore, not abandoned.
Data from four additional rooms were not available for analysis.

These

rooms were probably late abandoned.
This abandonment classification orders the last constructed
floors of each room into two relative time classes.

If the classifica

tion is combined with stratigraphy within rooms, all first story floors
can be so ordered.

In this way two relative occupational episodes or

periods can be identified at Grasshopper.

The late period comprises

the last occupied floor of all late abandoned rooms.

The early period

includes all first story floors of early abandoned rooms in addition to
the early occupied floors of late abandoned rooms.

Roofs and second

story floors are classified independently.
This chronological classification provides a framework for dis
cussing activity organization at Grasshopper.

Late abandoned floors

with the most complete remains of activities are used to describe the
late activity organization.

This organization is then compared with

the more limited remains found on early floors in order to determine
changes in activity organization during the occupation of Grasshopper
Pueblo.

Table 5. "Room Abandonment Classes

Area
Room

Cm 2 )

Sherds in fill

Sherds per m

2

Room

Area
(m2)

a

Sherds in fill

Sherds per m

796
453
903
1102
537
1039
1878
864
2397
1731
1585
1833
1947
1870
1161
1346
1912
1996
1669
2180
1946
2327
1897
830
2219
1877
3537
2863
1747
2497
3019
2845

58.31
62.05
66.05
75.89
81.36
82.55
88.50
'87.27
96.03
96.81
102.12
103.32
104.00
107.65

Late Abandoned Rooms
398
425
360
434
206
Oil
216
007
004
039
338
319
279
371
006
218
009
198
349
037
003
211
205
013
021
341
100
231
404
376
008
108

12.29
12.59
2.73
12.72
18.88
12.94
17.49
21.32
20.52
15.50
1.99
23,36
17.93
13.71
15.84
22.43
15.12
19.53
16.04
12.35
18.59
22.21
17.65
14.39
18,69
12.67
27.82
20.74
13.59
12,02
12.73
18.50

75
82
22
104
175
154
234
320
321
268
35
473
376
305
356
523
367
535
453
354
565 '
691
587
535'
772
537
1181
897
615
608
646
947

6.10
6.57
8.06
8.18
9.26
11.90
13.37
15.00
15.64
17.29
17,59
20.24
20.82
22.24
22.47
23.31
24.27
27.39
28.24
28.66
30.39
31.11
33.25
37.17
41.30
42.38
42.45
43.24
45.26
50.57
50.74
51.18

043
352
005
143
042
045
027
026
040
438
210
035
044
022
153
012
280
183
015
116
019
197
033
195
269
024
018
215
145
274
002
121'

13.65
7.30
13.67
14.52
6.60
12.54
21.22
9.90
24.96
17.88
15.52
17.74
18.72
17.37
10.45
11.81
16.03
16.28
13,33
16.94
14.60
17.00
13.08
5.62
14,71
12.21
21.99
17.66
10.30
13.83
16.42
14.49

111.00
113.97
119.28
122.60
125.20
128.68
133.28
136.88
145.03
147.68
150.85
153.72
160.84
162.11
169.68
180.81
183.86
196.34

2

004
039
338
319
279
371
006

218
009
198
349
037
003
211

205
013
021
341
100
231
404
376
008

108
187
359
114

20.52
15.50
1.99
23.36
17.93
13.71
15.84
22.43
15.12
19.53
16.04
12.35
18.59
22.21
17.65
14.39
18,69
12.67
27.82
20.74
13.59
12,02
12.73
18.50
12.99
25.88
14.42

321
268
35
473
376
305
356
523'
367
535
453
354
565
691
587
535
772
537
1181
897
615
608
646
947
668
1394
837

15.64
17.29
17,59
20.24
20.82
22.24
22.47
23.31 .
24.27
27.39
28.24
28.66
30.39
31.11
33.25
37.17
41.30
42.38
42.45
43.24
45.26
50.57
50.74
51.18
51.42
53.86
58.04

040
438
210
035
044
022
153
012
280
183
015.
. 116
019
197
033
195
269
024
018
215
145
274
002
121
246
395
397
411

24.96
17.88
15.52
17.74
18.72
17.37
10.45
11.81
16.03
16,28
13,33
16.94
14.60
17.00
13.08
5.62
14,71
12.21
21.99
17.66
10.30
13.83
16.42
14.49
29.19'
3.01
14.06
16.39

2397
1731
1585
1833
1947
1870
1161
1346
1912
1996
1669
2180
1946
2327
1897
830
2219
1877
3537
2863
1747
2497
3019
2845
b
b
b
b

96.03
96.81
102.12
103.32
104.00
107.65
111.00
113.97
119.28
122.60
125.20
128.68
133.28
136.88
145.03
147.68
150.85
153.72
160.84
162.11
169.68
180.81
183.86
196.34
b
b
b
b

5073
6918
6105
8340
9344
6674
9396
6810

409.11
439.51
449.88
461.79
512.84
580.34
662.15
697.03

Early Abandoned Rooms
014
062
001
047

010
440
270

16.40
23.48
17.30
14.59
17.46
15.64
15.93

aAdapted

3863
6576
5313
4583 .
5562
5197
5480

235.54
280.09
307.10
314.10
318.55
332.29
344.00

031
146
041
028
023
020
164
016

12.40
15.74
13.57
18.06
18.22
11.50
14.19
9.77

from Reid (1973).

b
Estimated abandonment class.
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HOUSEHOLD AND COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION
AND ITS CHANGE THROUGH TIME

This chapter outlines a multistage approach to the analysis of
activity organization at Grasshopper.

The goal of each stage is to

describe a particular level of activity organization and, ultimately,
to examine its change through time.

These organization levels are (1)

individual activities and groups of activities, (2) single households
with complete sets of productive and maintenance activities, and (3)
larger suprahousehold activity groupings.
The particular goal of this chapter is to relate such systemic
context concepts as activities to formal units of analysis.

Such a

procedure facilitates the behavioral interpretation of analytic results.
Activities and households cannot be directly examined in the
archaeological context of a prehistoric community such as Grasshopper.
Behavioral concepts such as activities, however, have material conse
quences that can be studied by the archaeologist.

For example, most

domestic activities incorporate tools and facilities.

The form and

wear patterns of these material objects reflect the activities in which
they were used.

Functional information for the activities of pre-

industrial social groups can be found in the extensive literature in
ethnography and experimental archaeology.

Then the object of this

chapter can be seen as identifying material correlates in ethnographic
and archaeological literature that can be used to describe the various
levels of activity organization.
89
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This procedure implies neither the use of simple ethnographic
analogy nor the more systematic approach used by Hill (1968, 1970a,
1970b).

In the case of the former, the investigator discovers a formal

set of attributes associated in an archaeological context.

He then

searches the ethnographic literature for a formal analogue which is
used to explain the behavioral significance of the archaeological case.
Such an approach is discordant with any attempt to deal with the
dynamics of organizational change, limiting archaeology as it does to
only what can be found in the present (Binford 1968; Hill 1970a, 1970b).
As an alternative, Hill suggests the use of ethnographic in
formation to derive test expectations for evaluating the association of
formal archaeological attributes.

Behavioral explanations can only be

made when these attributes satisfy test expectations.

For example,

puebloan storage activities take place in small rooms with few arti
facts or facilities (Hill 1968, 1970a, 1970b).

If these attributes

occur together in an archaeological case, then storage activities
similar to puebloan ones are inferred.

If different associations are

found, then different conclusions are drawn.

Hill stresses the ability

of this technique to discover previously unsuspected patterns of
activity organization.
Although excellent in principle, this technique is unnecessarily
restrictive.

Hill defines a priori a set of formal room types for

Broken K Pueblo using a model based on modern Western Pueblo societies.
As stated earlier, the dependence on a single model, the relevance of
which has been questioned (Wilcox 1976) presents a serious problem.
The problem hinges on the fact that by defining a priori room types
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based on selected formal features, Hill in practice does preclude dis
covering significant unsuspected patterns.

He is confined to deter

mining whether his types do or do not conform to the ethnographic
analogues.

If the types do not conform, functional interpretations are

difficult since Hill does not identify activities which form the basis
of new functional interpretations.

It is also questionable whether the

formal types defined reflect the full range of functional room types.
Thus for reasons discussed in an earlier chapter there may be differ
ences in function among formally similar rooms.

Such differences would

not become apparent using Hill's procedure.
Such constraints can be avoided if analysis begins with the
identification of individual activities and then proceeds to the isola
tion of patterns in their spatial association.

This provides a non-

arbitrary means for defining room types using a discovery procedure that
searches for patterning in the data.

An added benefit is the avoidance

of dependence on a specific ethnographic model that may or may not be
relevant.

Thus the entire body of ethnographic and archaeological

literature is made available for drawing behavioral interpretations and
the opportunity for identifying change is expanded.

Activities
The first stage of the procedure proposed here is divided into
two steps:

first, the definition of activities and second, the defini

tion of room types.

The identification of activities does not entirely

avoid the use of analogy.

Specifically, tool functions are determined

by analogy rather than examined through detailed formal analysis or
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use-wear studies.

The use of analogy, however, is minimized and fewer

assumptions are made.

Although it is assumed that similar tools are

used in similar activities, it is not assumed that those activities
maintain similar spatial boundaries or associations as proposed by Hill.
Puebloan ethnography suggests the range of intramural activities and
their material consequences that can be expected in the archaeological
context.

The presence of those activities and their spatial associa

tion, however, must be demonstrated.
A wide range of activities were carried out in pueblo rooms.
They include the storage, processing, preparation, and consumption of
food; working of hides, stone, wood, bone, shell, pottery, and textiles.
Intramural activities also include the storage of tools and raw
materials, ceremonial activities, and sleeping.

This roster can be

filled out by the examination of extramural areas of the community,
resource extraction sites, and seasonal habitation sites.

These latter

areas, however, are beyond the scope of the present study.
A variety of tools and facilities are used in processing food.
The mealing bin containing a metate is used in conjunction with manos
to grind corn, beans, squash, and other domestic and wild plant
materials into flour (V. Mindeleff 1891:212).

Cooking is done in simple

undecorated ceramic vessels set on stones in fireplaces (Hill 1968:117,
Stevenson 1904:293).

Among the Zuni special fireplaces are used for

cooking foods for feasts (Stevenson 1904:293).

Food is served in bowls

(Beaglehole 1937:60) and possibly plates.
Food and other stored items were hung from rafters or piled on
the floor.

Food is also stored in ceramic vessels or plastered holes
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dug in room floors among the Hopi (Beaglehole 1937:43-4).

Similarly,

among the Zuni food is stored in'large slab lined bins or ceramic jars
(Stevenson 1904:352)..
A wide variety of tools and other materials are used in manu
facturing activities.

In pottery manufacture, for example, grinding

stones are used to pulverize clay and small stone bowls and palettes
used to mix pigments (Lambert 1966).

Other implements used include the

bottoms of broken vessels as supporting molds, sherd, bone, and stone
scrapers used for smoothing clay vessels; polishing stones; and bone
awls for incising and stamping (Lambert 1966).
The lack of nonperishable remains make the identification of
sleeping activities difficult in the archaeological context.

Ceremonial

activity is also extremely difficult to identify when kiva features are
absent.

Hill (1970b) uses the presence of large amounts of corn pollen

as one indicator.

Finally it may be difficult to distinguish the

storage location of tools and raw materials from their location of use
and in some cases their location of discard.
A complete list of intramural activities and their associated
material remains expected to occur at Grasshopper is presented in Tables
6 through 9.

Multifunctional tools and facilities are listed under

more than one activity.

Some activities, shell working for example,

are not listed because there is no evidence of their occurrence at
Grasshopper.

A more complete listing is also precluded by particular

formation processes in the archaeological context of Grasshopper.
Preservation is poor, for example, and the recovery of perishable
remains, such as pollen, has proven difficult.

Prehistoric refuse

Table 6.

Food Processing Activities and Their Expected Material Correlates

Cooking-Serving

Grinding

Butchering

Cooking Hearth

Mealing Bin

Butchered Bone3

. ,
b
Roasting pit/Oven

Slab Metate

Unworked Bone

Burned Cobble

Other Metate
Basin
Trough

Retouched Chipped
Stone Tool
Scraper
Knife

Plate

Mano

Jar

Handstone

Bowl

Worked Sherd
Scoop
Corn Shucker

Griddle

Hammerstone

Burned Bone

aNot

available for analysis.

None found on late abandoned room floors.

Table 7.

Storage Activities and Their Expected Material Correlates

Food and Water Storage

Resource Extraction

Shelf/Partition
Aligned Postholes
Earthen Bench
Wall Segment

Axe
Maul
Ground Axe
Chipped Axe

Ring
Bone
Stone
Shell

Stone Box

Hoe/Mescal Knife

Jar

Chopper

Beads
Bone
Stone
Shell

011a

Projectile Point

Bowl
Pot Rest/Lid
Slab
Cobble

Adornment

Pendant
Stone
Shell

Ceremonial
Musical Instrument
Whistle
Rasp
"Toy"
Pinch Pot
Figurine
Ceramic
Stone
Shell
Pipe
Biface

Gorget

Crystal

Bracelet

Fossil

Hairpin

Mineral

Shell Fragment

Miniature Pebble

Turquoise Chip

Skull/Skeleton
Painted Slab

Table 8.

Manufacturing Activities and Their Expected Material Correlates

Flint Knapping

Wood Working

Core

Shaft
Straightner

Shatter3
Unutilized
Flakea
Hammerstone
Handstone
Pebble
Antler Flaker

Ceramic
Production
Clay
Pigment

Antler Wrench

Palette
Retouched
Mortar
Chipped Stone
Grinding
Drill
Stone
Grinding St.
Pebble
Metate Frag
Whetstone
Handstone

Weaving
Antler
Batten
Awl/Needle
Stone
Bone
Spindle
Whorl
Stone
Weight13
Loom Hole
Posthole

Bone Working

Unworked
Smoother
Bone Scraper
Bone
Limestone
Long Bone
Deer Jaw
Scraper
Deer Antler
Sherd
Deer Scapula Scraper
Worked Bone
Fragment
Bead Blank
Ornament

Antler Billet

Mano Frag.

Boulder-Anvil

Smoother

Musical
Instrument

Retouched
Chipped Stone

Unfired
Vessel*5

Retouched
Chipped Stone

Projectile
Point
Biface
a

Not available for analysis.
None found on late abandoned floors.

Hide Working

Drill
Grinding
Stone

Drill
Bone
Bone Awl

Stone Working
Turquoise Chip
Serpentine
Ornament
Figurine
Pipe
Handstone
Grinding
Stone
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Table 9.

Ceremonial and Room Heating Activities and Their Expected
Material Correlates

Ceremonial

Room Heating

Bench

Firepit

Circular Stone Hearth

Circular Stone Hearth

Flagstones

Cooking Hearth

Fossil
Crystal
Other Mineral
Asbestos
Serpentine
Miniature Pebble
Mammal Skull
Bird Skeleton
Biface
Painted Slab
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disposal and curate activities have also removed some materials from
room floors.
A finer definition of the materials that are found is difficult
because of the variety of data collection and storage techniques that
have been employed during the fourteen years of research at Grasshopper.
The gross definitions used here, however, are feasible for identifying
the general types of activities sought in this study.

A finer defini

tion of materials may not even be practical because of the multi
functional nature of so many tools.
The second step in this stage of analysis is the identification
of functionally distinct room types based on the spatial associations
between activities.

Three or four functionally distinct room types are

found among modern Western Puebloan societies (Hill 1968, 1970a, 1970b).
These are habitation, storage, ceremonial rooms (Beaglehole 1937:5,
V. Mindeleff 1891, Stevenson 1904:292-93), and, possibly, clanhouses
(Beaglehole 1937:8, Eggan 1950:62).
Among the Zuni habitation or living rooms are large multi
functional areas "where the entire household works, eats, and sleeps,
and where guests are entertained" (Stevenson 1904:292).

They are the

largest room in the household and contain a fireplace and three or more
mealing bins (Stevenson 1904:292-93).

Hopi habitation rooms are also

large and contain a fireplace, two or three mealing bins, and two or
three ollas (V. Mindeleff 1891:109-10).
Activities performed in these rooms include the processing and
preparation of food prior to cooking (V. Mindeleff 1891), the final
stages of butchering and cooking (Hill 1968:117), and water storage
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(V. Mindeleff 1891:109-10).

Various manufacturing activities may also

be carried out (Hill 1970a:60); however, there are no ethnographic data
to support this.
Storage rooms are more specialized areas used for the storage
of food (Beaglehole 1937, V. Mindeleff 1891, Stevenson 1904) and cere
monial items (Stevenson 1904:292).

In addition Zuni storage rooms

contain fireplaces used for feasting (Stevenson 1904:293).

Generally

storage rooms in Western Pueblo communities are small, lacking in
internal features and facilities, poorly ventilated (V. Mindeleff 1891),
and less well-lighted than habitation rooms (Hill 1968:115).
Among the Hopi and Zuni ceremonial rooms serve as male club
houses and craft areas in addition to their religious functions (V.
Mindeleff 1891:130).

Among the Hopi, these activities take place in a

kiva—a subterranean room distinguished by a host of architectural
features.

These include wall niches, a bench or platform, firepits,

ventilators, and a roof entrance (V. Mindeleff 1891).

Although no

longer in existence at Zuni, kivas may have been used for all cere
monies at one time (Bunzel 1932:878).

Today Zuni religious ceremonies

are carried out in large surface rooms distinguished by a special
fireplace and trap door entrance (V. Mindeleff 1891:112).
The clanhouse is the main house of a clan in each village
(Beaglehole 1937:8).

"Here the head woman of the clan normally re

sides and the ritual objects pertaining to that clan are kept" (Eggan
1950:62).

These rooms are multifunctional and are distinguished by

being larger in size than most habitation rooms (Hill 1968:115).
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There is a great deal of overlap in activities between these
different room types.

For example, storage rooms may contain mealing

bins and be used for food processing, sleeping, and manufacturing
(Roberts 1956:11, 45-46, 80-81).

All room types are to a certain extent

multifunctional with habitation rooms having the greatest number of
functions.

Functional overlap is even greater among Zuni rooms.

How

ever, in the case of both the Hopi and Zuni, there exist three basic
room types with distinct primary functions (Hill 1970a:46, 56).
This typology, however, may be of limited applicability to Grass
hopper for several reasons.

The continuity in activity organization

between modern and prehistoric pueblos posited by Hill (1968, 1970a,
1970b) is not apparent in many prehistoric cases.

Dean (1969, 1970)

and Rohn (1965) have found a wider variety of room types in the spe
cialized context of cliff sites.

The bimodal distribution in size of

rooms at Broken K, which suggested to Hill the use of the ethnographic
model, is not nearly so apparent at Grasshopper.

The distribution of

room sizes at Grasshopper resembles a normal distribution with a single
mode (Figure 4).

Finally, room size may not closely correlate with

function at Grasshopper because of remodeling during its long occupa
tion.

For these reasons, classification of rooms at Grasshopper employs

a discovery procedure that identifies activities and then searches for
patterning in their spatial associations.

The typology derived from

ethnographic data is used primarily for comparative and interpretive
purposes.
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Households
The second major stage of analysis involves the identification
of sets of activities and their material remains that represent house
holds.

The material correlates of households derive from the concept

of domestic groups (Fortes 1971, Goody 1972).

Households are here

equated with the commensal unit (Chang 1958, Goody 1972).

They are

identified with three activities involved in processing food.
are storage, preparation, and cooking.

These

Pueblo households are composed

of clusters of rooms containing each of the functional types encom
passing these activities.
Although some Zuni houses have as many as eight rooms, the
ordinary house has four to six and as few as two rooms (Stevenson 1904:
292).

Similarly the Hopi household occupies a block of rooms containing

one or more habitation and storage rooms (Beaglehole 1937:5).

The

proportions of storage to habitation rooms are equal in modern pueblo
villages (Hill 1968:115).

In the case of multistory structures, the

rooms making up a household may be contiguous or superimposed.
Households vary in size but there appears to be little func
tional differentiation.

Households are the basic social and economic

groups in pueblo society.

They are self contained units carrying out

the same types of activities (Beaglehole 1937:5).

The only apparent

differentiation appears to be among those households with clanhouses.
Ceremonial rooms and clanhouses are few in number for each settlement
(V. Mindeleff 1891).

Kivas are shared with their membership cross-

cutting a number of households (Stevenson 1904, Eggan 1950).
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A similar pattern has been observed at a number of archaeo
logical sites from a wide variety of areas in the Southwest (Dean 1969,
1970; Hill 1968, 1970a, 1970b; Rohn 1965; Wasley 1952).

Rohn identi

fied at least 13 room clusters on the basis of wall construction
sequences and access routes at Mug House, a Mesa Verde cliff site.
Each of these clusters contained four to five rooms including habita
tion and storage rooms in addition to an enclosed outdoor space.

All

spaces within each of these clusters were easily accessible to each
other, while movement to other spaces was restricted.

Rohn (1965:65-6)

inferred that each cluster was occupied by a household.

The eight

kivas found at the site appeared to be shared by a number of different
room clusters (Rohn 1965:67).

A similar pattern is apparent among the

Tsegi phase sites of the Kayenta region (Dean 1969, 1970).
Hill observes that room clusters at Broken K are strikingly
similar to households of modern Hopi settlements.

At Broken K large

and small rooms occur in pairs just as they do in the modern pueblos
(Hill 1968:116).

In addition the ratio of small to large rooms is also

approximately equal with fewer ceremonial rooms at Broken K.

There are

relatively more kivas at Broken K than in the modern pueblos, however.
At Broken K the ratio of secular rooms to kivas is 20:1, while in the
modern pueblos the ratio is 100:1 (Hill 1968:116).

This discrepancy

may represent a long term evolutionary trend observed in pueblo
societies (Steward 1937).
This discussion of pueblo household organization is applicable
in general to Grasshopper.

Certain deviations, however, are expected.

These include variation in the type and proportions of rooms composing
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households, the size of households, and the possibility of functional
differentiation among households.

All households, however, are

expected to contain a minimal set of activities, including food pro
cessing, storage, manufacturing, and possibly ceremonial activities.

Suprahousehold Activity Urtits
There are a number of important organizational groupings larger
than the household in modern pueblo societies.

The third phase of

analysis is aimed at defining such groups at Grasshopper.

Among the

Western Pueblos, clans have important religious and ceremonial functions
in addition to being the traditional land-holding units (Bradfield 1971,
Eggan 1950).

Agricultural activities, however, are carried out by the

individual households that compose a clan.

Thus unlike households,

clans do not have any productive or maintenance functions nor do they
use any tools or facilities.

Individual clans do not carry out their

activities in any particular spaces.

Kivas are owned by individual

clans but their use crosscuts clan lines.

Clans do not occur as

localized residential units in the community, either.
This may not always have been true, however.

At one time

Western Pueblo clan segments may have resided in localized units (C.
Mindeleff 1900). Such units may have been a type of domestic group
(Goody 1972) composed of several biologically related households.

A

number of archaeologists have argued for the existence of such domestic
groups in prehistoric pueblo communities.

Already mentioned is the

"unit type pueblo" defined by Prudden (1914) comprising several house
holds and a kiva.

Larger sites appear to be composed of such units,
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termed habitation units (Bullard 1962, Fewkes 1909:8, Rohik 1965).

Rohn

(1965:67-8) argues that each of the four habitation units that comprise
Mug House Ruin are equivalent to Prudden1s unit type pueblo and may
represent the localized residence of a clan segment.
Some archaeologists have employed ceramic design element
analysis as an alternative method for identifying residence units
(Longacre 1970, Hill 1970a).

They argue that where ceramics are pro

duced for domestic consumption the presence of ceramic microtraditions
reflect residence units such as uxorilocal units (Hill 1970a:68-9) and
possibly matrilineal lineages and clans (Hill 1970a:69-72).

The method

used to derive these conclusions, however, has been severely criticized
(Allen and Richardson 1971, L. Johnson 1972, S. Plog 1977, Stanislawski
1969) and is undergoing further testing (Longacre 1974).
Another type of organization is presented by data from the
modern Eastern Pueblos.

Although the clan system is poorly developed

among the Tewa for example, the outstanding feature of their social
organization is the dual division into Summer People and Winter People
(Eggan 1950:305).

Each group is in charge of community ceremonies and

other activities for half the year.

This dual division corresponds

with dual kivas in the villages (Eggan 1950:305) although the alter
nating use of a single kiva is possible.

Among the most important

activities carried out by these groups is the construction and
cleaning of the main canals that feed the individual irrigation systems
of each household (Dozier 1960:150-51).
Such a dual division has been posited for Mug House Ruin (Rohn
1965) and Chaco Canyon "town sites" (Vivian 1970).

Rohn's observations
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are based on access route patterns and architectural' styles of kivas.
Vivian uses similar evidence to identify dual divisions at Chaco
Canyon.

In a series of test implications Vivian (1970:81-82) argues

that a dual division can be identified in the archaeological context of
a community by (1) a division of the settlement into two architecturally
distinct units separated by walls without connecting doorways and with
different architectural styles, (2) differences in style elements of
artifacts, (3) distinct cemetery areas each exhibiting different burial
practices, and (4) distinct architectural units each containing
specialized rooms which housed the moiety head and storage areas for
foods used in communal feasting.
An approach employed by Morenon (1972) at the Salmon Ruin
suggests a third type of suprahousehold organization independent of
specific ethnographic analogies.

This model describes a community as a

complex spatial form that structures the location of activities.

Dif

ferent functional zones can be identified in a community by the presence
or absence of important community resources.

In the archaeological

context these resources are represented by structures such as initial
or core construction units, plazas, and ceremonial areas (Morenon 1972).
These form the focal points of community growth and activities.
Rooms close to and with better access to these resources are
assumed to be of higher value than rooms distant to and with difficult
access to these resources.

Different types of land-use patterns are

characteristic of rooms of different value (Morenon 1972).
also expect differences in room function.

We might

Rooms close to important

community resources are characterized by a high rate of (1) renovation
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—the alteration of a structure—and (2) redevelopment—change in the
type of structure.

Rooms distant from these resources, in contrast,

are characterized by (3) addition—the construction of new structures.
Therefore, as a community grows and its organization develops, different
functional zones should emerge.

These are Central Zones composed of

important community resources and associated rooms and Peripheral Zones
composed of rooms distant from these resources.
Each of the systemic context models provides behavioral
correlates for deriving inferences concerning archaeological context
parameters such as construction sequences of rooms, access routes,
activity locations, and major architectural units.

Thus each model can

be employed to gain an understanding of suprahousehold organization at
Grasshopper.

It should be recognized that none of these models should

necessarily produce mutually exclusive conclusions concerning suprahousehold organization at Grasshopper.

These models deal with aspects

of organization that are potentially complementary.
Suprahousehold organization is identified at Grasshopper by
examining the distribution of activities and room types in terms of
large spatial units.
routesj

These are defined by wall construction and access

They include room blocks and central and peripheral zones.

In

addition the association of room types with other activity spaces such
as plazas, the great kiva, and other outdoor areas are considered.
Stylistic patterns and differential burial practices are not included
in this analysis.

Such information, however, is available as inde

pendent evidence for future analyses.
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Organizational Change
Once we have outlined the pattern of individual, household, and
suprahousehold activity organization, the fourth and final stage of
analysis is the identification of changes in organization that may have
occurred during the occupation of Grasshopper.

The pattern of activity

organization described above is based on the floors of late abandoned
rooms.

The activities that took place on these late floors probably

represent a period of occupation that postdates the period of maximum
growth of the community.
Activities representing an earlier period of occupation can be
reconstructed from the less abundant remains found on early abandoned
floors.

These are composed of the floors of the 15 early abandoned

rooms and the early occupied floors of late abandoned rooms.

Through

the comparison of materials found on these early floors—primarily non
portable facilities—with those from late abandoned floors, changes in
the function of rooms and larger site areas can be determined.

Addi

tional information regarding changes in room clusters is provided by
the early and late construction units excavated in Room Block 3.

An

important functional change considered in this stage of analysis is the
conversion of rooms to midden areas.
Although the material remains from early floors are more
limited and subject to different formation processes such as cleaning
and scavenging, than late floors, certain comparisons can be made.
This is especially true in the case of architectural features and
non-portable facilities.

Unlike portable artifacts, such features are

much more resistant to the effects of archaeological formation
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processes and thus reflective of original room function.

In the case

of early floors, for example, we might expect a greater correspondence
between room size and function than that discussed for late floors.

ACTIVITIES AND FUNCTIONAL
ROOM TYPES

This chapter presents results of the first stage of analysis of
activity organization.

This stage of analysis is divided into four

steps using computer assisted procedures aimed at the derivation of
activities and functional room types representing the late occupation
period at Grasshopper-

The first step involves a series of procedures

designed for the display and reduction of frequency data from late
abandoned room floors.

The second step employs three R-mode analytic

techniques to derive underlying dimensions of variability that are in
ferred to represent the remains of individual activities.

Third is an

object cluster analysis (Q-mode) of late abandoned room floors using
factors derived from particular R-mode analyses.

In the fourth and

final step, the typology resulting from the Q-mode analysis forms the
basis of a functional classification of all late abandoned room floors.
The assignment of rooms to types in this final step is based in part on
judgmental criteria.
Figure 8.

A flowchart of these procedures is illustrated in

The inferred activities and room classification that are the

end product of these procedures provide a higher level set of data for
further analyses of activity organization at Grasshopper and its change
through time.

Initial Procedures
Activities are identified on the basis of the artifacts and
nonportable facilities used in those activities.
109

These material remains
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Flow Chart of Computer Assisted Statistical Procedures
Used to Derive Activities and Functional Room Types
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are first divided into 58 classes on the basis of formal and inferred
functional criteria.

The representation of activities proposed in the

previous chapter and the occurrence of specific materials on Grass
hopper room floors are additional considerations used in making this
classification.

Additionally lithic and bone debris are not included

because these data were not available for analysis.
The spatial location of each artifact or facility is also
recorded.

The spatial unit is the first story room floor.

Thus,

materials are divided into 68 assemblages representing each of the late
abandoned room floors.

Data from Room 21 are excluded from most of the

analyses because of difficulty in determining the spatial context of
artifacts within the room.
21 are included.

Only the nonportable facilities from Room

The following computer assisted statistical analyses

were done using the CDC 6400 computer at The University of Arizona.

Frequencies
A summary of occurrences of artifacts and facilities for all
assemblages combined provides the most efficient means to begin
analysis.

The SPSS Frequencies program (Nie et al. 1975) gives the sum

and mean frequency per room of each original artifact class (Table 10).
This table provides information concerning the feasibility of converting
raw frequency counts into percentages or proportions.

In addition, it

provides information concerning the necessity of eliminating or reducing
classes with low frequencies.
It is apparent that data conversion is impractical due to the
low mean number of artifacts and facilities per class in each
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Table 10.

Frequencies of Original Classes of Artifacts and Facilities
on Late Abandoned Floors (N = 67)

Class
Mealing Bin
Cook. Hearth
Circ. Hearth
Firepit
Storage Box
Bench
Shelf/Partitn.
Postholes
Flagstones
Jar
011a
Bowl
Plate
Slab
Cobble
Slab Metate
Other Metate
Grndst. Frag,
Mortar
Palette
Mano
Mano Frag.
Handstone
Pebble
Hammerstone
Core
Drill
Ret. Chip. St.
Proj. Point

Sum
30
35
5
16
18
3
5
3
6
380
88
156
57
203
154
86
20
31
10
5
357
148
193
229
198
132
14
231
156

X
0.45
0.52
0.07
0.24
0.27
0.04
0.07
0.04
0.09
5.67
1.31
2.33
0.85
3.03
2.30
1.28
0.30
0.46
0.15 <
0.07
5.33
2.21
2.88
3.42
2.96
1.97
0.21
3.45
2.33

Class

Sum

X

Flaker
Billet
Awl
Batten
Smoother
Unworked Bone
Worked Bone
Skull/Skitn.
Shaft Strghtnr.
Wrench
Spindle Whorl
Worked Sherd
Pigment
Clay
Axe
Hoe
Chopper
Boulder
Griddle
Burned Cbble
Ornament
Shell/Turqse
Crystal/Fossil
Mineral
"Toy"
Music Instmt.
Biface
Bead Blank
Minipebble

14
10
153
10
15
152
35
16
38
5
15
4
228
25
87
11
3
14
3
4
63
74
32
21
29
5
71
15
12

0.21
0.15
2.28
0.15
0.22
2.27
0.52
0.24
0.57
0.07
0.22
0.06
3.40
0.37
1.30
0.16
0.04
0.21
0.04
0.06
0.94
1.10
0.48
0.31
0.43
0.07
1.06
0.22
0.18
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assemblage.

The occurrence of "Jars" with the highest mean frequency,

for example, is far below the suggested minimum of 50 objects per class
necessary for conversion (Blalock 1960:34)•

Even if all assemblages

are combined, about half the classes have total sums of less than 50.
Such low frequencies also necessitate a reduction in the number
of classes.

This step could be avoided if all classes were measured

as present or absent and analyzed using nominal scale statistics.

The

range of values derived from the SPSS Frequencies program suggest that
most artifact classes do not follow presence/absence distributions.
Thus debasement to simple presence/absence values would represent a sig
nificant loss of information for most classes of artifacts.

This is not

true for nonportable facilities whose values more closely resemble a
presence/absence distribution (see Figure 9).

Bivariate correlation and
Distribution Analysis
An alternate strategy to debasing the measurement scale is to
raise the mean number of artifacts per class by combining classes when
possible and eliminating them when not.
sions are threefold.

The criteria for such deci

A minimum of 50 objects per class is used as the

cutoff for determining which classes are to be affected.

Formal and

functional similarity and spatial association are vised as criteria for
combining classes.
definition.

Similarity is determined from the original class

Spatial association is determined using the SPSS Bivariate

Correlation program with the Spearman rank-order coefficient for
ordinal scale measurements (Nie et al. 1975).
tained for similar artifact classes.

Correlations are ob

When necessary these are compared
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Frequencies of Cooking Hearths on Late Abandoned Room Floors
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with their expected correlation with classes representing each activity
as proposed in the previous chapter.

Contingency analysis is also

carried out for nonportable facilities as an additional check for these
latter classes whose value ranges may reflect presence/absence distri
butions.
Limitations in space prevent presentation of Spearman's correla
tions between all relevant artifact classes.

The contingency analysis

for nonportable facilities is presented here, however.

"Mealing bins"

have similar distributions as "cooking hearths" and, to a lesser degree,
as "storage boxes."

In contrast "mealing bins" have different distri

butions than other hearth types (Table 11).

"Cooking hearths" also have

similar distributions as "storage boxes" and different distributions
than the other hearth types (Table 12).

The distribution of "storage

boxes" is much more like that of the combined occurrence of "mealing
bins" and "cooking hearths" than that of other hearth types (Table 13).
Spearman's correlations between these facilities replicate these
patterns.

Thus "circular hearths" and "firepits" are combined into a

single new type—"other hearths"—because of similarities in form,
distribution, and, by inference, function.
Further insight into hearth function is provided by examination
of the relationship between hearth type and occupational surface.

The

latter include superimposed room floors and occupational surfaces that
underlie room walls.

"Cooking hearths" are by far the most common type

found on both early and late room floors while "firepits" are the most
common type found on outdoor surfaces (Table 14).

Thus "firepits" are

not regularly associated with intramural domestic activities.

Although
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Table 11.

Association Between Mealing Bins and Other Facilities on
Late Abandoned First Story Floors

Mealing Bin
Present

Absent

Total

20

12

32

4

32

36

24

44

68

Present

0

5

5

Absent

24

39

63

Total

24

44

68

Present

0

16

16

Absent

24

28

52

Total

24

44

68

8

6

14

Absent

16

38

54

Total

24

44

68

Cooking Hearth:
Present
Absent
Total

Circular Hearth:

Firepit:

Storage Box:
Present
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Table 12.

Association of Cooking Hearths with Other Hearth Types and
Storage Boxes on Late Abandoned First Story Floors

Cooking Hearth
Present

Absent

Total

4

12

16

Absent

28

24

52

Total

32

36

68

Present

10

4

14

Absent

25

29

50

Total

35

33

68

Other Hearth:
Present

Storage Box;
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Table 13.

Association of Storage Boxes with Other Facilities on Late
Abandoned First Story Floors

Storage Box
Present

Absent

Total

Present

10

26

36

Absent

4

28

32

14

54

68

Present

5

11

16

Absent

9

43

52

14

54

68

Mealing Bin and/or
Cooking Hearth:

Total

Other Hearth:

Total

Table 14.

Association of All Hearth Types with First Story Room and
Preroom Floors

Late Room
Floor

Early Room
Floor

Preroom
Floor

39

24

11

74

5

5

0

10

Firepit

18

16

46

80

Total

62

45

57

164

Hearth Type
Cooking Hearth
Circular Hearth

Total
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"circular hearths" are found only on room floors, the above distribu
tions also suggest a different function than "cooking hearths."

Thus

although we cannot specify the particular function of "circular hearths"
and "firepits," they are both different in function from "cooking
hearths."
Spearman's correlations between pairs of artifact classes are
used in a similar manner to aggregate low frequency artifact classes.
The original 58 classes of artifacts and facilities are reduced by
processes of aggregation and elimination to a smaller set of 30 new
classes which are used as variables for the further stages of analysis.
A list of these variables and their composition in terms of original
classes is given in Table 15.

R-Mode Procedures
In this next step of the analysis various multivariate R-mode
analytic techniques are used in order to derive functional clusters of
artifacts and facilities.

Each functional cluster is inferred to

represent the material remains of particular activities.

SPSS PAl Procedure
In the first and most important of these analyses, the frequency
counts of 30 aggregated classes of artifacts and facilities from the 67
late abandoned first story floors are input to an SPSS Principal
Factoring program without iteration (Nie et al. 1975).

In this

factoring method, known as PAl, the Spearman's correlation coefficient
for ordinal scale measurements is used in place of the standard linear
correlation coefficient (Pearson's r).

Thus the conversion to
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Table 15.

Frequencies of Aggregated Classes of Artifacts and
Facilities on Late Abandoned Floors (N = 67)

New Class
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20,
21.
22.
23,
24,
25,
26.
27.
28.
29,
30,

Mealing Bin
Cook. Hearth
Other Hearth
Storage Box
Jar
Olla
Bowl
Plate
Slab
Cobble
Metate
Groundstone
Mano
Mano Fragment
Handstone
Pebble
Hammerstone
Core
Ret, Chip. St.
Projectile Pt,
Perforator
Arrowtool
Nonworked Bone
Worked Bone
Pigment
Axe
Boulder
Ornament
Mineral
Cermnl Object

Sum

Original Class Membership

30
35
21
18
380
88
156
57
203
154
106
46
357
148
193
229
198
132
248
156
167
63
168
50
253
98
15
137
53
47

Same
Same
Circular Hearth, Firepit
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Slab Metate, Other Metate
Groundstone, Mortar, Palette
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Retouch Chipped St., Drill, Chopper
Same
Flaker, Awl
Billet, Batten, Shaft Strghtner, Wrench
Unworked Bone, Skull/Skltn
Worked Bone, Bead Blank
Pigment, ClayAxe, Hoe
Same
Ornament, Shell/Turquoise
Mineral, Crystal/Fossil
Minipebble, "Toy," Music Instrument

Original Classes Eliminated from Statistical Analyses:
Bench
Shelf/Partition
Postholes
Flagstones
Smoother

Spindle Whorl
Worked Sherd
Griddle
Burned Cobble
Biface (all from Room 246)

i
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proportions and the identification of nonlinear correlations are un
necessary.
The SPSS option to alter the main diagonal of the correlation
matrix is not exercised.

Thus the program extracts principal compo

nents, which are defined as exact mathematical transformations of the
variables (Nie et al. 1975).

This method does not require any assump

tions about the general structure of the variables (Nie et al. 1975).
A varimax rotation, which maximizes the differences between variables,
produces the best final solution.

Other rotations used produce

similar but generally more complex solutions.
This procedure reduces the 30 aggregated variables to 8 prin
cipal components (eigenvalue > 1.00) which cumulatively account for
almost 73% of the measured variance.

These conqponents are interpreted

on the basis of the loadings of the variables on each component (Table
16).

Essential to this task is the comparison of derived variable

clusters (classes of artifacts and facilities with high positive
loadings on a component) with expected material associations of intra
mural puebloan activities.

For example, "jars" are proposed to be used

in a variety of activities (see Tables 6 through 9).

If such vessels

are found to have a high positive loading on the same component as
"cooking hearths," then it is inferred that the class of "jars" is used
primarily for cooking activities.

On the other hand, if "jars" have a

high positive loading on the same principal component as cobbles or
axes, then it is inferred that these vessels aire used primarily for
storage activities.

In this manner each principal component is

|
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Table 16.

Loadings of Variables on Principal Components Derived from
SPSS PAl Analysis Using a Spearman's Correlation Matrix

Principal Component
Variable

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Mealing Bin
Cooking Hearth
Other Hearth
Storage Box
Jar
Olla
Bowl
Plate
Slab
Cobble
Metate
Groundstone
Mano
Mano Fragment
Handstone
Pebble
Hammerstone
Core
Ret. Chip, St.
Projectile Pt.
Perforator
Arrowtool
Unworked Bone
Worked Bone
Pigment
Axe
Ornament
Mineral
Cermnl Object
Boulder

-.132
-.211
.009
-.084
-.035
.021
.139
.180
.092
.119
.097
.121
,371
.285
.317
.595
.455
.452
.499
.356
.641
.406
.120
.542
.772
.398
.766
,745
.403
.033

.227
-.228
.030
-.110
.864
.844
.738
.540
.269
.207
.262
.207
.536
.079
.310
.192
.059
.184
,013
.079
.156
.247
.113
-.051
.074
.510
.111
.033
-.034
-.090

.513
.726
-.176
.073
.042
-.106
.162
.217
.162
.196
.585
.620
.265
.042
.442
.139
.179
.064
.152
-.196
.346
.528
.040
.090
.008
.503
-.065
-.046
.124
,079

-.418
-.214
.865
.113
-.089
.182
.009
-.186
.191
-.144
-.209
-.062
-.155
.047
.394
.124
.117
-.078
.150
-.060
.052
.059
.111
.151
.150
.141
.040
-.343
.310
-,058

.179
.061
.025
-.147
.170
.193
-.075
-.026
.397
.706
.497
.098
.319
.754
.066
.216
.625
.316
.354
.092
.232
.158
.155
.082
.270
.168
.017
.133
.212
.211

.032
.079
-.085
-.003
.116
-.055
-.125
.482
-.171
.266
.186
-.038
.219
.047
.401
.244
.118
.115
.252
.106
.007
.315
.049
.052
.075
.014
.049
-.085
-.016
.880

-.274
-.098
.024
.007
.029
.057
.099
.288
.474
.222
-.035
.355
.118
.270
.099
.256
,245
.538
.533
.721
.388
.096
.744
.501
.289
.033
.262
-.003
.604
.036

.442
.190
.098
.850
-.087
.019
-.084
-.096
-.027
-.084
.201
-.247
.326
-.081
-.008
-.334
-.116
-.240
-.109
.083
-.056
.028
-.068
-.094
.007
.002
.009
-.026
.213
.021

Eigenvalue

9,96

3.44

2.33

1.41

1.35

1.22

1.07

1.02

7.8

4.7

4.5

4.1

3.6

3.4

Percentage of
Variance

33.2

11.5
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interpreted as a cluster of artifacts and facilities that represent
the material remains of a particular activity.

Interpretation of Principal
Components
The first principal component is interpreted as generalized
manufacturing activities with special emphasis on ceramic, stone,tool,
and ornament production.

Alternate interpretations include the storage

or discard of materials involved in such activities.

The latter inter

pretation appears especially attractive because shell materials are
included within this component.
of shell working at Grasshopper.

As already stated, there is no evidence
In the absence of detailed artifact

analysis, the first interpretation remains the most parsimonious, how
ever.
The second principal component is interpreted as the storage of
food and nonperishable materials.
bowls and jars during excavations.

Many of the latter were found inside
The high loadings of all types of

ceramic vessels on this component are inconsistent with the functional
specialization of vessels in modern pueblo activities.
correlations require further investigation.

Unexpectedly, "manos"

also have their highest loadings on this component.
in storage activities may be twofold:

Thus these

The role of manos

(1) storage of extra tools and

(2) use of manos along with slabs and cobbles as vessel supports.

The

resource extraction tools classes under "axes" have high loadings on
three components.

Often found in caches, they appear, however, to be

primarily in a storage context when found in pueblo rooms.
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The third principal component is interpreted as representing
food processing activities including both preparation and cooking.

The

high loadings of grinding stones on this component are inconsistent
with expectations.

Such tools are more often found with pigment on

their surfaces and are expected to be used for activities other than
food grinding.
unexpected.

The low correlation between manos and metates is also

An explanation for this discrepancy has already been

offered.
The fourth principal component has only a single variable with
a high positive loading—"other hearths."
difficult.

This makes interpretation

The negative loading of "mealing bins" and "cooking hearths"

indicate that this component has little to do with normal food prepara
tion activities.

Rather, this component suggests the activities asso

ciated with ceremonial feasting among the Zuni (Stevenson 1904:293) or
merely room heating activities.
The remaining principal components (5 through 8) also appear
difficult to interpret and may not be significant.

Of these the

seventh and eighth components appear the most interesting.

Like the

first component, the seventh appears to represent the remains of manu
facturing activities.

The latter, however, focuses on lithic and

especially bone materials.

The eighth component appears to represent

minor storage activities associated with food processing.

The correla

tion of "storage boxes" and "mealing bins" in this components is unejqpected.

"Storage boxes," if correctly interpreted, should correlate

with other storage facilities.
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Guttman-Iiingoes SSA-1 Procedure
The results of this PAl procedure are compared with other
R-mode techniques.

A Spearman correlation matrix of 30 aggregated

variables and 67 cases is derived from SPSS.
used in the PAl analysis.
SSA-1 technique.

This is the same matrix

The matrix is input to a Guttman-Lingoes

This variety of multidimensional scaling preserves

the rank-order distances inherent in the scale of measurement of the
original variables (Cowgill 1968, Lingoes 1970).

As such it provides a

check against the ordering procedure used in the PAl technique.

A two-

dimensional plot of the distances between the 30 variables tends to
support the results derived from PAl (Figure 10).
Three distinct variable clusters are observed.
with the first three principal components from PAl.

These coincide

A fourth cluster

is composed of variables which in the PAl procedure correlated with
more than one component.

The SSA-1 procedure places these variables

between the other three clusters indicating their multiple correlation.
SSA-1 places three additional variables as outliers to all other
clusters.

These three variables coincide with principal components 4,

6, and 8—components composed of only one or two positive loading
variables.
Unlike the PAl procedure, however, SSA-1 combines all manu
facturing tools and materials into a single variable cluster.

Thus if

rank-order distances are preserved in the ordering procedure, the
separation of manufacturing activities into two sets by PAl is not
supported.
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Figure 10.

Plot of Variables from Guttman-Lingoes SSA-1 Analysis — Clusters indicate association
of variables in 2-dimensional space. See Table 15 for variable identification.
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BCTRY Factor Analyses
The final R-mode procedure used employs programs of the BCTRY
system (Tryon and Bailey n.d.).

This is a standard factor analytic

procedure employing the linear correlation coefficient (Cowgill 1968),
the replacement of the main diagonal of the correlation matrix with
communalities, and an oblique rotation of derived factors.

Although

this procedure makes the most demanding assumptions concerning the
structure of the data (Cowgill 1968), it has some important benefits.
First is the ready means by which results of the factoring procedure
can be input to an object clustering procedure.
to the next stage of analysis.

The latter is essential

Second is the stated ability of the

factoring procedure to accept presence/absence data in addition to
interval scale data (Tryon and Bailey, n.d.).

This feature of the pro

gram facilitates inclusion of non-portable facilities in the analysis.
The Empirical Key Cluster procedure of the BCTRY system is first
used to reduce the 30 aggregated classes to 5 factors.

The first three

principal components from PAl are almost exactly reproduced by the
Empirical Key Cluster procedure.

The major exception is that the

variables loading on the first principal component from PAl are divided
into two factors (1 and 4) by the BCTRY program (Table 17).

The fifth

factor from Empirical Key Cluster analysis is similar to the lithic and
bone manufacturing component (7) from PAl.
The BCTRY factoring procedures possess several valuable
features.

These include procedures used to make decisions as to which

variables compose a factor (variable cluster) and which of these
variables can be used as definers of each factor in later stages of
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Table 17.

Loadings of Variables on Factors Derived from BCTRY
Empirical Key Cluster Analysis

Factor
Variable
Mealing Bin
Cooking Hearth.
Other Hearth.
Storage Box
Jar
011a
Bowl
Plate
Slab
Cobble
Metate
Groundstone
Mano
Mano Fragment
Handstone
Pebble
Hammerstone
Core
Ret. Chip St,
Projectile Pt.
Perforator
Arrowtool
Nonworked Bone
Worked Bone
Pigment
Axe
Ornament
Mineral
Cermnl Object
Boulder

1

2

-.086
-.161
.004
-.140
.425
.151
.355

.005
-,232
.090
-.176

*345b
*5"b
,490
.343
.465
.565.
•520b
.425
.693 a
.-783f

.595
.829a
.546 a
.743
.750a
.203
.521
.87!
.477
.683
,467
.376^
.176

3

*883a
.699
•

6

9

<

.471
,558
,439
,167
.300
.522
.285
.423
.353
.147
.018
.358
.188
.266
.429
.237
.182
.285
.621
.154
.320
-.045
-.104

.818a
,432'a
-.305
.178
.163
-.012
.251
.289
.102
.412
.759a
.409
.586a
.196
.270
.062
.318
.016
.063
-.012
.262
.424
-.081
-.005
-.004
.413
-.065
-,084
.275
,287

4
-.230
-.261
-.062
-.071
.281
.180
.184
.210
.133
.124
.004
.128
.256
.343
.131
.559
.447
.562
.510
.568
.591
.359
.129
.492
.758
.395

5

.773A
.271
.006

-.297
-.204
.074
-.145
.252
.138
.328
.258
.542
.100
.038
.092
.294
.470
.423
.296
.514
.519
.440
.540
.602
.175 a
.601
.729a
.323
.197
.548
.232
.199
.124

. 9oo:a

Cumulative proportion of
Converged Communality

,5066

.6709

.8369

.9181

1.0057

Cumulative Proportion of
.'ean Square of Raw
Correlation Matrix

.7835

.8479

.9238

.9368

.9476

aVariables

indicated by BCTRY as definers of factors.

^Other variables included in factor by BCTRY.
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analysis.

Such procedures are intended to remove the effects of random

or multiple associations of variables with factors (for example,
"manos" and "axes").

As such, these procedures are designed to

simplify and produce more theoretically meaningful results.
there is always danger in weighting data in this manner.

However,

Weighting of

the data may be arbitrary and conflict with theoretical considerations.
Such problems are especially apparent if the structure of the data does
not meet the assumptions of the analytic procedure.
This problem appears to have emerged in the Empirical Key
Cluster analysis.

Certain data were weighted in a manner that con

flicts with earlier results using procedures that better conform to the
data structure.

Although "manos" have a consistently higher correla

tion with the first two variable clusters in all three R-mode analyses,
the Empirical Key Cluster procedure makes it a definer of Factor 3
which is consistently the third variable cluster.

Such a decision

appears arbitrary and grossly misconstrues the data.
In addition, Factors 1, 4, and 5 are all inferred to represent
various types of manufacturing activities.

It appears that as the

ordering technique approaches interval scale measurements, finer dis
tinctions are made among the classes of artifacts that comprise these
activities.

However, since the data are on a lower scale of measure

ment, the use of all three factors gives undue weight to these activi
ties.

This is especially important since BCTRY gives all factors

derived from the factoring procedure equivalent weights.

Factors 4

and 5, however, account for only a fraction of the variance

(Table 17).
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For these reasons it is believed that any attempt to use the
results of the Empirical Key Cluster analysis as described for further
stages of analysis would produce unsatisfactory results.

The Preset

Key Cluster procedure of the BCTRY system is used to eliminate the
fifth factor and "manos" as a definer of Factor 3.

The end product of

this analysis includes only four factors which individually account for
the most variance.
activities.

Only two of these factors represent manufacturing

The correlated variables and definers of each of these four

factors is given in Table 18.

The four factors derived from the Preset

analysis are used to produce new composite variables for clustering
room floors.

p-Mode Procedures
The third step in the analysis of activity organization is the
identification of recurrent associations in space of the individual
activities identified in the R-mode analyses.

Since the spatial unit

used is the individual room floor, the recurrent patterns of association
discovered lead to a functional typology of rooms.

Association of

activities are described using a O-mode procedure of the BCTRY system.
Generally O-mode techniques cluster cases (assemblages of material
remains found on room floors) on the basis of similarities among the
variables (in this analysis, frequencies of classes of artifacts and
facilities).

These variables, however, have been reduced by a series

of Rr-mode techniques to factors.
particular activities.

The factors are inferred to represent

These factors will serve as new variables by

which to compare assemblages.

It is argued in an earlier chapter that a
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Table 18.

Loadings of Variables on Factors Derived from BCTRY Preset
Key Cluster Analysis

Factor
1

2

-.087
-.162
,004
-.141
.428
.152
.357
.347
.562a
.493a
,345
.468a
,568a
.511b
.427a
.693b
,781b
,599a
.839b
.549
.731
.741b
.204
.524a
.860b
.480
.687
.470
.378a
.177

.006
-.232
.090
-.177
.882b

Cumulative Proportion
of Converged
Communality
Cumulative Proportion
of Mean Square of Raw
Correlation Matrix

Variable
Mealing Bin
Cooking Hearth
Other Hearth
Storage Box
Jar
011a
Bowl
Plate
Slab
Cobble
Metate
Groundstone
Mano
Mano Fragment
Handstone
Pebble
Hammerstone
Core
Ret, Chip St.
Projectile Pt.
Perforator
Arrowtool
Nonworked Bone
Worked Bone
Pigment
Axe
Ornament
Mineral
Cermnl Object
Boulder

aOther

3

4

•705h
.686
.472a
.559
.440
.163
,300
,523
.285
.423
.354
.147
.018
.359
.189
.266
.430
.237
.183
.285
.622a
.154
.321
-.045
-.104

•754b
.558
-.334
.226
-.027
-.162
.119
.144
-.042
.303
.745
.401
.442
.104
.166
-.097
.167
-.098
-.121
-.175
.118
.241
-.175
-.125
-.163
.290
-.179
-.217
.204
.256

-.234
-.265
-.063
-.072
.285
.183
.187
.213
.135
.125
.004
.130
.260
.348
.132
.567
.453
.570
.518
.576a
.599
.364
.130
.499
.768
.400
.889
.760b
.275
.006

.5066

.6709

.8408

.9197

.7835

.8479

.9239

.9368

variables included in factor by BCTRY.

^Variables indicated by BCTRY as definers of factors.
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typology based on factors or some similar dimension of underlying
variability is theoretically more valid and practically more useful
than one based on original variables which include many redundant and
random effects (Christenson and Read 1977).
A new series of weighted composite variables are produced from
the 30 aggregated variables.

Each new variable corresponds with one of

the four factors derived from the BCTRY Preset Key Cluster analysis.
The composition and equivalency weights of each new variable are given
in Table 19.

Factor scores for each case (room floor assemblage) are

then calculated for each of the four new variables based on linear
transformations of the loadings of the 30 aggregated variables.

The

result is four composite variables that measure the variability in the
67 assemblages.
Calculation of factor scores from the Spearman's correlation
matrix and SPSS PAl analysis would have been a preferred procedure.
The requirements of the SPSS techniques are better met by the structure
of the original data.

The SPSS techniques also make fewer transforma

tions of the data in deriving factor scores.

SPSS uses the propor

tionate loadings of all variables to derive a weighting matrix (Nie et
al. 1975).

In contrast, BCTRY uses only the definers of each factor

and weights these equally regardless of their original loadings.

Prob

lems produced by such transformations have already been experienced in
this analysis.

SPSS, however, does not produce factor scores for com

posite variables when a correlation matrix such as Spearman's is used
in the factoring program.
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Table 19.

Composition and Equivalency Weights of Weighted Composite
Variables Derived from BCTRY Preset Key Cluster Analysis

Composite Variables
Original
Variable

1

2

3

4

Mealing Bin

0

0

0.4221

0

Cooking Hearth

0

0

0.4221

0

Jar

0

0.397

0

0

011a

0

0.397

0

0

Bowl

0

0.397

0

0

Metate

0.

0

0.4221

0

Mano Fragment

0.1846

0

0

0

Pebble

0.1846

0

0

0

Hammerstone

0.1846

0

0

0

Ret, Chip St.

0.1846

0

0

0

Perforator

0.1846

0

0

0

Arrowtool

0.1846

0

0

0

Pigment

0.1846

0

0

0

Ornament

0

0

0

0.5505

Mineral

0

0

0

0.5505
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Therefore, only the results from the BCTRY R-mode procedure are
used for the O-mode analysis.

These must be used with caution and

reservation for the reasons stated above.

This should not prove to be

difficult since sufficient checks and safeguards are provided by the
other R-mode analyses.
Factor scores for the 67 late abandoned rooms are input to a
BCTRY Condensation Method (Tryon and Bailey n.d.).

This clustering

procedure is similar to others described in an earlier chapter with the
exception of the use of factor scores rather than frequencies of the
original variables.

Like other clustering techniques, the Condensation

Method translates similarities in frequencies into geometric distance
measurements.

This procedure differs from many clustering techniques

in forming object clusters on the basis of the absolute values of each
case rather than the order of similarities.

This does not accord well

with the ordinal scale on which the original variables were measured.
This problem must be considered in evaluating the clusters formed.
Six object clusters are defined by the Condensation Method.
Only three rooms could not be classified into one of these clusters.
Each cluster is inferred to represent a functionally distinct room type.
Inferences are based on inspection of the mean factor score for each
cluster (Table 20) and the original loadings for each room on defining
variables of the four factors.

Classification
This last step in the analysis of activities and functional
room types is the final classification of late room floors into the
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Table 20.

Type

Mean Factor Score for Each Object Cluster (Type) Derived
from BCTRY Condensation Method

Factor 1

Factor 2

Factor 3

Factor 4

Mean Factor Score
1

45.51

43.96

43.61

47.33

2

45.97

46.46

60.33

47.39

3

48.56

57.67

42.37

46.15

4

55.77

54.98

65.77

47.59

5

70.37

41.76

41.66

77.34

6

72.00

70.05

44.20

78.64

Standard Deviation
1

4,92

2.32

4.46

4.64

2

4.18

3.55

4.05

3.85

3

5,70

4.50

3.76

1.82

4

4,79.

6.24

1.98

4.21

5

0,82

0.00

0.00

12.10

6

6.21

4.94

2.55

8.83
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functional types derived in the previous step.

This step involves the

reassignment of particular cases and the classification of previously
unassigned cases (including Room 21).

It must be remembered that

cluster analyses such as the BCTRY Condensation Method are designed to
define clusters of objects that reflect basic similarities between
objects.
gies.

That is, cluster analyses lead to the formulation of typolo

Typology, however, is a distinct procedure from the assignment

of cases to particular clusters which are inferred as types.
procedure is one of classification.

The latter

Because of the difficulty of pro

ducing a solution with a global optimum, methods other than cluster
analyses may be more appropriate for classification; e.g., discriminate
analysis using the Mahalanobis distance (Doran and Hodson 1975:183-84).
Here the final classification of rooms employs for the most part
assignments made by the BCTRY Condensation Method.

However, judgmental

criteria are used for classifying unassigned rooms and rooms lying on
the peripheries of clusters.

Judgmental criteria are based on the

original frequencies of the 30 aggregated variables for each room and
variable correlations derived from the various R-mode techniques.

The

objective is to produce the most inclusive and internally consistent
classification.

In this way the effects of the BCTRY procedures in

improperly weighting variables and ordering cases according to absolute
values can be mitigated.

The number of clusters derived by BCTRY and

their basic descriptions, however, are retained intact.
For example, four rooms assigned to Type 1 by the Condensation
method are reassigned to Type 5.

Although these rooms have generally

low scores on all four factors, they are highest on Factors 1 and 4, a
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situation similar to Type 5 rooms.

In addition, most of these rooms

have very high scores on Factor 5 which was not included in the
clustering analysis.

Again this is similar to Type 5 rooms.

A similar

rationale is used to assign the three previously unassigned rooms to
Type 6.

Factor scores for the above seven rooms are given in Table 21.

These can be compared with the mean factor score for each cluster
(Table 20).

Table 21.

Room

Factor Scores for Reassigned Rooms and Previously Unassigned
Rooms

Factor 1

Factor 2

Factor 3

Factor 4

Mean Factor Score
438

49.. 53

45.21

39.11

57.01

231

57.15

45.79

49.25

52.18

108

53.04

44.05

51.79

56.98

145

58,58

43.48

46.70

60.28

ia

41.32

51.61

41.66

44.18

15

41.59

41.76

54.30

44.18

22

56,11

44.05

56.93

57.01

44

55,98

90.70

41.66

47.40

13

43.48

81.00

39.11

77.78

43

93,34

67,70

49.29

50.62

21

Not included in R-mode or Q-mode analyses
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A summary of the final type membership of rooms and revised
factor score means for each type is given in Table 22.

Tables 23

through 29 provide summaries by type of original frequencies of arti
facts and facilities.

Room 21, which was not included in analyses up

to this point, is now given the mean frequency of Type -6 rooms for each
artifact class.

Represented in these tables are the definers and other

correlated variables for the five factors derived from the Empirical
Key Cluster analysis.

Variables correlated with principal components 4

and 8 derived from the PAl analysis are also included.
presents the average room size of each type.

Table 30

Although this latter

variable has not been included in any of the analyses, it is relevant
at this point in time.

Together, Factor score, original frequencies,

and room sizes are used in interpreting the function of each type and
comparing with original expectations.

Interpretation of Types
Type 1 rooms are interpreted as limited activity areas.

Manu

facturing activities appear most common although all classes have
generally low frequencies (Table 23 and 25).
gests that this type may be more complicated.

Closer inspection sug
Type 1 contains the
2

smallest rooms in the sample (7 or 8 rooms under 11 m ).

In addition,

it contains three rooms (Rooms 18, 206, and 341) of the four rooms that
at one time or another served as kivas.

The fourth kiva was subse

quently divided into two rooms one of which (Room 195) is also in this
type.

Type 1 also contains almost half of the class of "other

hearths" which may also represent ceremonial activities (Table 28).
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Table 22.

Rm

N =

Final Classification of Rooms and Revised Mean Factor Score
for Each Type

Type 1

Type 2

Type 3

Type 4

Type 5

Type 6

26
18
352
12
2
42
197
274
338
360
206
40
195
341
121
153
425
33
404
280
37
15 C2)

211
100
114
7
143
349
8
4
24
398
27
6
218
5

434
215
35
210
376
9
183
198
45
19(1)

11
216
116
3
371
205
319
359

279
187
269
438(1)
231(1)
108(1)
145(1)
22(2)

246
39
13a
43a

22

14

10

8

8

21

6 = 68

Revised Mean Factor Score:
Factor
1
2
3
4

43.87
43.39
43,61
45,64

45.56
46.97
61.00
46.93

47.84
57.07
42.30
45.95

55.77
54.98
65.77
47.59

60.70
43.48
46.09
64.44

67.36
75.90
43.69
66.62
(N=5)

When room assignment changed, assignment by BCTRY indicated in
parentheses
a
Previously unassigned rooms.
Not included in R-mode and Q-mode analyses, given mean fre
quency of Type 6 rooms for aggregated variables in remaining analyses.
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Table 23.

Frequencies by Room Type of Aggregated Variables Correlated
with Factor 1 from Preset Key Cluster Analysis (Definers
Only)

Aggregated Variable
rtuuui
Type

Pgmnt

RCS

Hammst

Arrwtl

Perftr

Pbble

Manofg

1

17
t.06}

26
t.io)

28
(.14)

6
(.09)

13
(.08)

33
(.14)

20
(-13)

143

2

18
C. 07)

16
(.06)

21
(.10)

9
(.13)

13
(.08)

16
(.07)

30
(.19)

123

3

15
(.06)

38
(.14)

18
(.09)

7
(.10)

21
(.12)

35
(.15)

13
(.08)

147

4

25
(.09)

29
Oil)

46
(.23)

17
(.25)

42
(.25)

44
(.18)

26
(.17)

229

5

86
C.32)

68
(.26)

54
(.27)

7
(.10)

52
(.31)

53
(.22)

38
(.24)

358

6

107
040)

86
(.33)

35
(.17)

22
(.32)

29
(.17)

60
(.25)

30
(.19)

369

Total

268

263

202

68

170

241

157

Total

1369
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Table 24.

Frequencies by Room Type of Aggregated Variables Correlated
with Factor 4 from Preset Key Cluster Analysis

Aggregated Variables
Room
Type

—
Ornmt

Minral

Prjpt

1

13
(. 09)

3
(.05)

33
(.20)

49

2

16
(.12)

4
(. 07)

13
(.08)

33

3

9
(. 07)

1
(.02)

24
(.15)

34

4

11
(,08)

3
(. 05)

14
(.09)

28

5

53
C- 38)

20
(.36)

47
C. 29)

120

6

36
C- 26)

24
(.44)

31
(.19)

91

Total

138

55

162

Total

355
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Table 25,

Frequencies by Room Type of Aggregated Variables Correlated
with Factor 5 from Empirical Key Cluster Analysis

Aggregated Variable
Room
Type

Nonwrkd Bone

Wrkd Bone

41
C.28)

C.10)

2

2
C.01)

3
(.06)

3

20
C,14)

C.io)

4

11
C.07)

2
(.04)

13

5

38
1,26)

23
C.44)

61

6

36
C.24)

14
C- 27)

50

Total

148

52

1

5

5

Total
46

5

25

200
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Table 26,

Frequencies by Room Type of Aggregated Variables Correlated
with Factor 3 from Preset Key Cluster Analysis

Aggregated Variables
Room
Type

Mlgbn

Cook Hrth

Metate

1

2
(• 07)

9
C. 28)

8
(.07)

19

2

16
£,53)

14
C.44)

38
(.35)

68

3

1
C,03)

1
(.03)

7
(.06)

9

4

11
C, 37)

8
(.25)

32
(.29)

51

Total

5

0

0

13
(.12)

13

6

0

0

11
(.10)

11

30

32

109

Total

171
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Table 27.

Frequencies by Room Type of Aggregated Variables Correlated
with Factor 2 from Preset Key Cluster Analysis

Aggregated Variables
Room
Type

Jar

011a

Bowl

Plate

Axe

Total

1

32
C.08)

3
C.03)

12
(.07)

10
(.17)

4
(.04)

61

2

66
C-16)

6
(.,07)

21
(.13)

9
(.16)

10
(.10)

112

3

93
(.23)

39
(.43)

25
(.15)

8
(.14)

12
(.12)

177

4

56
(.14)

12
(.13)

45
(.27)

11
(.19)

37
(.37)

161

5

12
0 03)

6
(.04)

4
(.07)

9
(.09)

31

6

149
C.37)

56
(.34)

16
(.28)

29
(.29)

280

Total

408

101

822

0

30
(.33)
90

165

58
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Table

Frequencies of Other Hearths and Storage Boxes by Room Type

Aggregated Variables
Room
Type

Other Hearth

Storage Box

1

8
C- 42)

5
C.28)

13

2

2
(,11)

10
(.56)

12

3

7
(.37)

18
(.06)

4

0

2

Total

2

(.11)
5

6

Total

2
t.ll)

0

2

0

0

0

19

18

37
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Table 29.

Frequencies of Manos by Room Type

Room Type

Manos

1

27
(.09)

2

14
(.04)

3

46

C.16)
4

80
(.27)

5

45
(.15)

6

82

(.28)
Total

Table 30,

Average Floor Area in M
Abandoned Rooms

294

2

by Room Type, Including Early

Room Type

Area

1

12.35

2

17.66

3

15.37

4

18.32

5

17.88

6

18.36

Early Abandoned

15.61

All Rooms

15.79
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The low frequency of artifacts may be due more to the small
size of rooms or the inability of the selected variables to measure
particular activities.

Thus Type 1 rooms may reflect a variety of

specialized activities that leave few imperishable artifactual remains.
Alternatively, they may reflect infrequently used areas.
Type 2 rooms are interpreted as areas emphasizing food pro
cessing activities (Table 26).

Storage appears to be of minor signifi

cance among these rooms (Table 27) while manufacturing is the least
significant activity (Table 23).

Many of these rooms contain a storage

box (Table 28) with most of these facilities contained within this
single room type.

Thus the lack of storage vessels are compensated in

part by such boxes.

With the exception of these boxes, these rooms fit

most closely with what Hill (1968, 1970a, 1970b) interprets as habita
tion rooms.
Type 3 rooms are interpreted as areas emphasizing storage
activities (Table 27).

Manufacturing activities may be minor aspects of

the function of these rooms.
interpretations.

Such a type also corresponds with Hill's

It should be remembered, however, that these rooms

are relatively large and use vessels for storage.
Type 4 rooms are also interpreted as habitation areas.

These

rooms appear to be more multifunctional than Type 2 rooms with a greater
emphasis on storage and manufacturing activities.
in vessels as in Type 3 rooms.

Storage takes place

Type 4 rooms have more "bowls" than

Type 3 rooms and far fewer "storage boxes" than Type 2 rooms.

In fact

almost a third of all "bowls" are found in Type 4 rooms (Table 27).
The only rooms with a higher frequency of "bowls" are Type 6 rooms.
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Thus "bowls" appear to account for much of the relatively high mean of
Type 4 rooms on the storage factor (Factor 2).

The high frequency of

bowls corresponds with Hill's expectations for habitation rooms.
distribution of "ollas," however,

The

conflict with these expectations.

Over three quarters of these occur in Type 3 and 6 rooms (Table 27).
Finally, Type 4 rooms contain high frequencies of "manos" exceeded again
only by Type 6 rooms (Table 29).

Although this does not alter conclu

sions regarding the multifunctional nature of the latter artifact
class, it does tend to ejqplain the low correlation of "manos" with food
processing activities.

The association of "manos" with the latter

activities is masked by the high frequency of vessels in Type 4 rooms.
Type 5 rooms are interpreted as areas devoted to manufacturing
activities almost to the exclusion of all other activities.

These rooms

have among the highest frequencies for artifact classes correlated with
Factors 1, 4, and 5 (Tables 23, 24, and 25).

Such rooms find no known

analogy in the ethnographic or archaeological record of Puebloan
culture.
Finally, Type 6 rooms are interpreted as special function rooms
with equal emphasis on storage and manufacturing activities.

These

rooms contain the highest frequencies of all artifact classes except
those reflecting food processing activities.
are found in this room type.

No nonportable facilities

For example, the five rooms comprising

this class contain almost one third of the storage jars collected from
all room floors (Table 27).

They also contain over a third of all

pieces of pigment collected (Table 23).

In contrast they contain no

hearths, mealing bins, or storage boxes (Tables 26 and 28).

This
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evidence suggests that these rooms may represent the storage and manu
facturing areas associated with clan houses or community structures.
The following stages of analysis may shed light on this hypothesis.
Before proceeding to these next stages of analysis let us
examine the relationship between room size and the proposed functions
of the room types.

Hill (1968, 1970a, 1970b) suggests that room size

is an important determinant of room function.

Because of its long

occupation span, such a correspondence is not expected at Grasshopper
for activities of the late occupation phase.

As described in a

previous chapter, room size variability at Grasshopper also differs
markedly from the dichotomous pattern observed by Hill at Broken K.
Average room size at Grasshopper is not only twice that of Broken K but
has a generally unimodal distribution.

These differences, however, do

not rule out the possibility that differential room size is correlated
with differential room function.
An inspection of the average room size for each functional type
(Table 30) suggests a limited degree of correspondence between room size
and function.

Specifically, storage rooms (Type 3) are smaller than

habitation rooms (Types 2 and 4).

If Type 6 rooms are part of clan-

houses, then these are also large as expected.

Limited activity and

manufacturing rooms, however, do not fit the pattern described by Hill.
Apart from kivas, these functional types do not even exist in Hill's
typology.

i

i
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Summary
The first stage of analysis of activity organization at Grass
hopper aims at describing individual activities and functionally
specific spatial units or rooms.

Following initial display and conver

sion of frequency data from 67 late abandoned room floors, a series of
R-mode procedures are used to derive underlying dimensions of varia
bility (principal components, variable clusters, or factors) which are
inferred to represent individual activities.

Eight of these underlying

dimensions are derived from the SPSS PAl analysis using a Spearman's
correlation matrix.

These procedures most closely conform in their

requirements to the scale of measurement made on the original data.
These dimensions and their interpretations are listed in order of
importance, that is, per cent of total variance accounted for:
1.

Remains of generalized manufacturing activities, including
primarily ceramic, stone tool, and ornament production.

2.

Remains of storage of food, water, and nonperishable materials
contained primarily in ceramic vessels.

3.

Remains of food processing activities, especially the grinding
and cooking of food.

4.

Facilities associated with ceremonial food processing
activities or merely room heating.

5.

Unknown.

6.

Unknown.

7.

Remains of specific manufacturing activities focusing on lithic
and bone materials.
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8.

Facilities associated with minor storage activities, possibly
involved in food processing activities.

The first three of these dimensions appear to be the most
significant, occurring consistently in all R-mode analyses.

Four

factors representing these three dimensions are derived from a BCTRY
factor analytic technique.

These are used as new composite variables

for an object cluster analysis of the 67 room floors into functional
types.

Six types are so formed.

These and their characteristics are

listed as follows:
1.

Limited activity rooms—generally small rooms with few arti
facts or facilities on floors.
most common.

2.

Manufacturing activities appear

Included here are kivas and extremely small rooms.

Habitation rooms—generally large rooms with mealing bins,
cooking hearths, and storage boxes.

Food processing appears to

be' the most common activity.
3.

Storage rooms—generally smaller rooms with large numbers of
jars and ollas.

4.

Multifunctional habitation rooms—generally large rooms with
mealing bins and cooking hearths.

Although food processing

activities are most important storage vessels and manufacturing
debris are abundant.
5.

Manufacturing rooms—generally large rooms with abundant
remains of manufacturing activities.
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6.

Manufacturing and storage rooms—generally large rooms with
extremely high quantities of storage vessels as well as abundant
remains of manufacturing activities.

The correspondence of these types with expectations are examined.
Important similarities are observed.

Habitation rooms, for example, are

large and contain mealing bins, cooking hearths, manos, and metates.
High frequencies of bowls and manufacturing tools and debris are also
found in some.

Storage rooms are smaller and contain large numbers of

storage vessels.

Large rooms with vast storage capacity and high

frequencies of manufacturing tools and debris (Type 6) may represent
parts of clanhouses.

Finally, rooms that at one time during their life

served as kivas form a subtype of limited activity rooms.
The major deviations from expectations (see Hill 1970a) include
(1) the presence of unexpected room types—that is, limited activity
rooms and manufacturing rooms; (2) the division of habitation rooms into
two distinct types; and (3) the very large average size of most room
types.

Less significant deviations include the extensive use of jars

for storage of both food and nonfood items, the high frequency of ollas
in storage rather than habitation rooms, and the high frequency of
storage boxes in habitation rooms (Type 2 only) rather than storage
rooms.
Whether these differences reflect changing aspects of activity
organization is difficult to ascertain.

In a similar study of pueblo

activity organization at Broken K Pueblo (Hill 1968, 1970a, 1970b),
the archaeological context and method employed by the investigator were
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so different that precise comparisons are impossible.

The documented

differences in room size, however, suggest significant differences in
spatial organization.

More will be said regarding this topic in the

final stage of analysis describing changes in activity organization at
Grasshopper-

SPATIAL PATTERNING OF ACTIVITIES
AND ROOM TYPES

This chapter presents the final stages of the analysis of
activity organization at Grasshopper.

The spatial patterning of

activities and room types are examined in order to reconstruct higher
levels of activity organization such as household and suprahousehold
activity groupings.

This reconstruction represents the late period of

occupation at Grasshopper for which the data ate most complete.

The

last stage of analysis attempts a limited reconstruction of activities
representing the early occupation period.

Comparisons are made for

each organizational level and changes inferred.

Households
The second stage in the investigation of activity organization
is the delineation of sets of activities that are inferred to represent
households.

Up to this point the analysis has focused only on first

story room floors.

In order to deal with households, activities

carried out on roofs and second story floors, where present, must also
be considered.

Following this, contiguous sets of rooms can be examined

for complete sets of domestic activities.

The presence of redundant

sets of activities within contiguous room sets and vertically related
floors is inferred to represent multiple households.
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Roofs and Second Story Floors
Evidence from roofs and second story floors is limited because
of the collapse of these surfaces and their mixture with other
materials.
identified.

In almost all cases, hearths and mealing bins can be
Cooking hearths, however, cannot always be distinguished

from other hearth types when in a state of collapse.

Where preserva

tion is good, vessels and other classes of artifacts on roofs can also
be distinguished.

Because only nonportable facilities are considered

here, analysis is limited to the examination of food processing
activities on roofs.
Two alternative hypotheses are proposed for relating roof and
first story floors within households (Figure 11).
first story floors are related horizontally.

First, roofs and

That is, horizontally

contiguous floors and horizontally contiguous roofs have different
activities while vertically superimposed floors and roofs have similar
activities.

The second hypothesis states that vertically superimposed

floors and roofs have different activities while horizontally con
tiguous ones are similar.• Roofs and second story floors are combined
into single assemblages.

Horizontally contiguous rooms are defined by

architectural boundaries (that is, construction unit boundaries) and
doorways.
Vertical relationships are examined with reference to the
presence and absence of "mealing bins" and "hearths" (Tables 31 and 32).
It is apparent in the case of both classes of facility that roofs and
second story floors are complementary in function rather than redundant.
Where a mealing bin occurs on a floor, none is found on the roof and
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H0

Roof

A1

A2

A3

A4

Second
Story-

A1

A2

A3

A4

First
Story

A1

A1

A3

A4

or

HI

Second
Story

A1

A3

A7

A8

First
Story

A2

A4

A5

A6

A1

A2

A3

A4

Second
Story

A1

A2

A3

A4

First
Story

A1

A2

A3

A4

A1

A1

A1

A1

A2

A2

A3

A3

Roof

H2
Roof &
Second
Story
First
Story

Figure 11,

Possible Relation Sets Between Roof, Second Story, and
First Story Occupation Surfaces — Subscripts designate
occupation surfaces used by the same household. In all
cases it is assumed that surfaces used by the same
household are contiguous.
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Table 31.

First
Story
Floor

Association Between Mealing Bins on Late Abandoned First
Story Floors and Roofs and Second Story Floors

Roof and/or Second Story Floor
Present

Absent

Present

0

26

26

Absent

6

49

55

Total

6

75

81

Table 32.

First
Story
Floor

Total

Association Between Cooking Hearths on Late Abandoned
First Story Floors and Roofs and Second Story Floors

Roof and/or Second Story Floor
Present

Absent

Present

5

36

41

Absent

20

20

40

Total

25

56

81

Total
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vice versa.

Similarly, only 5 of 25 roof hearths occur when the floor

also contains a hearth.

Thus the hypothesis for vertical relationships

is supported.

Contiguous Room Sets
Only two construction units have been intensively investigated.
These are the core unit and a later constructed unit/ the CUL (Rock
1974), from Room Block 3.

These provide the evidence for the distribu

tion of activities within contiguous room sets.
The core unit of Room Block 3 is composed of five rooms, four
of which have been excavated (Figures 12 through 14).

An additional

room (Ro: ! 280) connected to this unit has also been excavated and Room
249 partially excavated.

A third room (Room 248) subsequently connected

to this unit by a crawlay has not been excavated.
269 are two stories high.

Rooms 246, 270, and

Rooms 248, 249, and 278 are probably also

two stories high; while Rooms 279 and 280 are single story roofed
structures.
The first story floors of the excavated rooms (Figure 12) have
been classified as follows:
Room 246
269
270
279
280

Type 6 Storage and manufacturing room
Type 5 Manufacturing room
Early abandoned room
Type 5 Manufacturing room
Type 1 Limited activity room, with emphasis in manu
facturing

Room 249 is also apparently an early abandoned room.

Its eastern wall

collapsed onto the floor of Room 280 and filled the latter with refuse.
Thus the activities carried out on these floors appears redundant.
evidence of food processing activities are found.

No

),0

R M 246

RM 2 6 8

RM 2 7 0

o

RM 2 7 9

c?

A
RM 2 4 8

RM
U RM 2 8 0
249 , ,

3m

Storage Pit

Figure 12.

Artifacts and Facilities on Last Occupied First Story Floors of Core Construction Unit,
Room Block 3
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Artifacts and Facilities on Roofs of Core Construction Unit, Room Block 3
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%
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I
I
I
I
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I
I
I
I
I
I

3m

Hypothesized
Placement

Figure 14.

Artifacts and Facilities on Second Story Floors of Core Construction Unit, Room
Block 3

H
en
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The roofs and second story floors also show a redundant pattern
that is complementary to the first story floors (Figures 13 and 14).
Room 246 contains mealing bins on both the roof and second story floor.
Rooms 269, 270, 279, and 280 contain some type of hearth on either the
roof or second story floor.

Thus again, roofs and floors appear

complementary in nature while horizontal relationships are redundant.
The CUL (Figure 15) consists of four initial rooms and five
rooms that were subsequently attached (Rock 1974:86).
have not been excavated.
roofed structures.

Two of the latter

All of the excavated rooms are one story

The first story floors of these are classified as

follows:
Room 218
215
211
206
216
210
205

Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type

2
3
2
1
4
3
4

Habitation room
Storage room
Habitation room
Limited activity room—Kiva
Multifunctional habitation room
Storage room, with "other hearth
Multifunctional habitation room

Here there is considerable variability and rooms appear horizontally
complementary in function.

However, when the roofs are included, rela

tionships appear vertically oriented.

The roof of Room 215, for

example, contains mealing bins and a hearth.

Rooms 205, 216, and 218

contain mealing bins and hearths on their floors but none on the roof.
Although Rooms 210 and 211 contain hearths on both floor and roof, the
floor hearth of Room 210 is an "other hearth" type while that on the
roof may be a "cooking hearth" type.

Thus only Room 211 deviates from

a vertically complementary pattern of functional association between
floors and roofs.
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LEGEND
1X1 Sealed Doorway
I—1 Wall Opening
Room
218

Room
214

Rooi
209

Original Room
Set

Room
219

Room

Room
215

Room

210

Room
205

216

Room
211

Room
206

Room 201
Figure 15.

Room
217

Room
212

Room
207

Room 202

Plan of the Late Construction Unit, the CUL, and Attached
Rooms, Room Block 3 — Source: Rock (1974:85).
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What does this tell us about the structure of late households
at Grasshopper?

Considering the large average size of rooms (between

2
15 and 16 m ) and the complementary nature of floors and roofs, a
single vertical room space could easily include all the area necessary
for conducting essential domestic activities.

Each such space would

compare favorably with the household space defined at Broken K (Hill
1970a).
Such single room households appear to represent a general
pattern at Grasshopper where habitation rooms (Types 2 and 4) make up
approximately 30% of all excavated rooms while storage rooms make up
only 12% (Table 33).

In terms of proportions this is the opposite of

that found at Broken K where 1-2 storage rooms are associated with each
habitation room (Hill 1968, 1970a, 1970b).
this difference.

The CUL rooms illustrate

Of the seven excavated room spaces, five contain all

the necessary food processing and storage implements and facilities on
the floor and roof necessary for carrying out most domestic activities.
Three of these contain in addition the tools and debris associated with
manufacturing activities.
The core unit rooms do not appear to fit this pattern.

Com

plete sets of activities (food processing, storage, and manufacturing)
are found only on the combined floors of Room 246.

The first and second

story floors of this room contain extensive evidence of a wide variety
of manufacturing activities.

Large quantities of raw materials, tools,

and debris associated with stone, ceramic, and bone manufacturing
activities were found,

of particular interest were over 70 whole and

fragmented pieces of large, bifacially retouched objects of unknown
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Table 33,

Distribution of Room Types Including Early Abandoned Rooms
by Functional Zone

Zone
Room Type

Central

Peripheral

Total

Per Cent

12

10

22

26.5

2 & 4

2

20

22

26.5

3

4

6

10

12.0

5 & 6

12

2

14

16.9

Early
Aband.

13

2

15

18.1

Total

43

40

83

100.0

1

function found in various stages of completion.

Only a handful of

these bifaces have been found in all other excavations at Grasshopper.
The remaining late abandoned rooms from the core unit are also
primarily used for manufacturing activities.

Large quantities of pig

ments, clays, pebbles, cores, and lithic debris suggest that Rooms 269,
279, and 280 were used primarily for the manufacture of ceramic and
stone tools.

Each of these rooms may have been attached to a household.

Room 269 is connected by an open crawlway to Room 248.

This opening

was placed through the southern wall of Room 269 sometime late in its
occupational history.

Room 279 was originally connected by a doorway

to Room 278 to the west.
occupational history.

This doorway remained open throughout its

In contrast all other connecting doorways between
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rooms of the core unit were sealed.

If the unexcavated rooms (248 and

278) contain food processing and storage facilities, then the core unit
would contain at least three large multiroom households carrying out
various manufacturing activities.

If upon excavation these rooms are

not found to contain evidence of food processing or storage activities
then Room 246, the largest of excavated rooms, would be the only large
specialized household.
The possibility of functional differentiation of households is
further suggested by rooms in other areas of the community.

Although

Room 21 could not be included in the activity analysis, it appears by
inspection similar to Room 246 and is also classified as a Type 6 room
(Table 22).

The second story floor of the former room contains mealing

bins, a hearth, storage vessels, and extensive manufacturing debris.
Even greater frequencies of vessels and manufacturing debris are found
on the first story floor.

Many other rooms around the Great Kiva also

focus on either storage or manufacturing activities.

Although no large

habitation rooms have been found in the north of RBI, extensive areas
are devoted to storage and manufacturing activities.

The presence of

functional differentiation of households at Grasshopper is an in
triguing possibility.

Further investigation is necessary, however, to

elucidate this pattern.

Some evidence is provided by the following

discussion of suprahousehold organization.
come from further excavation.

The remaining evidence must

3.67

Summary
The analysis of household organization suggests the following
patterns:
1.

Households are vertically organized; that is, roof and second
story floors are complementary in function to first story
floors in the same room space.

2.

Households are generally composed of single room spaces which
contain all essential domestic activities.

3.

Such households are equivalent in size to multiroom households
in the ethnographic-archaeological model of puebloan organiza
tion.

4.

Functional differentiation of households is possible.
a.

Some households are larger in area, including more floors
and larger floor areas.

b.

Large households contain floors classified as Type 5 or 6,
manufacturing and/or storage areas.

Suprahousehold Organization
The discussion of community organization necessitates the
definition of spatial units larger than individual rooms.

Larger units

are defined in a variety of ways depending upon the organizational model
used.

Domestic Groups
Individual construction units together with rooms attached by
doorways are the larger spatial units used to identify domestic groups.
The distribution of room types and activities within these units provide
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information concerning organization.

The previous discussion of house

hold organization does not account for all the variation observed in
the distribution of room types.

The CUL (Rock 1974), for example,

contains a kiva and storage rooms with a hearth of possible ceremonial
function in addition to the five households discussed.
tion areas may have been shared by the five households.

The nonhabitaTogether, these

seven rooms form a larger domestic group that corresponds with what has
been called a habitation unit (Bullard 1962, Fewkes 1909, Rohn 1965:67)
and interpreted as the residence of a localized descent group such as a
lineage or clan segment (Rohn 1965:67-8).
The last occupied floors of the core unit of Room Block 3, how
ever, do not suggest the presence of a large domestic group.

The core

unit may have contained such a domestic group when originally con
structed.

This problem is pursued in the last stage of analysis when

the early occupied floors are examined.
The possibility of functional differentiation of households is
compatible with a model of domestic group organization.

The clanhouses

that form the focal points of clan groups, for example, are expected to
contain specialized storage and possibly manufacturing areas (Hill
1970a).

However, functional differentiation is also conpatible with

the two other models of suprahousehold organization discussed here.
Further statements regarding domestic groups cannot be made on the
basis of activity distributions because the sample of excavated rooms
does not represent construction units at Grasshopper.

Resolution of

this problem awaits the excavation of a representative sanple of con
struction units.
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Dual Division
A dual division of the Grasshopper community into two
residential-ceremonial groups presents an enticing possibility
(McKusick n.d.f Pfeiffer 1977).

Grasshopper is neatly divided into two

major architectural units by the old channel of the Salt River Draw
(Figure 1).

Each unit is characterized by a different spatial organ

ization.
The west unit composed of Room Blocks 2 and 3 grew to form a
horseshoe pattern while the east unit composed of Room Block 1 formed a
linear pattern (Pfeiffer 1977:412).

In their final form the west unit

contained two plazas and the Great Kiva while the east unit contained
no such structures.

Other evidence unrelated to activity or spatial

organization has also been used to suggest a dual pattern at Grasshopper
(Birkby 1973, McKusick n.d., Pfeiffer 1977).
Other evidence, however, does not support such a dual division
model.

Outlying rooms and room blocks west of the Salt River Draw, for

example, appear identical in construction to those on the east side.
In addition the two types of habitation rooms found at Grasshopper
appear to reflect different types of household organization.

Both

types, however, are evenly distributed throughout the community.
CUL, for example, contains two of each.

The

Finally, the presence of a

single Great Kiva could be construed to reflect a community integrated
into a single ceremonial unit.

It is also possible that two ceremonial

groups shared a single Great Kiva.
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Functional Zoning
Morenon*s (1972) model of spatial patterning provides an
alternate perspective for examining community organization.

In order

to do this, maximal spatial units or zones are defined by the presence
of important architectural features such as core construction units,
Great Kivas, and plazas.

In addition, two-story structures appear to

place important constraints on community growth and activity patterning
at Grasshopper.

Following Morenon's model, rooms near these features

belong to Central Zones, while rooms distant to these features belong
to Peripheral Zones.
At Grasshopper these zones are composed of the following site
areas.

Central Zones

Related Architectural Features

RBI - north and central rooms

RBI core and-two story rooms

RB2 - all rooms

RB2 cores, Great Kiva, and
Plaza II

RB3 - north and central rooms

RB3 cores and Plaza II

Peripheral Zones
RBI - south rooms
RB3 - south rooms
RB4-14 and other outlying rooms

The distribution of room types derived earlier in the analysis
is plotted to determine the functions of each zone (Figure 16).

This

procedure assumes that the sample of excavated rooms is representative
of the population of rooms.

The excavated sample was shown earlier to
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roughly represent the major temporal and spatial characteristics of all
Grasshopper rooms.
Table 33 presents a breakdown of room types by zone.

Early

abandoned rooms are included here as a functional type since the refuse
disposed in these rooms is considered to represent the remains of an
important activity—that is refuse disposal.

Early abandoned rooms are

designated in the following figures by the code 99.
Central zones have high frequencies of early abandoned rooms
and specialized storage and manufacturing rooms (Types 5 and 6).

In

contrast, Peripheral Zones are high in both types of habitation rooms
(Types 2 and 4).

Both areas appear to share equal proportions of

limited activity rooms (Type 1) and storage rooms (Type 3).
A closer inspection of zonal differences is provided by the
distribution of artifact classes representing the activities derived
from R-mode analyses.

Figures 17 through 21 depict the frequencies of

classes of artifacts and nonportable facilities on late abandoned floors
representing the first four factors derived from the SPSS PAl analysis.
Figure 22 represents refuse disposal activities.
tributions are summarized by zone in Table 34.

These frequency dis

Central Zones are

highest in "pigments" and "sherds" representing manufacturing and
refuse disposal activities, respectively.

Peripheral zone rooms are

highest in mealing bins and cooking hearths representing food pro
cessing activities.

Although both types of zones have considerable

frequencies of storage vessels, Central Zones have a slight edge.
Central Zones also have an edge in the number of "other hearths."
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Table 34.

Distribution by Functional Zone of Selected Classes of
Artifacts and Facilities on Late Abandoned Floors

Zone
Class
Pigment

Jar & 011a

Mealing Bin

Value

Central

Peripheral

0-4

20

36

56

5-16

10

2

12

0-8

20

27

47

10-15

3

10

13

18-50

7

1

8

Present

3

21

24

27

17

44

7

25

32

23

13

36

Present

9

7

16

Absent

21

31

52

Absent

Cooking
Hearth

Present
Absent

Other
Hearth

Total
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This pattern of functional zoning is not altered if the
remains of activities carried out on roofs and second story floors are
included-

Again consistent observations can only be made on non

portable facilities from these collapsed surfaces.
Figure 23 depicts the presence of "mealing bins" and all hearth
types on roofs and second story floors combined.

These are then

combined with facilities on first story floors of late abandoned rooms.
First story floors of early abandoned rooms are again excluded from the
analysis because these surfaces were not available for use by late
occupants of the community.

Table 35 presents the frequencies of

"mealing bins" and all hearth types on all floors of late abandoned
rooms and the upper stories of early abandoned rooms.
It might be expected that the addition of these upper floors
would lead to a marked change in the distribution of activities in
Central Zones since by definition all two story rooms occur in these
zones.

In the case of Vmealing bins" there is no marked change.

Central Zones contain few rooms with mealing bins on any of their late
floors.

There is, however, a significant increase in hearths when

these upper floors are included.

But part of this increase is due to

the mixture of all hearth types into one class when considering upper
story floors.

That is, the frequencies depicted in Table 35 include

both "cooking hearths" and "other hearths."

Up to a third or more of

the hearths on upper story floors may be of the latter type.

Thus,

Central Zones probably have lower frequencies of both mealing bins and
cooking hearths.

Superficial inspection of artifacts representing
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Table 35.

Distribution by Functional Zone of Mealing Bins and Hearths
on Late Abandoned First Story Floors, Roofs, and Second
Story Floors Combined

Zone
Central

Peripheral

Present

7

23

30

Absent

36

17

53

Present

28a

29

57

Absent

15

11

26

86

80

166

Class
Mealing Bin

Hearth

Total

aincludes

Total

21 hearths of all types from upper story contexts.
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other activities on upper story floors also support activity distribu
tions found on first story floors.

v

Summary
Distributions of room types and specific classes of artifacts
and facilities suggest a marked difference in the activities taking
place in areas described as Central or Peripheral Zones at Grasshopper.
Specifically, Central Zones are the locus of refuse disposal, manu
facturing, and storage activities.

Accordingly, almost all early

abandoned rooms and specialized storage and manufacturing rooms (Types
5 and 6) occur in these zones.

In contrast, Peripheral Zones contain

all habitation rooms (Types 2 and 4) and are the locus of food pro
cessing and, to a certain extent, storage activities.

Together, these

activities form the basis of the puebloan household (Beaglehole 1937;
Hill 1968, 1970a; Stevenson 1904).

The denser concentrations of manu

facturing and storage materials in the Central Zones suggest the
possibility of activities associated with communal groupings found in
prehistoric puebloan societies (F. Plog 1974).

Thus Central Zones and

Peripheral Zones can be characterized as special function and resi
dential zones, respectively.
Such functional zoning does not appear to be compatible with a
domestic group or dual division model of organization.

In a domestic

group system, the storage and manufacturing areas associated with clan,
houses are expected to be evenly distributed throughout the community.
Thus suggestions of domestic group organization derived from examina
tion of the CUL (Rock 1974) are not supported by the distribution of
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activities on a community-wide basis.

This conflict may be resolved by

examining changes in activity organization at Grasshopper.

That is,

functional zoning and domestic groups may reflect different activity
organizations during different occupational episodes at Grasshopper.
Similarly, in a moiety system, the storage and manufacturing
facilities associated with the house of a moiety head are expected to
occur in each of the architectural units that serve as the residences
of the two moiety units.

Instead each of the three large room blocks

is divided into large functionally distinct zones.

The association of

special function rooms with important community features such as Great
Kivas offers a far more parsimonious explanation than to propose an
organization composed of three residential groups.

Other types of dual

divisions may also be present.

Change in Activity Organization
The final stage in the analysis of activity organization at
Grasshopper focuses on changes in activities at each of the organiza
tional levels.

The material assemblages representing this occupation

span have been divided into two periods.

Up to this point analysis has

focused on activities and their organization reflecting the late period.
Such reconstructions are based on material remains found on late
abandoned room floors representing the final function of rooms.

In

this last stage of analysis the indicators of original room function
are examined in order to make statements concerning organization during
the early phase of occupation at Grasshopper.
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It must be remembered, however, that materials representing
early and late activities, respectively, are not directly conparable
due to curate behavior and resurfacing of floors.

Thus the type of

data and analytic techniques employed in reconstructing late activities
are not possible for early activities.

Instead analysis focuses on a

limited number of indicators of early activities.

These are primarily

structural features such as room size and in-place facilities,
especially hearths.

The facilities used to reconstruct early activi

ties are found on floors of early abandoned rooms and the early floors
underlying the last occupied first story floor of late abandoned rooms.
Although such evidence alone does not adequately represent the last
function of a room, previous archaeological work has demonstrated that
room size and nonportable facilities are reliable indicators of original
room function (Hill 1968, 1970a, 1970b; Sullivan 1974).

Activities and Room Types
Because of the above described data limitations only three
general points can be made regarding the nature of early activities and
their association within rooms.

First, the same range of intramural

domestic activities appears to have characterized both early and late
periods of occupation.

Pour of the five nonportable facilities used in

this analysis occur in roughly equal proportions in both occupation
phases (Table 36).

The deviation shown by "mealing bins" may be

attributed to differential recycling behavior with preferred recycling
of mealing bin materials.

This conclusion is certainly more acceptable

than one that argues that mealing bins—one of the most prominent
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Table 36.

Distribution of Nonportable Facilities by Occupation Period

Period3
Class

Early

Late

Total

2

30

32

28

35

63

5

5

10

Firepit

18

16

34

Storage Box

12

18

30

Total

65

104

169

Mealing Bin
Cooking Hearth
Circular Hearth

SEarly period includes all first story floors of Early
Abandoned rooms + early floors of Late Abandoned room. Late period
includes last floor of Late Abandoned rooms.

features of puebloan material culture—were not used during the early
phase of occupation at Grasshopper.
Second, most of the room types characteristic of the late
period may have also been present during the early period.

If room

size is used as an indicator of original room function, then early
constructed rooms are similar in size range (Figure 4) to the entire
population of rooms present during the late occupation.

Room size,

however, does not discriminate between habitation and special
function rooms (Types 2, 4, 5, and 6).

Thus the presence of special

function rooms during the early phase remains an open question.
Third, in order to gain a better understanding of early
activities, excavation was begun in 1974 on the core construction rooms
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of Room Block 3.

In addition to information concerning nonportable

facilities, close attention was paid to artifacts and their stratigraphic relationships.

A number of superimposed first story floors

were found in each room.

Results of preliminary examinations suggest

that the manufacturing activities associated with the late floors of
these rooms also took place on the earlier floors.
exception.

There is one major

Most of the 71 bifaces found in this room were recovered

from the area on and between the second story floors and the last
occupied first story floor of this room.
floors.

None occurred on earlier

Thus the specialized manufacturing activity focusing on pro

duction of bifaces appears to be a late phenomenon.

Household Organization
Similar indicators can be used to reconstruct various aspects
of early household organization.

Again the core unit of Room Block 3

provides the most complete information on early household organization.
It has been shown that the last occupied floors of these rooms were
primarily devoted to manufacturing and refuse disposal activities.
What can be said of the function of early occupied floors in these same
rooms?

As indicated, these early floors were probably also used for

manufacturing activities.

In addition, a cooking hearth was found on

the early floors of four of the five rooms excavated in this unit
(Figure 24).

R-mode analyses for late floors suggest that these

hearths are excellent indicators of food processing activities.

Thus

each of these rooms may have originally been similar to multifunctional
habitation rooms (Type 4).

Only evidence for storage activities are
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Unit, RB 3
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absent.

If four of the core unit rooms originally served as habitation

rooms, then the core unit would have been organized in a manner similar
to the later constructed CUL (Rock 1974).

This is an essential point

to remember in the ensuing discussion of changes in community organiza
tion.
Before proceeding to that discussion, however, let us consider
another aspect of household organization, specifically household size.
A traditional indicator of household size is floor area (Naroll 1962,
Cook and Heizer 1965).

In a pueblo community, floor area has two

components:

(1) number of room floors per household and (2) area of

each floor.

A measure of the number of rooms associated with a maximal

sized domestic unit is provided by employing the concept of the con
struction unit (Wilcox 1975, 1976).

The construction unit is an indi

cator of the initial size of the domestic group but does not accommodate
growth of the group.

The average number of rooms in each construction

unit (Figure 25) provides an estimate of the initial size of residences
built by domestic groups during each construction phase.

It is clear

that the spatial correlate of the domestic group rapidly diminishes in
size during the approximately 50-60 years of construction of the main
ruin.

During initial construction phases (1-3) multiroom units pre

dominate.

These are rapidly replaced by one or two room units in the

later construction phases.

Thus construction units and individual

households may in many cases be coterminous in these later phases.
A look at individual room size by construction phase (Figure
26) leads to similar conclusions.

Rooms constructed during initial

phases (construction phases 1-3) show a size distribution that
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approaches normality.

The modal room size during these phases is

similar to the modal size for all rooms.

In addition, the wide variety

of room sizes represent a wide variety of room types.

This supports

conclusions regarding the construction of multiroom domestic units
during early construction phases.

Small rooms appear to be the most

common rooms constructed during construction phases 4-6.

This may

represent the addition of storage and limited activity rooms to ex
panding households.

During the final construction phases (7-14), the

largest rooms are constructed.

This pattern is similar to outlying

room blocks and rooms (Longacre 1976), suggesting the latter are also
late.

Since large rooms are primarily habitation rooms, the one and

two room units characteristic of late construction units represent
complete households.
A third source of data also suggests a reduction through time
in the size of domestic units.

An early analysis used cooking hearths

as an index of household size (Ciolek-Torrello and Reid 1974).
Cooking hearths found on late abandoned room floors are significantly
smaller than those found on early floors.

The fact that hearth size

at Grasshopper is independent of room size suggests a reduction in size
of the commensal unit or the household (Goody 1972).

Suprahousehold Organization
The late occupation period at Grasshopper is characterized by a
pattern of functional zoning associated with important community
structures.

Does this same pattern characterize the early occupation?
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Again, the description of early..suprahousehold organization
depends upon room size and nonportable facilities.

Figures 27 and 28

depict the presence of "cooking hearths" and "other hearths," re
spectively, on early floors.

If the frequencies of "cooking hearths"

are compared between early and late occupational periods for both
Central and Peripheral Zones (Table 37), we see a complete reversal of
the pattern evident on late floors.

Since Central Zone rooms are by

definition generally earlier than Peripheral Zone rooms, few rooms were
located in Peripheral Zones during the early period of occupation.
What is important is the marked decrease through time in cooking
hearths and to a lesser extent other hearths in Central Zones, where
occupied area remained relatively constant.
The reduction in. numbers of these hearths through time suggests
a reduction in food processing activities in Central Zones.

The two

disturbed mealing bins found on floors of two early abandoned rooms in
these areas support this conclusion.

In other words, a wide variety

of activities appear to have taken place in Central Zones during the
early occupation phase.

Through time, however, manufacturing, storage,

and refuse disposal became the dominant activities in Central Zones.
The average room size of each functional room type provides additional
information regarding this transition.
A close correlation between room area and final room function
was not found in an earlier stage of this analysis.

A closer correla

tion can be found between room size and original room function.

The

average size of early abandoned rooms is similar to that of storage
rooms (Type 3), while that of specialized storage and manufacturing
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Table 37.

Distribution of Hearths by Occupation Period and Functional
Zone

Central Zones
Early Floor

Peripheral Zones

Late Floor

Early Floor

Late Floor

Total

Cooking Hearth

17

7

10

25

59

Other Hearth

15

9

8

7

39

Total

32

16

18

32
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rooms (Types 5 and 6) is similar to that of habitation rooms.

If as

suggested here, Type 5 and 6 rooms originally served as habitation
rooms, we have a correlation between original room function and size
(Table 30) similar to that hypothesized by Hill (1968, 1970a, 1970b).
The relationship is even more startling if the smaller storage rooms
originally constructed in Central Zones were eventually abandoned and
converted to refuse disposal areas.
Thus Central Zones were originally characterized by a wide
variety of activities and room types probably representing the domains
of many residential units.

By the late occupation period, however,

may of these rooms changed in function.

The smaller rooms that

originally may have served as storage rooms tended to be completely
abandoned.

The larger rooms that probably served as habitation rooms

tended to be reduced to storage and manufacturing activities.

Although
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more restricted in range of activities, these latter rooms continued to
be intensively used.
Thus the special function zones apparent during the late
occupation period probably did not exist earlier.

Residential, manu

facturing, and storage activities were probably more evenly distributed
throughout the early community of Grasshopper.

This early community

may have been characterized by an organization of domestic groups more
akin to the localized descent group model as suggested by the core con
struction unit of Room Block 1.

Summary
This chapter attenpts the reconstruction of various levels of
intramural activity organization during the late occupational period at
Grasshopper.

Brief comparisons are made with early activities using a

limited set of activity indicatory and household and community organiza
tion are described.
1.

The most salient features of change are:

Specialized storage and manufacturing rooms emerge through time
replacing many habitation rooms.

2.

Smaller domestic units are constructed through time.

3.

Household size becomes smaller through time,

4.

Domestic group size appears to decrease through time.

5.

Special function zones emerge through time.

6.

The core rooms of Room Blocks 1, 2, and 3; plazas; and the
Great Kiva areas emerge as the loci of specialized activities.

7.

Many smaller rooms in these Central Zones are abandoned early.
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8.

New habitation areas are constructed on the peripheries of
these Central Zones.

In the following chapter these data are related to information
concerning the growth of the commmunity.

Together such information

leads to a description of the changing utilization of space in a
growing community.

This description has important implications for an

understanding of the dynamic aspects of social organization.

DISCUSSION OP RESULTS

The previous chapter contains a series of general descriptive
statements concerning household and suprahousehold organization at
Grasshopper and their change through time.

These statements are based

on more specific descriptive statements concerning activities and
functional room types.

Such specific statements represent high-level

data and in turn Eire derived from a detailed comparison of lower-level
data; e.g., tools, resources, and facilities found on room floors.
With the exception of the identification of tool function (assumed on
an a priori basis), the general organizational descriptions are thus
based on a foundation of empirically derived lower-level descriptions
rather than inferences based on intuition or ethnographic analggy.

In

this way fewer assumptions are made than in previous studies with
similar goals (e.g., Chang 1958, Flannery 1976, Soudsky and Pavlu 1972,
Winter 1976).

No study, however can avoid unverified assumptions and

other methodological weaknesses.
At this point it is necessary to evaluate both general and
specific descriptive statements in order to suggest where additional
information is necessary to provide a firmer foundation for deriving
inferences.

The aim of this evaluation is to weigh in a subjective

manner the validity of statements and to point to areas of future
research.

The evaluation involves a discussion of weaknesses in

sampling, selection of analytic units, and analytic manipulation of
those units.
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Activities

There are obvious problems in statements derived at this stage
of analysis.

In respect to sampling, for example, are problems relating

to the collection of data and assessment of the effect of formation
processes.

Collection and recording techniques were not standardized

for all excavation units.

The use of screening, for example, was

variable and in fact was not used on most floors.

This could present a

significant problem in the cases where floor surfaces were screened and
large numbers of small tools and debris were recovered.

According to

the analysis carried out here, such evidence suggests the presence of
manufacturing activities.

A lack of screening then would bias collec

tion against recovery of information concerning such activities.

How

ever, large quantities of manufacturing debris were recovered in rooms
that were not screened, suggesting that recovery techniques were ade
quate.

Furthermore, the use of nonparametric statistics in the analysis

compensates for much of the distortion caused by differential collection
techniques.
The effects of formation processes pose a more serious problem.
Poor preservation has reduced or eliminated the indicators of many
activities.

The presence of weaving activities at Grasshopper, for

example, cannot be inferred from tools found in floor assemblages.

This

problem can be partially alleviated by examination of nearby con
temporaneous sites such as Canyon Creek or Red Rock House where preser
vation is better.

Domestic cotton has been identified in the former

location (Haury 1934).
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Curate and discard behavior also tend to reduce the number of
indicators of activities.

Earlier in this study it was assumed that

the former process had relatively little effect on material distribu
tions representing the late activities on which analysis focused.

It

is obvious, however, that both these processes do distort the picture
of intramural activities at Grasshopper.

Only small numbers of

decorated ceramics for example are found on room floors.
found in funerary associations.

Many more are

Ignoring this fact leads to a dis

torted picture of ceramic manufacturing at Grasshopper.

Similarly the

remains of many activities are discarded in midden areas.

It is not

expected, for example, that large quantities of the remains of food
processing and consumption are left on living surfaces.

Thus it is

necessary to investigate funerary contexts, middens, outdoor areas, and
even other contemporaneous sites in order to gain a better understanding
of late intramural activities.
The selection of formal spatial units in this study also has
certain weaknesses.

The a priori definition of artifact function for

example, tends to emphasize generally agreed-upon functions of tools
and deemphasize specific functions and use activities.

This produces a

gross picture of activities and, thereby, limits the discovery of new
patterns.

Specific types of activities such as corn grinding versus

the grinding of wild seed types are not distinguished.

Nor are the

different stages of activities such as core and flake reduction dis
tinguished.

Core and flake reduction, for example, may occur in dif

ferent room types or different areas of the pueblo.

Such patterns

cannot be identified with the analytic units employed in this study.
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This study is limited to describing the range and distribution
of general activities.

It is hoped that future investigators will find

such a gross picture useful in structuring a more detailed examination
of activities at Grasshopper.

The results of this study can be used,

for example, to identify those artifact classes in need of specific
functional analysis and provide functional hypotheses to be tested.
Ample data are present for such further analyses.
There are other problems associated with the picture produced
by this study.

The material assemblage inferred to represent in situ

manufacturing activities could easily be interpreted in some cases as
refuse from activities located elsewhere.

A pilot study involving a

detailed analysis of lithic debris suggests the utility of such data for
distinguishing in situ lithic manufacturing activities from refuse dis
carded away from its location of use (Ciolek-Torrello and Whittlesey
1976).
Additional information is provided by further analyses using
different analytic units from a selected set of rooms.

Formal units of

analysis can be altered to focus on artifact attributes rather than
types in a detailed comparison of tools and debris found on late floors
to those found in middens and early abandoned floors (Ciolek-Torrello
and Whittlesey 1976).

Additionally, spatial units of analysis can be

modified to examine micro-associations of tools on living surfaces
(Whallon 1973, 1974).

In the latter analyses we would expect greater

spatial association of functionally related tools when found in their
location of use than in midden areas.
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The type and variety of statistical procedures used to manipu
late analytic units at this stage of analysis tend to reduce distor
tions in the data caused by problems discussed above.

Thus problems in

data manipulation are primarily the product of the earlier collection
procedures and definition of analytic units.
Despite the problems described, it is believed that the state
ments concerning the definition of activities are among the most
reliable produced by this study.

The problems are alleviated to a

great extent by the relatively large quantities of material remains
found on late floors.

The goals and methods of this study do not make

unusual demands on such data.

Room Types
In an earlier chapter it was shown that the sample of excavated
rooms is representative of the total population of rooms in terms of
certain behaviorally significant parameters.
however, in terms of two sampling strata:
constructed rooms.

The sample falls short,

large outlier rooms and early

Thus the claim that the classification of rooms

derived in this study is representative of the entire range of
functional variability is made with caution.
In addition to this sampling problem, the definition of
assemblages used in the analysis of room types is also problematical.
In some cases, e.g., Rooms 246 and 279, the floor remains were mixed
with isolated midden deposits and remains of roof activities.

Every

effort was made in the field to separate materials from these different
contexts.

Some mixing of contexts is inevitable, however.

This
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problem can be alleviated by examination of refuse deposits as dis
cussed above.
Further problems are presented by the statistical manipulation
of the room floor assemblages.

Unlike the analyses of activities, the

derivation of the room typology used only parametric statistics such
as Pearson's r, factor analysis, and clustering techniques that make
the most demanding assumptions of the data.

Such statistics tend

to

amplify the distortions present in the data because of sampling and
definitional problems.

The definitional problem is partially mitigated

by comparison of the BCTRY factor analysis results with factoring tech
niques using nonparametric statistics (multidimensional scaling and
principal components vising Spearman's rho) to eliminate such distor
tions in the final classification of rooms.

A better resolution of the

problem can be found in using the results of the SPSS principal com
ponents analysis in a clustering procedure that maintains ranked
distances in original observations.

A discriminate analysis (Nie et

al. 1975, Doran and Hodson 1975) may be useful in addition to the
judgmental procedures used here to derive the final classification of
rooms.
Because of problems in sampling, definition of assemblages, and
statistical manipulation, it is believed that statements regarding the
functional classification of rooms are not as sound as those concerning
activities.

The types derived in the study, however, appear to be

"real" in the sense of reflecting behavioral dimensions.

An exception

to this is Type 1 rooms which are in part the product of measurement
error.

Although sampling problems do exist, the excavated rooms
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represent the population in terms of several behaviorally significant
parameters.

Therefore, the room typology can be inferred to reflect

significant functional variability present among Grasshopper rooms.

Household Organization
Statements about household organization appear to be the
weakest of all, primarily because of sampling problems.

In most cases

rooms rather than contiguous room sets have been sampled.
neither of the two room sets investigated are complete.

Furthermore,

Future

excavations at Grasshopper must focus on room sets representing differ
ent construction phases and site locations.
An additional problem is presented by roofs and second story
floors.
study.

Only a limited range of activities has been considered in this
In order to gain a better understanding of household organiza

tion, future analyses must pay greater attention to these important
occupation surfaces.

The data from these surfaces that were examined,

however, do not contradict the statements made regarding activity
distributions.

Suprahousehold Organization
In contrast, statements concerning suprahousehold organization
carry more weight, especially those dealing with functional zoning.
This is true because the sampling problems that affect the discussion
of household organization do not apply in the case of functional zoning
which can be identified from information derived from isolated rooms.
For the same reason, statements regarding the presence of large domestic
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groups are more tenuous than those relating to functional zoning
because the former require extensive sampling of room sets.
Statements about functional zoning are weakened by the in
adequacies found in the sample of excavated rooms that form the basis
of the functional classification.

Further sampling of large outlier

rooms and core rooms from Room Blocks 1 and 2 is necessary in order to
substantiate inferences regarding functional zoning.
Roof activities also present a problem in the analysis of suprahousehold organization.

It is possible that data from roof and second

story floors could alter the patterns observed on first story floors
alone.

Examination of a limited variety of evidence from these upper

stories, however, supports conclusions drawn earlier.
The statistical problems affecting the analysis of activities
and room types also affect the analysis of suprahousehold organization
that employs the results of the former as data.

Statistical problems

are reduced by examining the distribution of the original artifact
classes in addition to room types and activities.

Early Activity Organization
Statements concerning early activities appear relatively weak
primarily because of the limited number of data on which these are
based.

Fmctional inferences derived from examination of the small set

of facilities found on early floors, however, gain strength from com
parison with similar facilities on late floors associated with abundant
artifactual materials that allow more reliable functional interpreta
tions.
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Inferences derived from data recovered from early floors also
represent only a limited array of activities.

For example, little can

be said about the distribution of early storage and manufacturing
activities.

Some information about these activities can be gathered

from refuse deposits near early living surfaces.

It may prove diffi

cult, however, to identify particular activity assemblages from refuse
deposits.

It may be more productive to investigate activities at

earlier occupied sites in the vicinity of Grasshopper.
One such site, AZ P:14:24 may provide valuable information for
examining early activities at Grasshopper.

Recent excavations at this

small pueblo located only a mile from Grasshopper pueblo indicate that
construction began at the same time as at Grasshopper.

Abandonment

apparently occurred after a short occupation (Crown-Robertson 1977).
Therefore, P:14:24 may provide data representing activities that are
contemporaneous with early activities at Grasshopper.

Unlike Grass

hopper, however, the remains of activities at P:14:24 should be rela
tively undisturbed and, therefore, analytically equivalent to the
remains of late activities at Grasshopper.

This expectation is sug

gested by the short occupation span and apparent burning of structures
at abandonment (Crown-Robertson 1977) that would minimize the effects
of remodeling and curate behavior.

Thus in the same way that other late

occupied sites in the region can contribute to our understanding of late
activities at Grasshopper, early occupied sites can contribute to
early activities at Grasshopper.
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Temporal Considerations
Temporal comparability of units is provided in this study by a
variety of independent sources of evidence.

Although, as a unit, such

evidence provides a firm foundation for chronological inference, each
line of evidence has certain weaknesses that should not be overlooked.
The room abandonment measured used here avoids many of the
classificatory difficulties of the original measure (Reid 1973).

The

dependence on a single variable for temporal classification of floors,
however, is not entirely satisfactory.

Analysis of the quantity of

lithic and bone debris in room fill:should provide corroborative evi
dence.

Comparison of assemblages from early and late abandoned floors

provides information from a different perspective.

Regardless of such

additional work, the abandonment measure remains a relative or classi
ficatory rather than absolute technique for establishing contempo
raneity (Dean 1969:198) and in that sense retains certain drawbacks.
The application of patterns of bonding and abutting of walls to
determine the relative construction sequence of rooms also has certain
problems.

The relative sequence of construction can only be determined

for the contiguous rooms that make up a room block.

Architectural

analysis, however, cannot tie together the sequence of different room
blocks.

This problem is further complicated when a room block contains

more than one set of core rooms.
such problems.

Other evidence is necessary to solve

Stratigraphic evidence and a few tree-ring dates from

excavated rooms suggest that the core rooms from the three large room
blocks were probably constructed contemporaneously.

Ceramic evidence

and the low degree of remodeling and renovation suggest that
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construction of the outliers began much later.

At this time, however,

it is difficult to tell whether construction of outliers began during
the peak growth of the large room blocks or after growth declined in
the latter areas.

The difference is significant to any appraisal of

the course of growth at Grasshopper (e.g., Longacre 1975, 1976) as well
as the temporal comparability of analytic units.
Dendrochronology can provide a partial solution to such prob
lems.

Grasshopper dendrochronology is beset with its own problems,

however.

The logistic curve of construction activity (Figure 5) at

Grasshopper does not include any cutting dates.

In addition some of the

dates used in formulating the curve may not represent construction
activity.

Finally, the dates obtained do not represent the behavioral

parameters by which the excavated rooms are compared to the entire
population of rooms.

Most excavated rooms do not provide dated speci

mens because of poor preservation or the extensive use of species not
amenable to tree-ring dating (Dean and Robinson n.d.).

For example,

although core construction rooms from each of the three large room
blocks have been excavated, the initial construction of only one is well
dated.

Additionally, few dates are available from outlying structures.

Thus the available evidence provides only a rough estimate of community
growth and temporal comparability of analytic units.

It is believed,

however, to be adequate for the purposes of this study.
Classificatory contemporaneity is achieved by dividing all
rooms into relative time classes using a room abandonment measure.
Such a classification involves assumptions of time equivalence (Dean
1969:198) and similar effects of formation processes based on close
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similarity in archaeological content-

The establishment of such

equivalencies is adequate for a functional classification and for
dealing with general changes in activity locations.

However, a greater

understanding of community growth and its relation to such changes
requires more precise temporal control.

For example, absolute con

temporaneity is necessary in order to describe the temporal relation
ship between changes in function of particular rooms, construction of
the Great Kiva, and expansion of the community.

This significant prob

lem is clearly beyond the scope of this study.
It is apparent from the above discussion that the intent of
this study is not to present the final word on activity organization at
Grasshopper.

Rather, the intent is to assemble the numerous and dis

parate data currently available and to generate a coherent picture or
first approximation of activity organization.
is preliminary.

In this sense this study

The purpose of this chapter then is to suggest where

inadequacies exist and to point to further avenues of investigation.
Despite the shortcomings discussed in this chapter, it is also
apparent that the already available data are far more extensive and
varied than those available to most archaeologists dealing with similar
problems.

Therefore, the statements describing activity organization

at Grasshopper are built on a relatively firm foundation of evidence.
Few archaeological studies of activities, for example, can distinguish
temporally distinct occupation episodes within a hundred year time
span—let alone identify changes within that time period.

Where such

chronological control is present, a lack of artifactual materials found
in their location of use makes activity reconstruction difficult (Dean
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1969, 1970).

In contrast the data from Grasshopper encompass all such

related problem domains.
As this chapter aims at expanding and verifying descriptive
statements concerning activity organization, the final chapter suggests
further research that may provide explanations for such inferences.
This involves the discussion of a series of alternative explanatory
models that seek to ejqjiain activity organization and its change
through time.

EXPLANATORY MODELS

This study began with a critical review of two traditional
approaches to identifying prehistoric Southwestern activity organiza
tion.

A synthesis of the concepts and methods used in these approaches

resulted in the formulation of a methodology for examining activity
organization.

This methodology was subsequently applied in producing

statements concerning various aspects of activity organization at
Grasshopper.

These behavioral statements are essentially descriptive.

They describe activities, household, and community organization and
their change through time.
Explanation of this diachronic picture is compelling.

This

chapter suggests hypotheses to account for the behavior described in
earlier chapters.

These hypotheses have explanatory potential.

The explanatory compulsion promises to be fulfilled through a
series of models that relate changes in activity organization to other
causally linked variables, such as environmental change and population
growth.

The object is to facilitate future research by taking

advantage of the expertise acquired during the course of this study.
This objective is achieved by an informal outline of several models
which may potentially explain observed behavior.

A full exposition

and testing of these models is not possible within the scope of this
study.
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Four models are outlined.

These are:

1.

Environmental Stress

2.

Social Integration

3.

Intensification of Agriculture

4.

Intensification of Exchange

Like all models, these are abstract representations of
reality that primarily serve a heuristic function.
mutually exclusive explanations.

They are not

Many of the same variables are

involved in each model, for example.

Each model, however, emphasizes

different aspects of the observed changes and identifies different
variables as causally significant.

The models are separated primarily

for ease of presentation and to facilitate future research.

This

chapter sketches various research designs that point to significant
avenues of future research that explain the organizational changes
observed at Grasshopper.

Environmental Stress
The model of environmental stress emphasizes aspects of the
physical or nonhuman environment that influence a human population.
The physical environment includes both abiotic phenomena such as
topography and climate and biotic phenomena such as plants and animals
(Odum 1971},

Conditions of stress are produced by an alteration in

the physical environment that reduces below a critical threshold the
total useable resources available to a population.

Since stress

drastically alters steady state conditions, a response is required
on the part of the human population.

This response is viewed as an
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adaptive response (Reid n.d.).

A detailed exposition of this model

is presented by Reid (1973, n.d.) and will only be briefly sketched
here.
The environmental stress model can be tested by measuring a
variety of relevant variables.

These are (1) environmental change,

(2) resource procurement, (3) population growth, (4) settlement loca
tion, and (5) organization.

Reid focuses on testing expected responses

involving resource procurement activities.

This discussion introduces

expected changes involving organizational responses.
In the Southwest drought and erosion have often been seen as
the product of climatic shifts.

The environmental deterioration that

results from these changes is inimical to sedentary agriculture and is
proposed as an explanation of the observed dispersal of large aggre
gated populations.
Dean and Robinson (n.d.) have used tree-ring evidence to
develop a model of climatic change in the Grasshopper region during the
period A.D. 1250-1350.

They point out that statistical and physio

logical studies show that tree growth is highly correlated with certain
climatic variables, primarily precipitation and temperature.

Using

tree species recovered from the Grasshopper Ruin, they have estimated
the combined effects of annual precipitation and temperature on tree
growth during this period.
Their results show that during the period A.D. 1250-1270 no
significant positive or negative deviations are indicated.

Severe

drought conditions, however, prevailed throughout the region from
1270-1294,

Directly following this was a period of high precipitation
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from 1300-1320,

After this conditions again stabilized and did not

deviate significantly from the long term mean.

This climatic re

construction was found to conform to that of the Southwest as a whole
during the same period (Dean and Robinson n.d.:25).
Such changing conditions had important effects on resource
availability in the Grasshopper region.

Dean and Robinson argue that,

in contrast to the situation on the Colorado Plateau and in lower
elevation desert regions, drought produced favorable results in the
mountain zone by thinning out the forest cover, thereby opening up the
Grasshopper area for large scale human habitation.

If arroyo cutting

occurred in the Grasshopper region as it did throughout the Colorado
Plateau in the late thirteenth century, the results would have been
beneficial for agriculture.
Entrenchment of the Salt River Draw at Grasshopper would
have been accompanied by a lowering of the water table in
the flats below the present site of the ruin. Paradoxically,
this may have had positive consequences for farming in this
locale. It is possible that prior to stream entrenchment the
soil in the flats were saturated with water, even to the
extent that marshy conditions existed in the bottomlands.
, , . If so, the soil may have been so poorly aerated that
crops could not be grown on the flats. , . . The lowering of
the water table that accompanied the drought and the
entrenchment would have eliminated the aeration problem
and opened up the bottomlands to intensive agriculture (Dean
and Robinson n.d.:29).
In addition, the warmer temperatures that accompanied drier conditions
during the drought would have extended the length of the growing season.
The effects of the post-drought maximum are more difficult to
assess.

Increased rainfall may have caused the forest to encroach on

the newly opened bottomlands.

This may have been offset by the

increased use of wood for construction and fuel by a growing
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population.

More significant problems would be caused by increasing

soil moisture and the associated decrease in temperature that would
shorten the growing season (Dean and Robinson n.d.).
Thus the drought would have made the Grasshopper area extremely
attractive to immigration from the Colorado Plateau and lower elevation
deserts where the effects of the drought were inimical to agricultural
pursuits.

Populations from the drought stricken regions would have

migrated to the relatively moist mountain region where Grasshopper is
located.

These immigrants would have aggregated in the bottomlands

recently made more amenable to agriculture.
The increased moisture and decreased temperature following
the drought would have created problems for a rapidly growing popula
tion depending upon agriculture in the mountain zone.

One response to

such, deteriorating environmental conditions is the gradual dispersal
of population and diversification of resource procurement strategies
(Reid 1973, n.d,; Zubrow 1975).

Initially, small groups could have

moved into the low, hot, and dry canyon country a few miles to the
south and west of Grasshopper.

Here seasonally occupied habitation

sites could have been established in order to take advantage of
locally available resources or locally favorable conditions for
supplementary agricultural activities.
This would have created a complex settlement system with
stratification of sites on the basis of size and function.

At the

center of this system would be large permanently occupied pueblos, such
as Grasshopper, exploiting the bottomlands.

These sites would serve

as centers for storing resources gathered from the immediate
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surroundings as well as the seasonal sites in outlying locations.

Thus

the development of special function zones at Grasshopper is seen as
providing storage areas for an expanded community in time of resource
stress.

If adverse environmental conditions persisted, we would expect

a rapid breakdown of nucleated settlements and dispersal to the warmer
and drier locations more beneficial to agriculture.
A trend in this direction is seen in the growth of several
small communities in the canyon country (Reid 1973) and the changing
nature of the large Grasshopper Pueblo.

The earliest construction at

Grasshopper involved large multistory construction units centered
around a series of plazas (Figures 2 and 3).

This study has shown that

in the later period of occupation, many rooms in these central areas
were abandoned (Figure 22) or changed in function from habitation to
some other function (Figures 16 and 29).

Later habitations were on

the peripheries, built as small single story construction units
(Figures 3 and 16),

If the scattered outliers were constructed late,

then the community plan that characterized the early period had broken
down.
Two points significant to this model emerge from this
evidence,

First, the population of Grasshopper probably never achieved

the large size that might be expected for a 500 room pueblo (Longacre
1975, 1976).

As rooms were abandoned or converted to nonhabitation

functions, the amount of space used per person changed.

In other words

a constant function cannot be applied in inferring population size from
number of rooms.

In the later period with much of the center of the

pueblo serving specialized functions, we would expect more rooms per
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person than in the earlier period.

Thus in estimating population size

in a relatively long occupied community, we must account for conversion
of room function in addition to room abandonment.
The second point is that the early and late occupation periods
may have been characterized by two different types of communities.
The early community was characterized by planning and construction
involving organization and a high investment of labor while in the
later community planning appears to break down and small simple
structures are built.

This pattern is similar to what Morenon (1977)

describes as a change from a well organized town to a more dispersed
village plan at Salmon Ruin.

Such a dispersal is seen as a response to

a deteriorating environment.

The extension of the climatic model

beyond A.D. 135Q is essential to explaining these organizational
changes that most likely occurred during the latter part of the century.

Social Integration
In contrast to environmental stress models, models of social
integration emphasize the critical role of organization in adapting
human populations to their physical and social environment.

Special

attention is paid to problems arising from the social rather than
physical environment.

Specifically, integration models focus on

organizational development as a response of a sociocultural system to
internal stresses caused by continued growth.
In a line of argument that finds its source in Durkheim's
C1933) ideas of "mechanical" and "organic solidarity," Carneiro
0.967:240} maintains that the internal pressure created by the
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proliferation of like units in a system leads to a critical point at
which the system must either fission or advance to new levels of
organization.

Such organizational development involves the emergence

of specialized units and of new arrangements between units.
The social integration model offers a different interpretation
of the observed organizational changes at Grasshopper.

During the

early period when population size was relatively small, the Grasshopper
community was organized in terms of large and apparently undifferen
tiated residential units.

As population size rapidly approached its

peak, residential units became smaller and special function zones and,
possibly, household specialization developed.

This emerging organiza

tional complexity can be seen as a response to integrative pressures
resulting from increasing population size.

Such pressures would be

even greater if that growth was the product of the immigration of
diverse social groups from a variety of regions (Griffin 1969,
McKusick n.d., Pfeiffer 1977).
Two variables are involved in the integration model: population
increase and organizational development.

Population growth can be

measured as in the environmental stress model.

Immigration of popula

tions, however, is not essential to the integration model.

A dramatic

increase in population size is expected following the establishment of
Grasshopper pueblo after A.D. 1275,

Organizational changes are

expected at both the regional level and within individual settlements.
Organizational changes at the regional level include the
aggregation of population into large nucleated settlements.

An

increase in the number of limited activity sites is also expected.
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The latter would facilitate the exploitation of resources in locales
distant from main habitation centers.
Nucleated settlement is seen as a means of integrating growing
populations by fostering close social contacts and the development of
institutions devoted to settling disputes (Bradfield 1971).

With

population increase new systems of coordination and control are neces
sary for organizing labor and maintaining an orderly social life
(Carneiro 1967),

Nucleated settlement allows the development of such

integrative mechanisms.
Within individual communities such as the Grasshopper pueblo,
we would expect the development of community integrative mechanisms at
the expense of traditional forms of integration.

Integrative

mechanisms in pueblo societies are represented by structures such as
kivas, Great Kivas, and plazas.

The presence of kivas in prehistoric

pueblos is inferred to represent distinct residentially localized kin
units (Prudden 1918).

A reduction in the number of kivas relative to

other rooms at each site suggests a breakdown in such traditional
groupings and an expansion in the scope of integration (Steward 1937).
Great Kivas suggest an emphasis on village and community cohesion
that crosscuts the smaller units represented by kivas (Bluhm 1960).
Plazas may have gradually absorbed and finally come to fulfill the
social and ceremonial functions of Great Kivas (Haury, personal
communication 1975).

Community integrative structures such as Great

Kiyas and plazas form the core of community activity areas.

Such

areas include special storage and, possibly, manufacturing rooms
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associated with community social and ceremonial activities (F. Plog
1974).

Intensification of Agriculture
Models of agricultural intensification emphasize increasing
labor investment in resource production activities as a response to a
decrease in per capita resource availability.

This contrast with the

environmental stress model which emphasizes the diversification of
subsistence activities.

Another contrast is that intensification

models attribute decreasing per capita resource availability to
population growth although environmental deterioration is not excluded
as a possibility.

The emphasis, however, is clear from Boserup's

(1965) argument that primitive communities with a sustained population
growth have a better chance of economic development than those with
stagnant or declining populations.

The larger population facilitates

increasing labor investment.
On the basis of this position, Boserup proposes that the
intensification of agricultural production increases the food supply
as a response to increasing competition for resources.

This response

involves both technological and organizational changes including
intensification in the use of land, tools, and labor.

The Technological Element
Where land resources are limited, productive output can be
increased through the intensification of agricultural techniques.
Boserup's argument is usually directed at agricultural systems where
maintenance of soil fertility is the crucial factor in productivity.
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Under such conditions intensification involves the enlargement of
cultivated areas by the shortening of the fallow cycle (Boserup 1965).
In order to maintain soil fertility under a shortened fallow cycle, it
becomes necessary to introduce agricultural systems requiring a far
greater input of labor (Boserup 1965:117).

A similar argument is

applied to arid regions where availability of water is the factor
limiting productivity.

In such conditions labor intensive techniques

are directed toward the diversion and conservation of water.

Similar

techniques can be applied at Grasshopper for removing excess moisture.

The Organizational Element
In addition to such technical problems connected with agri
cultural intensification are the social or political problems involving
land tenure (Boserup 1965:94) and water rights (Spooner 1975).
Similar to integrative models, models of agricultural intensification
emphasize organizational changes that lead to new systems of coordina
tion and control.

The latter models, however, focus on organizing

labor for subsistence activities and maintaining functioning systems
of rights to the use of land and water.
One of the most crucial factors affecting social organization
is property relations (Leach 1961).

Efforts to secure the use of an

adequate supply of land increase along with increasing population
density and limited land resources (Netting 1969:108).

These efforts

usually involve the continued use of particular plots by a particular
family.

As a result:
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The general right for the members of the tribe to clear
a new plot becomes less valuable because the land which
is not reserved fallow land for some family is now
likely to be of inferior quality or very difficult to
clear (Boserup 1965:81).
This trend from communal to individual land tenure may be encouraged
by increased investment of capital and labor in the improvement of
the productive capability of individual plots of land by those who
use them CNetting 1969:108).
Another important factor is the organization of individuals
to carry out essential exploitative activities such as the production,
distribution, and consumption of resources.

Netting (1969:108)

maintains that the efficiency of differently organized work groups
in varying agricultural systems is an influential factor in determining
household size.

Thus increased investment of labor associated with

intensification necessitates adjustments in the manner in which people
are organized to carry out essential productive activities (Glassow
1972;293).
In the trend toward individual land tenure and increasing
labor investment there is a selection for small household production
units.

The small size of farm plots may be incapable of supporting a

large household.

The addition of other laborers to the family group

brings no corresponding increase in production because of the limited
area of the farm (Netting 1969:108).
Although such small households may serve as the most efficient
production units in intensified systems, in certain situations they
may be incapable of providing sufficient labor for investment or
cooperation in the management of land and water rights.

Such problems
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exist where a great deal of investment is necessary at critical times
or where potentially arable land is restricted and of highly variable
productivity.

Such situations are common in arid lands.

A centralized authority may be necessary in arid regions
where agriculture depends on a single major water diversion system.
Management is not always essential for activities in such systems.
Cultivators may normally work alone or in small groups, for example,
"cutting sections piecemeal as new areas are needed ..." (Gibson
1975:12) and carrying out daily distribution of water and simple
maintenance CSpooner 1975),

Following a disaster such as runoff

engulfing and filling the canal system, much of the system may have
to be rebuilt or repaired in a short time.

Spooner argues that a

labor system based on the individual is inadequate for organizing
such repairs.

A centralized authority or investment system is

necessary under such conditions CSpooner 1975:53).
Some kind of centralized authority may also be necessary where
water control technology involves the more simple water conservation
systems.

Even in such situations, water control is still viewed as a

population density related, labor intensive capital improvement that
increases the value of land (Dumond in Spooner 1972:300-301).

The

greater the investment the greater the emphasis on title and control
CSpooner 1975:45) and consequently, the more concern with rights to
land.

Land tenure problems are intensified by the unequal pro

ductivity of different land parcels resulting from the application of
a variety of water conservation techniques to different types of land.
If the best land is controlled by the first settlers in a region,
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then inequality in wealth may also arise (Bradfield 1971).

Nucleated

settlement encourages the formation of lines of authority for solving
land tenure disputes and other community problems arising from
inequalities in wealth.
If, therefore, efforts to increase agricultural productivity
were a response to increased competitive pressure on available
resources as a result of a growing population or environmental
deterioration, then we would expect a series of technological and
organizational changes to have occurred.

Technological Changes
Technological changes are aimed at (1) counteracting the
effects of increased moisture during the postdrought maximum and (2)
opening up previously unused land to cultivation.

The construction

of relatively large water control facilities would be expected.
These would either drain the bottomlands or prevent excessive moisture
from entering by darning or diverting water channels.

An increase in

the utilization of different ecozones and water control techniques
would also be expected.

Thus efforts to increase agricultural

productivity are reflected in a diversification in the use of land.
Such diversification would involve the use of previously marginal
lands whose productivity could be improved through technological or
labor intensive means.

This contrasts with the environmental stress

model which proposes the increasing reliance on nondomesticated
resources as a response to the increasing need for resources.
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Other technological efforts to increase agricultural pro
ductivity may have involved processing products after harvesting.
Roasting ovens increase the efficiency of corn production by
enhancing the storage and nutritional qualities of corn that is not
fully mature CCushing 1920, Glassow 1972:297).

Thus if the growing

season were shortened during the postdrought period of maximum
precipitation, corn could be harvested earlier without significant
loss of its nutritional qualities.

Also correlated with intensified

agricultural activity is the need for increased storage capacity for
purposes of deferred consumption, reserve, and seed for planting.

The

latter two functions would be especially crucial if environmental
conditions deteriorated.

Organizational Changes
If water diversion facilities were constructed, some kind of
centralized authority would facilitate the investment involved in
maintaining them.

The Salt River Draw appears to have been dammed at

the northern edge of Grasshopper Pueblo creating a large pond with
considerable aquatic life (Reid 1973).
struck this dam.

Natural disaster could have

Although the Salt River Draw carries little water

today:
, . . A stream of considerable velocity and volume at floodstage coursed past the pueblo at one time or another. It
must be remembered that this stream was probably inter
mittent, perhaps with even several years between flood
stages and would have had sufficient force to destroy a
simple dam as is suggested for containing the waters of
the upper pond CNevin Noy in Olsen 1972:2-3).
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Thus concerted cooperative effort would be required to
construct and repair such facilities in order to maintain the
resources of the pond and fields below.

The presence of cooperative

effort in production activities may also be indicated by an increase
in food processing and storage facilities not associated with
particular households and inferred to serve larger community units
(Griffin 1969).

Changes in the distribution of ovens have been

proposed as an indicator of increasing community cooperation
(Winter 19721,
The aggregation of population into large nucleated settle
ments and development of community integrative mechanisms would make
available the organized manpower necessary for such cooperative
efforts.

Aggregation and integrative mechanisms would also facili

tate settlement of land disputes arising from the dispersed and
unequally productive farm plots.
If farm plots are scattered throughout a wide variety of
ecozones and settlements are nucleated, then temporary field houses
are necessary in order to exploit areas distant from the nucleated
settlements.

Small dispersed farm plots are also best managed by

small households (Netting 1969) even if owned by larger social units
as among the Hopis (Bradfield 1971).

Intensification of Exchange
A final alternative response to resource stress resulting
from a growing population or environmental deterioration involves
increasing the efficiency of the regional distribution of resources
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(.Griffin 1969, Tuggle 1970).

This is achieved by the intensification

of interaction between populations exploiting different ecozones
through the formation of exchange networks.
On the one hand, exchange serves to increase resource
availability by the introduction of essential resources not locally
available to a population (Rathje 1971, 1973).

On the other,

exchange functions to maintain population growth and stability despite
marginal or fluctuating environmental conditions.
Given the erratic rainfall of semi-arid regions . . .
unusually good years—and hence maize surpluses—are un
predictable. One way of "banking" unpredictable maize
surpluses (as an alternative to storage) is to convert
them into imperishable trade goods which can be used
either CD as "wealth" in times of shortage or (2) as
part of a ritual exchange system, used to establish
reciprocal obligations between neighboring peoples.
Such exchange systems help to "even out" the differences
between good and bad years by circulating foodstuffs and
trade goods between regions with different crop cycles
(Flannery and Schoenwetter 1970:148-150).
This argument follows from a number of assumptions.

First,

when resource surpluses exist, a population will convert it into
"imperishable wealth" rather than increase consumption.

Second, the

rate of consumption is not leading to over-exploitation and a rapid
deterioration in net productivity through time.

Finally, a certain

rate of exchange, as a form of communication, exists between any
population and both its near and distant neighbors.

When resource

stress occurs, then one response involves increasing the rate of
exchange,
Changes in the rate of exchange can be described in a simple
model that relates the increasing flow of goods along an exchange
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network to organizational changes.

Where the flow of goods is of a

relatively low volume and covers relatively short distances, exchange
is efficiently carried out by individuals.

Such an exchange system

is facilitated by the formation of ceremonially sanctioned partner
ships composed of individuals representing all elements of the
society.

Such a system is illustrated by the Kula exchange of the

Trobriand Islands (Malinowski 1920).

The Kula exchange is viewed as

a mechanism that serves as an umbrella of magicoreligious sanctions
that guarantee the safety of individuals in exchanging basic
commodities between regions where kinship relations of ties of
contiguity are no longer sufficient (cf. Netting 1972, Winter 1972).
Local population growth may lead to a breakdown in such an
egalitarian system for obtaining nonlocal resources because it is no
longer able to handle efficiently the increased demand (Parsons and
Price 1971:189).,

Long distance exchange, for example, demands larger

more organized bodies carrying large quantities of goods than does
travel over shorter routes (Thompson 1964).

Large accumulations of

resources are necessary to maximize effort in distant resource areas
and complex organization is needed for purposes of security and leader
ship CRathje 1973:369),

Rathje (1971, 1973) argues that suprahousehold

organization developed in the preconquest Maya lowlands in response to
the need for consistent procurement, importation, and distribution of
large quantities of basic resources.
Increased demand for products and resources encourages the
development of internal socioeconomic differentiation and local
specialization (Parsons and Price 1971).

Where exchange is carried
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out by suprahousehold organizations, goods and authority, extracted
at the expense of every household, are concentrated in the hands of a
very few CRathje 1973:371}.

Key individuals in each group collect

surplus production from that group for exchange with key individuals
from other groups CParsons and Price 1971).

The products of exchange

are then redistributed among the members of each group (Parsons and
Price 1971).

These key individuals, therefore, have restricted

access to basic resources (Rathje 1973) and form an elite group in
their societies (Flannery 1968, Parsons and Price 1971).

Exchange in

luxury goods is expected to accompany the formation of elite groups as
a result of the need to enhance and reinforce the systems of status
associated with these groups (Flannery 1968).
Craft specialization is also encouraged because it serves as a
means of establishing reciprocal obligations between different groups
(Flannery 19.68).

Products of craft specialization serve as the

"imperishable wealth" that is exchanged for critical resources.
Thus if resource stress leads to the intensification of
regional exchange, we would expect both technological and organizational
changes.

Technological Changes
Expansion of road and trail systems is expected with increasing
regional exchange,

Actual road systems may be difficult to observe in

the rugged and forested mountain country around Grasshopper.

The

location of trails may be identified by positioning of small habitation
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sites along major routes of communication.

These would serve as rest

stops or outposts guarding access to routes.
The improvement of the transport characteristics of trade
goods is another expectation of increased trade.

If ceramic vessels

can be made so that they nest within each other, for example, then an
individual can carry greater numbers of vessels.

The development of

nestability in particular ceramic types has been proposed as an attempt
to increase the portability of trade wares (Whittlesey 1974).

Organizational Changes
An increase in the volume of interregional exchange neces
sitates the development of multivillage interaction systems (Tuggle
1970).

Such systems involve the creation of suprahousehold exchange

and redistributive mechanisms, differential socioeconomic status, and
craft specialization.
Suprahousehold exchange and redistribution center around
plazas and Great Kivas,

These structures may have served functions

analogous to those of the ceremonial centers of preconquest Mexico.
The latter institutions provided the concentration of capital,
organization, and integration of population, as well as bases of
distribution and supply needed to exchange large quantities of goods
(Rathje 1973),

The integrative aspects of plazas and Great Kivas

have already been discussed.

The increase in storage and manu

facturing activities at the expense of habitation and food processing
activities observed in the plaza and Great Kiva areas at Grasshopper
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can be seen as an outgrowth of the concentration of capital and the
creation of bases of supply.
The organizational needs of increased exchange involving
suprahousehold groups led to socioeconomic differences.

Such differ

ences are expected in terms of both the community and the individual.
The regional centers of exchange systems are expected to be
larger and associated with integrative structures such as Great Kivas.
Thus socioeconomic differences emerging on the community level can be
measured by the development of increasing variability in habitation
site size and restriction of large integrative structures to fewer
sites.
The key individuals who organized exchange and redistribution
are expected to have unrestricted access to critical resources.

This

leads to the formation of economic and status differences between
these individuals and those from whom they collected and to whom they
redistributed resources.

Such differences may be of an ascribed

rather than acquired nature.

Status differences are indicated by

associations of "imperishable wealth" that was acquired in order to
enhance and secure such positions.

Higher status individuals and

households are expected to have larger quantities of associated
goods, especially those made of nonlocal resources.

An increase

in the amount of mortuary associations of subadults indicates the
emergence of status before maturity (Clark 1967).
The intensification of exchange encourages the development of
craft specialization for two reasons.

First is the efficient con

version of occasional surpluses into imperishable wealth.

Second is
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the acquisition of such wealth by high status groups to reinforce
their positions.
Products produced for exchange can be identified by the
emergence of specialized ceramic and, possibly, chipped stone
industries producing products exhibiting a high degree of standardiza
tion of attributes.

Since all households are not expected to

participate in these specialized production activities, the evidence
of craft specialization should be restricted in its spatial distribu
tion.
This chapter discusses four explanatory models that integrate
the changes in household and community activity organization observed
at Grasshopper.

Several individuals have already attempted to

investigate various aspects of some of these models at Grasshopper
(cf. Griffin 1969; Reid 1973, n.d.; Tuggle 1970).

The intensive

investigation of numerous variables, however, is still necessary for
adequate explanation.

This chapter points out these variables and

their relationships and, where possible, suggests future avenues of
investigation.
A number of these variables play a part in several models.
Each model, however, focuses on different aspects of expected changes
and identifies different causal relationships.

Resource availability,

for example, is relevant to the environmental stress, agricultural
intensification, and exchange models.

Each of these models, however,

predicts a different outcome of reduced resource availability.

It is

also apparent th^t the social integration model is an integral part
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of the agricultural intensification and exchange models.

The latter

two, however, focus on variables relating to subsistence.
The situation may also be more complicated than one would
expect at first glance.
changes equally well.

Several models may explain the observed
Simple causal relationships are rarely

expected when dealing with the complex multivariate nature of human
systems.

This may be especially true in the case of Grasshopper.

The

fourteenth century is a period in the Grasshopper region characterized
by a social experiment involving dense sedentary population.

That

this experiment ultimately failed in this region is indicated by the
complete abandonment of the area by the end of the century.

Thus

different independent variables probably came into play at different
times and influenced the course of events.

The agricultural

intensification and/or exchange models may explain the events
occurring in the early period of occupation while the environmental
stress model explains the later events.

The simplest procedure is to

investigate each model individually and assess explanatory power.
Essential to this task is the specification of precise temporal
relationships between particular events.

This may be the only way

to distinguish between events predicted by the environmental stress
and agricultural intensification models for example.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Archaeologists have flirted with the problem of reconstructing
prehistoric social organization for the past hundred years.

During

this time, settlement pattern studies, particularly of household and
community organization, have emerged as one of the most reliable
and significant means of attacking this problem.
traditionally involved two approaches.

These studies have

One of these focuses on

architectural boundaries and relationships among occupation surfaces
to identify residential groups.

The other focuses on artifacts and

the function of spaces to identify task groups.

Until recently,

however, such studies have not been a major part of archaeological
research.
The archaeologists of the 1960's elevated social organiza
tion to a problem of primary importance.

Along with the upgrading of

this problem came demands for increased methodological rigor.

This

demand spurred ambitious research goals and' imaginative experimenta
tion with novel methods applied to the traditional approaches.

These

studies, however, have failed to achieve their goals for several
reasons.

These include a failure to consider the relationship of the

archaeological and systemic context, a paucity of data, the use of
inadequate or inappropriate statistical techniques, and the dependence
on. specific ethnographic analogy.
This study avoids the difficulties attending other studies by
synthesizing the concepts and methods of the traditional approaches
235
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and augmenting them with a careful consideration of appropriate
statistical procedures.

The unique archaeological context of

Grasshopper offers a good opportunity for applying this methodology.
Grasshopper is one of the large ruins in the Southwest with large
numbers of artifacts on floors.
Th.e relationship between the archaeological and systemic
contexts is considered through evaluation of the representation of
several significant behavioral parameters by the sample and the use
of analytic units that are comparable in terms of time and refuse
type.

The last occupied floors of late abandoned rooms, containing

a unique abundance of artifacts in their presumed location of use,
comprise the basic data set.
The de facto refuse found on these floors are analyzed using
a series of statistical procedures aimed at discovering patterns of
association among classes of artifacts and facilities.

Procedures

include a combination of R-mode and Q-mode multivariate analytic
techniques,

R-mode procedures eliminate the effect of trivial or

redundant variables and allow comparison of floors on the basis of
new theoretically meaningful variables.

Q-mode analysis makes

possible the discovery of new patterns of variation among floors and
the formation of homogeneous functional types.

Whenever possible,

redundancy in procedures is employed to cross check results in order
to diminish statistical errors masked by the complex multivariate
techniques.
This combination of discovery procedures has the added
advantage of avoiding the heavy dependence on specific ethnographic
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analogies in determining floor types and functions.

In this study

these types are defined using objective statistical procedures rather
than a priori decisions based on puebloan ethnography.

The latter

procedure requires too many questionable assumptions and confines
archaeological interpretation.

The procedures employed here make

possible the discovery and interpretation of new behavioral patterns.
In this manner they have a greater potential for contributing to our
understanding of prehistoric settlements.
What have we learned about the organization of Grasshopper
from application of the methodology outline here?

As expected,

distinct habitation and storage rooms are identified.

The organiza

tion of these rooms, however, differs from that predicted by Hill
(.1968, 1970a, 1970b).

Storage rooms are few and appear to be

associated with several habitation rooms which themselves contain
large areas devoted to storage.
observed.

Two unexpected room types are also

These are manufacturing rooms and rooms devoted to both

manufacturing and storage activities.

The latter rooms are larger

and contain much higher frequencies of storage vessels than the
ordinary storage rooms.

Rooms at Grasshopper are relatively large

and, as a group, lack the marked bimodality of rooms at Broken K.

It

is interesting to note that ordinary storage rooms are slightly
smaller on the average than habitation rooms although both are larger
than most habitation rooms at Broken K.
These late activity patterns represent a change from those of
the early occupation period at Grasshopper.

Domestic group size, for

example, apparently decreased through time.

Large domestic groups
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composed of several related households appear to be replaced by single
households.

This pattern is suggested by the decreasing size of

construction units and the occurrence of activities on late floors.
Late domestic activities are usually contained within a single room
space containing a first story floor, roof, and in some cases a
second story floor.
this respect.

Contiguous late abandoned rooms are similar in

Early construction units are large and suggest a greater

interdependence among contiguous rooms.

Additional evidence is pro

vided by the decrease in size of cooking hearths.
A better documented change appears to involve the emergence
of special function zones in the community.

These are characterized

by differential abandonment and functional change among rooms in
central and peripheral zones.

Central zones, for example, contain

most abandoned and special function manufacturing and storage rooms.
In contrast, peripheral zones contain most habitation and ordinary
storage rooms.

It appears that in central zones smaller rooms are

abandoned and larger rooms converted to manufacturing and storage
actiyities.
Special function zones may also reflect emerging household
differentiation.

The few habitation rooms remaining in central zones

are larger and more often associated with manufacturing activities than
those in peripheral zones,

Except in the case of the manufacture of

b±€acesf however, none of these households appears to specialize in
any particular product.
These patterns have important implications for our understand
ing of community dynamics in the prehistoric Southwest, in particular,
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and Neolithic culture in general.

The changing patterns of activity

organization observed at Grasshopper were incorporated within four
explanatory models.
One of these models minimizes the growth of population at
Grasshopper and focuses on the abandonment of the central zones and
the location of most habitation rooms on the peripheries of the
community during the late occupation period.

This change is seen as

a reflection of a simplification of community organization from the
large well-planned early construction units to the small dispersed
units of the late period.

This organizational change, in turn, is

seen as a response to environmental stresses and related diversifica
tion of resource extraction activities.
This environmental stress model accords well with a recent
view of pueblo population's adaptation to fluctuating environmental
conditions CDean 1970; Reid 1973, n.d.).

In contrast with the tradi

tional view of stable sedentary agricultural populations, Dean and Reid
picture pueblo populations as highly mobile groups who respond quickly
to temporary local environmental conditions.

These responses involve

cycles of aggregation, dispersal, and migration according to the local
availability of resources.
Other explanatory models focus on the emergence of special
function areas and community integrative structures in the central
zones at Grasshopper,

This change is seen in relation to intensifica

tion of particular exploitative strategies and rapid population growth.
These models suggest that during the prehistoric period, certain
pueblo populations may haye experimented with new organizational forms
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in response to rapid population increases.

Again, however, population

increase is seen, at least initially, as the product of temporarily
beneficial environmental conditions with emigration as the ultimate
response to environmental deterioration.
The emphasis of this study has been a methodological one aimed
at the synthesis and application of a methodology for examining pre
historic settlement patterns at the household and community levels.
This has been done, however, with a specific theoretical problem in
mind.

This involves the explanation of observed organizational

patterns at Grasshopper.

Only suggestions for examining this theoreti

cal problem are made here.

Future investigations offer exciting

possibilities for contributing to our understanding of the dynamics
of Neolithic settlements.
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